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PREFACE

The Summary of Research in Science Education series has beenproduced to analyze and synthesize research related to theteaching and learning of science completed during a one-yearperiod of time. These summaries are developed in cooperation
with the National Association for Research in Science Teaching.
Individuals identified by the NARST Research Committee work withstaff of the ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics, and
Environmental Education to review, evaluate, analyze, and reportresearch results. The purpose of the summaries is to provide
research information for practitioners and development personnel,ideas for future research, as well as an indication of trends inscience education research.

Read^rs comments and suggestions for the series are invited.

Stanley L. Helgeson
Patricia E. Blosser
ERIC Clearinghouse for
Science, Mathematics, and
Environmental Education
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FORWARD

When Stan Helgeson called on July 27th to ask if I would
consider writing the annual review of research in science
education for the year 1987, I listened quietly to the parametersinvolved, asked a few questions, then requested a few days tocontemplate the task. After hanging up the telephone, Iswallowed hard, but it failed to remove the sudden lump in mythroat. On one level the task seemed simple enough, to summarize
the nearly 300 or so documents on science education filed in ERICand other abstracts, to interpret and synthesize their results
and conclusions,' and to complete the work by November 1, 1988.The lump kept growing, possibly because there was no way that I
could accomplish this in three months. Or possibly because I wasto leave the University of Illinois at Chicago in two short daysto begin my new responsibilities as Director of the Center for
Science Education at Kansas State University. Or possiblybecause I was in the middle of writing a research grant to NSF onmole concept and stoichiometric problem solving. Or possiblybecause I was aware of the excellent work done on previousreviews by colleagues for whom I have the greatest respect. Orpossibly because a million other reasons crossed my mind. Stan,why now?

But I knew that Stan Helseson needed help, and he needed itquickly. He usually assigns this task in early spring, and theauthor(s) of the annual review are able to proceed at a moreleisurely pace. But things ha6 not worked out, and he was askingme. Now. I felt honored as well as terrified. The more Ithought about the task, the more I concluded that there was but
one scenario whereby I could agree to do the review. I neededlots of help, and I had an idea as to where I could get it. Asthe new Director of the Center for Science Education at KansasState University, my duties are to direct and coordinate theoperation of a state funded, university based center forresearch, curriculum and materials development, and outreach.Nearly twenty faculty members across the various colleges ofKansas State University are associated with the Center. That waswhere I could get help. I called Emmett Wright, the formerdirector of the center, who is presently Head of the Division ofTeacher Education at Kansas State University, described StarHelgeson's request and its parameters, and asked him to poll tnefaculty in science education who are associated with the center
about participating in the endeavor. Emmett called the next dayto inform me that all the faculty members in science educationwould help. The lump began to shrink. That weekend I had lotsof time to think as I drove from Chicago to Manhattan, Kansaswith two cats and a load of boxes (I would return to Chicago byplane and make the same trip in six days with my wife, Pat, our
two children, Amanda and Emily, and our household belongings).



Previous authors had devoted significant amounts of time to theselection of an organizational
framework for the review. We hadno such luxury. But a team of colleagues made the task seem notonly possible, but one that would continue the trend of qualitywork done by previous authors. I called Stan Helgeson andaccepted for our entire team. The lump was almost gone. It wastime to get to work.

The first task was the selection of an organizationalframework for the review. I had faced such a problem before whenI edited the 1982 AETS Yearbook (Stayer, 1981). In that case Ihad revisited the writings of Ralph Tyler and Joseph Schwab anddecided to use Tyler's (1949) rationale as a framework foranalysis. Now faced with a similar problem, I remembered thatSchwab (1978), in a series of essays, discussed at length theconcept of commonplaces and their application to the task ofcurriculum development. To Schwab, commonplaces were factorsassociated with the process of curriculum development. Theentire set of factors represented a map upon which each part ofthe process could be located relative to other parts. ForSchwab, defensible educational thought and curriculum developmentresulted from the consideration of four commonplaces, each equalin rank. The commonplaces themselves were the learner, theteacher, the milieu, and the subject matter. Any overpowering orintimidation by one of any or all of the others resulted in anarrow curriculum focus. Schwab believed that the coordination,not the superordination or subordination, of the learner, theteacher, the milieu, and the subject matter was the proper blendof commonplaces that produced lasting, well balanced curriculum.Moreover, he maintained that the short life of the child-centeredcurricula of Progressivism, the social-change-centered curriculaof the 1930s, and the subject-matter-centered curricula of recentreforms were due in part to their dominance by a singlecommonplace. The key word is coordination. In summary, whencurriculum moves into action through the act of teaching, oneperson (the teacher) teaches another person (the learner)something (a subject matter) within a context (a milieu). Acurriculum developed by coordinating the aspects of all fourcommonplaces was, according to Schwab, one that could stand thetest of time, unlike the aforementioned bandwagon curricula thatrepresented dominance by a single factor.

Other scholars have utilized Schwab's notion of commonplacesin their own writings. For example, Lanier and Little (1986)organized their chapter on research in teacher education in theHandbook of Research on Teaching, (Wittrock, 1986) around thecommonplaces of teacher, student, curriculum, and milieu.Similarly, Shymansky and Kyle (1988), the authors of the 1986summary of research in science education, acknowledged Wittrock(1986) and Joyce and Weil (1986) as key in their organizationalscheme which included teaching and the teacher, learning and thelearner, curriculum and instruction, and instrument development
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and analysis. In turn, I acknowledge each of these scholars in
helping me to decide upon the four commonplaces of the present
review of research in science education: (1) Learners and
learning; (2) teachers and teaching; (3) curriculum and
instruction; and (4) contexts and. settings. Schwab's apparently
absent commonplace, the subject matter, is, of course, spread
throughout, as it is research on science learning, scienceteaching, science curriculum and instruction, and science
contexts and settings that is reviewed.

The second task involved decisions as to what should beincluded in the review. Our writing team held the view thatthree major sources should be represented: (1) Researchcatalogued in the ERIC system; (2) research published injournals; and (3) dissertations and theses filed in Dissertation
Abstracts International. Much of the research cited in thisreview qualified on two counts, as it was published in journalsmonitored by ERIC; the remaining research was reviewed because it
was filed in one of the sources.

Associated with the task of inclusion was that of exclusion.
The proceedings of conferences relevant to science education werefound in the ERIC system. The proceedings themselves were
acknowledged; however, the individual papers and/or presentationswere not. Exceptions occurred when an individual paper wascatalogued in the ERIC system. We trust that those papers ofhighest quality will be published in appropriate journals,thereby justifying their inclusion in future reviews of theresearch in science education. Examples of such conference
proceedings included the following: (1) National Association forResearch in Science Teaching, Washington, D.C., April 23-25,1987; (2) Second International Seminar on Misconceptions and
Educational Strategies in Science and Mathematics, Ithaca, NewYork, July 26-29, 1987; and (3) International Conference onPhysics Education, Nanjing, China, August 31-September 5, 1986.Also excluded were analyses and critiques of published researchin Investigations in Science Education. In this instance, theoriginal research was already published and reviewed in anearlier edition of this annual review. Readers who wish to
examine the analyses and critiques should obtain volume 13 of
Investigations in Science Education (Blosser and Helgeson, 1987).

The third task focused on the assignment of each research
report to a single commonplace. Each contribution to the
literature was surveyed and assigned to one of the four above
mentioned commonplaces by at least two members of the writingteam. Most fitted well into one place; however, some contained
more than one major emphasis and thereby could have been placed
in more than one category. Nevertheless, we assigned them toonly one commonplace. Also, we decided to have a single
reference list at the end of the review. In order to facilitate
the inquiries of readers, we created an alphabetical index of
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authors and keyed the number of the section in which research byeach author was reviewed to the names of authors.

The fourth task involved the assignment of members of thewriting team to review and 5nterpret the research in a particularcommonplace and to write a first draft. This was accomplishedeasily, as he range of scholarly interests of authors alignedwell with the different commonplaces. Production of first draftswas followed by my initial editing and suggestions for revision,then the production of revised drafts with later editing andrevisions done by the entire writing team. In the end, each ofmy co-authors made an equal contribution to the writing, editing,and revising of this review; thus, they were listed inalphabetical order.
The format of the review follows a repeating pattern. Eachcommonplace begins with an introductory paragraph which sets thestage for the ,,tidies reviewed therein. Discussions of thestudies reviewed, their concordance or divergence from theexisting body of research, and implications for practice andfuture research occur at the conclusion of each section and atthe end of the commonplace itself.

John R. Stayer

vi
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1.0 LEARNERS AND LEARNING

We begin our Review of Research in Science Education 1987with a focus on learners and learning. We have chosen this
commonplace first because learners are at the center of ourenterprise. Moreover, according to Linn (1987), interdis-
ciplinary research has resulted in the recent emergence of
several research themes in science education. One of these
themes is represented in a growing consensus of the nature of the
learner. Presently, broad-based agreement exists that learners
actively construct their own world views based on the
interactions of their minds with the world outside through
observation and experience. Thus, learners must respond to
teachers, curricula, instruction, and contexts in terms of their
present world views as they construct new world views. Within
the commonplace of learners and learning, we have separated the
research into two areas as follows: (1) concepts and reasoning;
and (2) attitudes and beliefs.

1.1 Concepts and Reasoning

1.11 How do specific concepts change with age?

Four studies traced the development of understanding over a
number of grade levels. Bar (1987) gave direct ratio, inverse
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ratio, and proportional problems to Israeli 3rd, 4th, and 5thgraders in two content areas, electrical circuits and sugar in awater solution. The stages of understanding were different forthe two domains. Direct ratio and inverse ratio were learnedearlier than proportional ratio in the area of electricalcircuits. However, in the area of sugar solutions, previous
understanding helped children in the direct ratio, but made theinverse and proportion problems more difficult. Raven (1987)studied the use of ratios in high school science problems andfound that freshmen tended to select solutions using only onevariable, while juniors more often used two variables in a rule.Dickinson (1987) reported an attempt to map the development ofchildren's concepts of what something is 'made of by havingchildren sort like objects. Improvement was found from 1st to4th to 7th rrade in the ability to correctly sort materials(e.g., to recognize powders as made of the same stuff as the bulkversion of the material). Finally, Perry and Obenauf (1987)looked at the order of development for the concepts of movementand speed and at the relationships among task variables.Evidence was found which confirmed the work of Piaget on thedevelopment of the concept of qualitative speed.

1.12 What naive theories and misconceptions do
novices bring to the study of science?

Rice and Feher (1987) studied 9- to 13-year-olds in ascience museum setting to determine their naive theories aboutlight propagation and image formation. They assigned children aseries of tasks involving predictions about light travelingthrough a pinhole. Through interviews, they found that thechildren's mental model was generally one of light that traveledas a whole, carried information from the object toward thepinhole, and then to the screen. Children did not have thenotion that each part of the source emitted light in alldirections, a notion which was critical in predicting a widearray of images, including the inverted pinhole images.

Hastings (1987) interviewed students in grades 2, 4, and 6in rural, suburban, and city schools about their knowledge offood as a prerequisite topic for understanding photosynthesis.The children tended to understand 'food' to be edible substances,and 'making food' to be cooking. Consequently, when they dealtwith these notions in the area of animal and plant food, theybrought misconceptions such as these: (1) animals planted theirfood or produced food products; (2) plants did not make their ownfood; (3) plants did not need energy; and (4) a plant's food wasabsorbed from outside sources. All second graders held thesenotions, but some of the misconceptions changed over gradelevels. Older children began to see food as a source of energyfor animals, and to understand how plants made food, but not how

2
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food and energy were related in plants.

Dupin and Johsua (1987) studied conceptions of electric
current in French students from grade 6 to the fourth year of
university. From this and previous work, they found that thenaive view of electric current was the 'metaphor of moving
fluid,' and that this view was mixed, partly material and partlyenergy. As children tried to overcome contradictions associatedwith their mixed view, they developed a second misconceptionwhich was particularly difficult to change, namely, that aconstant current was delivered by a battery and that part of thecurrent was used up as it traveled through a bulb. Thismisconception did not begin to clear up until about 10th grade,and then was not properly generalized even through universitylevel. It was suggested that this misconception endured becauseit was effective in dealing with most of the electric current
problems students encountered in school.

Ronold (1987) looked at the reasoning patterns ofundergraduates about probability by videotaping interviews inwhich students were asked to make predictions about an individualtrial and then to show whether or not the prediction was borneout. Students often held a deterministic model which wasinconsistent with probability theory but was quite reasonable inthe ordinary decision making of the lay person.

Roth (1987) tried a new methodology to study naive physicsreasoning in an attempt to resolve some inconsistencies in theliterature regarding the abilities of novices to performqualitative analyses of a problem. His method enabled him todiscover details about the qualitative knowledge of novices,including their beliefs and their generalities as well as theirincorrect and partially correct propositions. Among otherthings, Roth found that most errors were a product ofmisconceptions rather than of faulty reasoning, that novices held
some contradictory conceptions, and that novices did not have the
same strength of belief for all propositions.

We again call readers' attention to the Proceedings of theSecond International Seminar on Misconceptions and EducationalStrategies in Science and Mathematics. Many studies deal withmisconceptions.

1.13 What distinguishes successful from
unsuccessful students?

Lawson (1987) classified 100 high school students asconcrete operational or formal operational, and tested whetherthese two groups could understand reasoning-to-contradictionarguments. Students were tested before, immediately after, and

3



one month after an introduction to this type of argument. Mostconcrete operational students were unable to deal with this typeof reasoning, either immediate or delayed, while most formaloperational students were able to comprehend it under bothconditions. The author argued that reasoning competence might bemore critical in logical performance than content and recommendedinstruction in reason' .g.

Krajcik and Haney (1987) reported a study in which theyidentified test items on a nationally standardized chemistry testthat discriminated between formal and non-formal operationalstudents and explored the reasoning patterns required by theseitems. The research also assessed which reasoning patterns werenecessary for success in high school chemistry. Lawson'sClassroom Test of Formal Reasoning was used to classify studentsinto formal and non-formal types. The 1981 edition of theAmerican Chemical Society-National Science Teachers AssociationHigh School Chemistry Achievement Examination (the ACS exam) wasused to measure achievement in high school chemistry. The 170subjects were students from a private, all-male, collegepreparatory school in Wisconsin. Results showed that twostudents were classified as concrete operational, 42 astraditional, and 126 as formal operational. Analysis showed that18 (58%) .of the 31 discriminators required the use ofproportional reasoning; however, only three (6%) of the 49nondiscriminators required this form of reasoning. Of the 13remaining discriminators, six required the recall and applicationof a functional relationship. Of the remaining nondiscriminatingitems, a majority required the recall of factual information andoften its application to a given situation. The sharp contrastbetween the percentage of discriminators and nondiscriminatorsthat required proportional reasoning suggested thkt the abilityto apply proportional reasoning patterns was a major :actor thatdifferentiated the ACS exam performance of students classified asconcrete, transitional, or formal operational according to theirscores on Lawson's Classroom Test of Formal Reasoning. Thisstudy furnished evidence that students who could use formaloperational reasoning patterns were capable of a greater degreeof achievement in high school chemistry than students who couldnot use these reasoning patterns.

Stringfield (1987) categorized high school students asconcrete, transitional, or formal operational, and examined theeffects on each group of computer- vs. print-presented lessons.The only significant differences in achievement were amongreasoning ability groups.

Kotran (1987) assessed the developmental level and cognitiveperformance of 9th grade biology students and found a significantrelationship between them. Students at the four developmentallevels profited differentially from the instruction and utilizeddifferent mental operations.

4
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Anamuah-Mensah, Erickson, and Gaskell (1987) found that 12th
grade chemistry students who solved volumetric analysis problemsby algorithm without understanding were not influenced byproportional reasoning strategies, while those who used thealgorithm with understanding did make use of these strategies.

Lavoie (1987) studied prediction behaviors of high schoolbiology students as they used a computer simulation program aboutwater pollution. Students were categorized into concrete andformal operational, and their interviews were coded and compared.Successful students systematically manipulated independentvariables, took notes, and correctly identified independent anddependent variable relationships; they also had high initialknowledge of biology and were formal thinkers. Unsuccessfulstudents lacked motivation and persistence and were notsystematic. Also, they were more often concrete thinkers and hadlow initial knowledge of the subject matter.

In a study of Venezuelan science students by Niaz (1987),success in chemistry, biology, and mathematics was predicted byformal operational reasoning ability, memory, and fieldindependence.

In a study by Runco, Okuda, and Hwang (1987), two measuresof creativity, the How Do You Think Test and the Teachers'Evaluation of Students' Creativity, were found to be predictorsof success in a high school science program for talented studentsoffered at The University of Hawaii.

Tan (1987) added another level of analysis to the discussionof understanding in science and what might make studentssuccessful by raising the question of what high school studentsmean by understanding. Four conceptions of understanding bythese students were described as follows: (1) relating newphysics knowledge to knowledge of the world outside the physicsclassroom; (2) being able to solve successfully physics problemsin the physics classroom; (3) relating new physics knowledge toother experiential knowledge inside the classroom; and (4) beingable to use classroom physics knowledge to explain a wide rangeof experiences in the real world.

Swamy (1987) reported that 97% of a group of collegechemistry students solved three gas problems correctly, but only3% had a good understanding of gas pressure, as determined frominterviews. Misconceptions held by most of these; studentsincluded equating temperature with heat and a molecular view ofkinetic energy. Those who performed well understood gaspressure theoretically as well as empirically, while poorperformers showed understanding only of the empiricalrelationships.
Robertson (1987) analyzed think-aloud reports of collegephysics students to determine whether they had a connection
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bet-.4een Newton's Second Law and the concept of 'systems' relatingto that equation. Students tended not to make the connection,but those who understood the connection tended to perform well ona transfer test.

Smith and Waterman (1987) examined the categorizations thatundergraduates made of classical genetics problems. Successfulstudents categorized problems as similar that were solvable insimilar ways.

1.14 What distinguishes experts from novices?

Four studies focused on expert-novice differences inchemistry, biochemistry, or physics, using novices from highschool to medical school. A fifth study looked at theinterrelationships among process skills in novices. A sixthstudy presented a theoretical argument on the ways that expertsand novices use scientific observation.

Camacho (1987) compared the understanding of high school andcollege novices solving chemical equilibrium problems to those ofPh.D. students and professors. Experts used several chemicalprinciples and related skills from other domains, betterheuristics such as looking back, and usually twc, differentmethods of solution. Novices, however, generally ignored theprinciples involved, revealed a large number of misconceptions,and used heuristics infrequently and not very well.

Gage (1987) compared undergraduates and professors solvingchemistry equilibrium problems and found that novices tried torecognize problem types and apply algorithms rather than analyzethe problem systems, had difficulty visualizing the problemsystem, and confused amount and concentration.

Ploger (1987) gave medical student novices and biochemistryexperts problems in which they were to account for the existenceof an abnormal biochemical function. Experts decomposed theproblems from the point of view of normal functioning and from aknown pathology, while novices reasoned from the normalfunctioning only. Experts considered more alternatives andreasoned less quickly than did novices.

Veidhuis (1987) compared beginning undergraduate physicsstudents, advanced undervaduate physics students, and professorson one problem solution and a sorting of problems into problemtypes. He found that experts categorized problems by their deepstructural properties, while novices used surface structures,which were descriptive features that made unlike problems seemsimilar. Moreover, novices were found to be less consistent intheir categorizations.
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Martin (1987) compared the problem solving ability ofphysics and engineering students in a two year college. Twenty-six (26) engineering and 23 physics students participated in thestudy. Results showed a significant difference in problemsolving ability in favor of the engineering students. Thisdifference was present on engineering problems, physics problems,and overall problem solving.

Willson (1987) discussed the distinction between scientificobservation as a theory-confirming activity and as a theory-building activity. Willson argued that both types of observationwere central to science, but that theory-confirming observationwas more often used by the expert scientist, who possessedexcellent domain specific knowledge and sophisticated problemsolving processes. For novices the absence of domain specificknowledge and sophisticated problem solving processes may haverendered theory-building observation more useful in instruction.Willson argued that science educators have failed to make thisdistinction and that instruction should emphasize the teaching ofscience processes.

1.15 Mental models: what differences are there
between experts and novices?

These two articles might well be subsumed under one or moreof the above categories. However, they are separated herebecause the subject of mental models is important enough todiscuss separately.

Leeds (1q87) interviewed undergraduate students who hadcompleted a basic nutrition course to compare their mental modelsof energy metabolism to a standard model broken down into linksand nodes. She found that undergraduates had informationavailable in nodes or organized concepts, but these were notlinked to other nodes in a formal schema. Novices also dealtbetter with nodes and links that were concrete rather than thosewhich used formal operational thinking.

Kleinman, Griffin, and Kerner (1987) compared the mentalimages of beginning chemistry students for such notions assolubility mole, and energy, to those of graduate students andexpert the .sts. They found that the quantity and the level ofabstraction of images were greater (an expert image was morelikely to be a model) at a higher level of expertise, and thatimages of novices tended to be simply associations with the word.All groups had all three kinds of images which included thefollowing: (1) associations; (2) concrete images; and (3)abstract models.
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1.16 What characteristics of the learner can
predict success in science?

Three studies reported the relationship of spatial abilityand other cognitive factors to achievement in chemistry. Carter,LaRussa, and Bodner (1987) reported that science, engineering,nursing, and agriculture majors who scored high on spatialability scored significantly better in chemistry than did lowspatial ability students. Pribyl and Bodner (1987) found thathigh spatial ability students performed better in organicchemistry, where problem solving skills were required and wherethinking about two-dimensional models of molecules was necessary.Chandran, Treagust, and Tobin (1987) found that prior knowledgeand formal reasoning ability were related to chemistryachievement in the lab, in calculations, and in contentknowledge.

Loughner (1987) studied high school chemistry achievementand related it to visuo-spatial learning, verbal cognition,spatial cognition, and multiple choice test behavior information.She looked at predictions from three theoretical perspectives andfound, among other things, that the multiple choice test answersof a student could be analyzed for cognitive meaning, and thatthe four independent variables were all major influences onchemistry achievement.

Blatnick (1987) studied the effects of using three-dimensiondl models on chemistry achievement with ninth graders.One hundred fifty-two (152) students were pretested on theireducational, verbal, and spatial abilities, then randomlyassigned to one of two groups. The experimental group receivedverbal instruction, observed teacher demonstrations withmolecular models, and assembled the same models. The controlgroup received only the verbal instruction. Results showed nosignificant treatment effect on higher-order cognitive skillquestions, chemistry achievement, or gains in spatial ability.

Biermann and Sarinsky (1987) analyzed selected cognitiveabilities and other factors associated with the performance ofstudents in a biology preparatory course in an urban communitycollege. Discriminant analysis showed that mathematics abilitywas the primary factor in passing the course. ReTressionanalysis revealed that mathematics ability, reading ability, andthe type of high school diploma accounted for 33% of the variancein the preparatory course grades. Only 16% of the students whooriginally enrolled in the prej. ratory course continued on totake and pass a follow-up course in biology. However, thepreparatory course grade for this group was found to be a goodpredictor of the grade in a subsequent course.

Enstice (1987) examined the effect of a remedial chemistry
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course on the success of students in a regular general chemistrycourse. Eighteen (18) pairs of students were matched for their
performance on the Toledo Chemistry Placement Examination, thenassigned to the regular or the remedial chemistry course. Allstudents would normally have been assigned to the remedialcourse. Results indicated that students who took the remedi-1
course scored significantly higher on the Toledo Chemistry
Placement Examination after the course. However, there was nosignificant difference between the groups in the regularchemistry course grades.

The design and content of a 'preparatory crash course' inscience and mathematics for adult students was discussed in apaper by Zoller, Ben-Chaim, and Danot (1987). Over a period ofsix years, 170 students participated in one or more of the crashcourses. The performance of science 'attentive' adults wascompared to that of high school graduates holding scienceoriented matriculation certificates. Their findings suggested
that unpreparedness in science could be modified through remedi..::crash courses, especially in those situations where highlymotivated adult students were involved. They concluded thatsuccess in crash courses could lead to success in later academicscience.

Harpole (1987) studied the relation of achievement inphysics and chemistry with selected aspects of students, theirteachers, and schools. Thirty-nine (39) 19, -g teachers, 32chemistry teachers, 616 physics student5 nf,i 1,2 chemistrystudents participated in the study. A '0.' n of: (1)teacher certification in chemistry; (2) unucl hours inphysics; (3) the percentage of students who rc_,,rted an "A" highschool average; and (4) a teaching 1_3 that did not includegeneral science accounted for 48.7% of the variance in thephysics achievement. With respect to chemistry achievement,44.3% of the variance was accounted for by: (1) studentparticipation in science focus; and (2) a teaching load thatincluded advanced chemistry.

In a related study, Harpole (1987) investigated the relationof gender and learning style with achievement and laboratoryskill development for high school chemistry students. Forty-one(41) high school chemistry students participated in the study.Results showed that males preferred using numbers and logic, andcomputing and solving quantitative problems. Males benefittedmost when course work was clearly and logically organized.Females preferred situations in which they could work with andhelp each other. The author suggested that these differencesshould be taken into account in the planning of laboratoryexercises.

Harty, Hamrick, Ault, and Samuel (1987) investigated middleschool girls and boys to see whether there might be a difference
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between the genders in their concept structure interrelatednesscompetence (ConSIC). No significant differences were found.However, scores of males were found to be correlated withprevious experience, time on task, scholastic aptitude-verbal,and scholastic aptitude-quantitative, whereas scores of femaleswere unrelated to these variables. ConSIC was discussed as apotentially equalizin5 factor in the science classroom, whichmight both uncover cognitive structures and provide practicemanipulating concepts.

Selvadurai (1987) examined the extent of transfer oflearning from an introductory biology course to an advancedcourse in biology. Lecture sections were randomly assigned totreatment or control conditions. Students in the treatmentcondition were taught transfer of learning techniques as theywere taught biology throughout the introductory :.:ourse, whereascontrol students were taught only biology. Analysis of thecumulative lecture ;trades of students revealed a significantdifference between the two groups in the means of these grades.

1.17 How caa we improve the acquisition ofconcepts, reasoning, and other knowledgethrough instruction?

Blackwelder (1987) studied the rs'ects of computerprogramming on logical thinking. She found hat 9th graders whostudied a semester of Logo programming scored significantlyhigher than a control group on the Test of Logical Thinking(TOLT), and that a gender difference existed within the treatmentgroup in favor of males.

Saunders and Shepardson (1987) compared concrete and formalscience instruction on the science achievement and reasoningability of sixth graders. Four intact classes were assigned toconcrete or formal treatment conditions. Students were pretestedand postte_*_ed on their reasoning levels as well as in sevenareas of the sixth grade science curriculum for achievement.Results suggested that significantly higher levels of achievementexisted in the concrete instruction group as well as the presenceof a significant gender effect favoring males.

Mpi (1987) reported a study on the effects of the mode ofpresentation of science objects on recall. 'ne subjects werevolunteer high school students who were assign--± to groups basedon their field
independence/dependence. One-half of each groupwas randomly assisled to the models presentation or picturespreser'tion. Results showed that subjects who were presentedmode outper2ormed their counterparts who were presentedpictures and that field independent students outperformed theirfield dependent ccuhterparts. No gender effects were found.
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Gabel and Enochs (1987) found that pre-service elementary
teachers, particularly those with low visualization scores, oftenconfused surface area and volume. These students benefitted
considerably when volume was taught as capacity and introducedbefore the concepts of area and length. This made volume easier
to visualize and therefore less likely to be confused with lengthand area.

Lord (1987) tested science majors at a junior college andfound that women, who began with lower spatial ability than men,improved at a faster rate than men when mixed classes v e givenspecially designed visuo-spatial interventions.

Lewis (1987) introduced concrete experiences into classsessions of an experimental group of 10th graders, while allowingclasses to proceed as usual in the control group. For theexperimental group, logical thinking scores and some processskills were found to improve significantly.

Musonda (1987) analyzed data collected over 12 years fromthe Audio-Tutorial Elementary Science Program. Tapes wereanalyzed from 21 matched pairs of first graders who eitherreceived instruction by audic'- tutorial methods or noinstruction. A concept-mapping was ,erformed on the children'sunderstanding of the structure of matter over time. Instructedchildren tended to hold more foundation knowledge which helped inthe quality of their conceptions; the diversity and inclusivenessof their conceptions were also superior. Uninstructed childrenwere more likely to develop misconceptions.

1.18 What tools might help to initiate novices
into the cultures of science?

Lippert (1987) reported on the potential for teachingproblem solving in mathematics and science with computer-basedexpert systems. She suggested tnat the construction of aknowledge base and its implementation in an expert system shellclearly showed whether students could formulate questions,perceive the logic of the relations and dependencies given in aproblem, and construct procedures to connect the concepts. Onlywhen the formal structure of the problem was perceived correctlycould missing data be appreciated and surplus information drawattention to the necessary and sufficient conditions inherent inthe interrelationships. Students could plot their decisions andassociated rules in a tree-like format as they responded to theprompts of the shell, thereby seeing the hierarchial structure,subsumptions and branching they had built. Students couldcorrect, expand, or erase features and retest the rulebase untilthey were persuaded that their representation was complete and
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correct. Lippert explained that it was this facility that wasunique as an instructional tool, and particularly attractivesince it did not depend on the immediate presence of theinstructor. With this approach, students were no longerspectators in problem solving, but engineers of the solutions.

Hawkins and Pea (1987) of the Bank Street Center forChildren and Technology wrote an extremely thought-provokingpiece on the gap between the culture of everyday thinking whichstudents bring into the study of science and the culture ofscientific thinking which science educators hope to teach them.Science education programs did not include an adequate notion ofthe nature of inquiry; they were built around the idea of inquiryas the accumulation of facts rather than inquiry as coming tounderstand science in new ways. The child, in learning science,was socialized into the scientific community, a culture with itsown problem 'niches,' standards and modes of explanation, levelsof precision, and ways of communicating. In coming tounderstand, the child must give up an alternative way of seeingthings. Rec' inizing science education as cross-culturaleducation wov be an extremely exciting and fruitful way toapproach the problem of teaching the inquiry process. It wouldadd to our endeavor, for example, the notion that we would beleading a student.from one culture to another on the dimension oflearning new conventions of what would be sensible discourse, orwhat would be problematic.

These studies as a whole add to our understanding of noviceswho bring to a learning situation naive or everyday theories ofthe domain, misconceptions, incomplete and 'fragile' knowledge(Perkins and Martin, 1986), differing views of what it means tounderstand a domain, and partial and often inconsistentconceptions, held as a temporary means of grappling withcontradictory evidence. In some cases it appears that overcomingone misconception is almost universally accomplished by taking upa new misconception which better explains the facts. We arereminded again that overthrowing a misconception is not onlydifficult, it is a constructive process that learners mustaccomplish for themselves. Moreover, such a process depends, atleast sometimes, on the reasoning abilities of students, and thestudies reported during 1987 which continue to show the influenceof reasoning on successful learning.

This set of research is consistent with recent findings inexpert-novice differences, confirming that novices havedifficulty with all the different levels at which they need to beworking. Their knowledge is new, often riddled withmisconceptions, and does not readily hold together; they do nothave a good framework to help them tie information together; andthey do not yet know the conventions, heuristics, or even theproblems of the field. Teaching for the transition from noviceto expert should become a clearer task as studies like these help
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fill out the picture for each domain. One very promising area ofresearch is the study of learnable mental models which may beused to help provide a visual framework to hold information
together in a sensible and correct way, yet need not be complete.Such schemata would presumably help with the problem of
developing links among concepts. Another type of excitingresearch is the development of technological cognitive tools toaid in inquiry. Hawkins and Pea (1987), for example, described atechnological tool (under development) for bridging the gapbetween the two cultures, one which is expected to help create anenvironment for a student's conceptual change. The INQUIREsystem will have a QUESTIONS module,. to help students formulatequestions about a problem area and examine their own knowledgeabout it; a NOTES module to help students gather in one place theinformation from diverse sources (their description sounds verymuch like hypertext, a systent in which students can readilyconnect one piece of information to another in a non-linearfashion); a SCHEMES module to help organize the student's ideasabout the new information collected in NOTES; and a PATTERNSmodule to help students describe and analyze data in graphs andtables as well as determining trends.

1.2 Attitudes and Beliefs

A great deal of research was published in 1987 that dealtwith the assessment of student attitudes and beliefs. Thesearticles are broken down into four categories as follows: (1)factors relating to interest and satisfaction in school science;(2) factors relating to continued participation in schoolscience; (3) factors relating to achievement in school science;and (4) factors relating to understanding the nature of scienceand technology.

1.21 What factors relate to interest,satisfaction, and anxiety?

Obviously, interest and satisfaction are affective factors.Yet quite commonly, studies involved the use of other affectivefactors to examine these. For example, the relationship betweenteacher affect and student attitude toward science was examinedby Pogge (1987). No relationship was found between teacheraffect and student attitude, though perceptions of students withrespect to their teachers and their science classes were found tobe highly correlated with their attitudes toward science.Students who perceived that their teachers liked science reportedmore positive attitudes than students who did not have thosefeelings. Further, students who found their science classes tobe fun and exciting and those who felt curious and successful in
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science had more positive attitudes toward science. Like manyother studies, attitudes of students toward science were found tobe higher in the lower grades.

In a similar manner, Bishop (1987) examined the relationshipbetween science learning environment and attitude toward schoolscience for students in' grades 2 through 12. Perceptions ofstudents about teacher enthusiasm, teacher fairness, teacherconcern, lesson presentation,
teacher effectiveness, pride of thestudents in the class, and other related variables werepositively related to attitudes for students in all grade levelsof the study. Perceptions of students with respect to self-direction, fear of failure, group work, questioning strategy,stress on safety, variety of materials, and other relatedvariables were found to be the variables with the fewestrelationships to attitudes on school science. Predictive modelsusing the relationship of these variables to attitude towardscience accounted for 32% to 63% of the variance in the model.

An examination of the discrepancy between science learningenvironments in rural and urban junior high schoris in Taiwan wasconducted by Lin and Crawley (1987). Their study looked atattitude differences in relation to gender, ability group, andschool sociogeographic location. No differences in perception oflearning environment were reported by students according togender or ability group. Metropolitan students did report higherattitudes toward science, but they also reported higher levels ofspeed, friction, favoritism, difficulty, cliqueness, andcompetitiveness in their classes. The authors reported thatlearning environment differences, specifically competition,seemed to lead to higher levels of attitude toward science; theyalso noted that although rural school students reported interestin science careers equal to metropolitan students, rural studentswere probably left out of the race for these careers as a resultof the learning environment differences.

Talton and Simpson (1987) demonstrated that attitudes ofstudents toward science could be predicted by attitude towardclassroom environment. The composite variable of attitude towardclassroom environment contained measures of emotional climate ofthe science classroom, science curriculum, physical environmentof the science classroom, science teacher, other students in thescience classroom, and attitudes of friends toward science. Themodel predicted between 56% and 61% of the variance in attitudetoward science.

Accounting for the satisfaction of students was also animportant component of a study by Ulanski (1987). Reporting on afive year study of student evaluations of an introductory collegephysical geology course, Ulanski found that the instructor wasseen as a major contributor to the overall satisfaction of thestudents, especially, the enthusiasm exhibited by that
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instructor.

Commonalities between science and environmental education
were the subject of a study by Hebert (1987). An instrument was
developed and used with 239 students in grades 5 through 12.
Interest in experiential education was high among students of all
grade levels. Middle grade students showed less interest in
health and human welfare than did high school students. Highschool males showed an interest in earth science while femalesdid not.

The effect of resequencing general science content was thesubject of a study reported by Hamrick and Harty (1987). Using asubject pool of 203 sixth grade students, respondents wererandomly assigned to one of two treatment groups. Theresequenced content presented to one treatment group was produced
by changing the order of the chapters of the textbook to clarifythe content structure and to explicate interrelationships amongconcepts. Results indicated that resequencing the content
produced higher levels of achievement, more positive actitudes,and greater interest in science.

Paxman (1987) examined the differences in achievement thatoccurred as a result of different methods of grading andreturning science homework for 146 seventh grade students over aseven week period. The treatment conditions included returningthe homework with grades, comments, or both. Findings did notsupport the idea that the treatments were effective measures ofincreasing student attitude or achievement. Comments or gradesalone were more effective than the combination of the two, butthe control group scored higher than any of the treatment groups.

The relationship of test anxiety to serum beta-endorphin wasexamined by Molinaro (1987). Pre-medical students were testedbefore and after taking the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT)for the degree of test anxiety, as measured by the Text Anxiety
Inventory (TAI), and for levels of beta-endorphin, as measuredfrom a blood sample. Results showed that test anxiety wasreduced after the MCAT, but levels of beta-endorphin wereelevated. Test anxiety was also shown to be inversely related tostudent grade point average. A predictor set of variables forsuccess on the MCAT was found using items from the TAI, gradepoint average, and level of beta-endorphin.

1.22 What factors relate to continuedparticipation in science?

A number of studies attempted to assess why studentscontinue in or drop out of participation in science. Thesestudies are largely descriptive in nature and seek to define
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Aseline information with regard to persistence in science and.he relationship of persistence to issues such as gender, race,and age of the students.

Asking the question, "Why do high school students choosechemistry?," George, Wystrach, and Perkins (1987) examined thedecision by high school students to become chemistry majors incollege. Chief among the factors reported by students was therecognition by students for their own high aptitude forchemistry. This was followed by "inspiring or encouraging highschool chemistry teacher," "excited by laboratory work, etc.,"and "chemistry as an entree to a career in medicine."

Gender-related values and their relationship to persistencein science was the subject of a study by Worthley (1987).Beginning with the knowledge that women tend to drop out ofscience study at a higher rate than do men, Worthley examined thehypothesis that persistence in science would occur in thosepersons where similarity was found between the values held by theperson and the values that same person felt that a scientistwould hold. The data collected from 173 undergraduates supportedthis hypothesis.

Cross and Beaumont investigated the effects of taskintervention as a mechanism to encourage females to continue withmathematics and physical science subjects through grade 12. Theproject included three types of intervention: (1) subject based;(2) career based; and (3) gender stereotyping. The subjects wereyear nine and ten Australian females who were separatelypresented a series of sessions in which time was made availablefor discussion about careers, the value of mathematics andscience, and gender stereotyping pressures in society. After afull semester of contact with intervention staff, 20 students inyears nine and ten were individually interviewed. Data gatheredin the interviews revealed that a high degree of awareness of theproject objectives existed among the participants. The projectincreased their appreciation of career opportunities open tofemales in non-traditional fields. A majority felt that theprogram was a good idea, but some confusion existed as to whythey were separated from the males. Eighty-one percent (81%)felt that the guest speakers and videos were useful. Feedbackfrom these female students gave rise to a cautious hope that somewould now reconsider narrow career paths that several had alreadycontemplated.

Examining factors related to the differential level of womenentering science careers was the focus of a study by Baker(1987). Role-specific self-concept in science and self-perception in terms of stereotyped gender characteristics wereexamined as primary factors. Females preferring science relatedcareers were found to have a more masculine perception ofthemselves and, to a lesser degree, a more positive role-
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specific self concept in science.

Preference for science majors and careers among black
college students was the focus of a study by Salters, Lockard,and Stunkard (1987). Science self-concept, presence of rolemodels, image of the field, course counseling, attitude towardscience, and high school science background were significant
effects in a multiple regression model that accounted for 42% ofthe variance in the dependent variables.

In order to determine the level of female and minority
participation in science courses, Wavering and Watson (1987) sentsurveys to all secondary schools in the state of Arkansas. Theirfindings indicated that black males were over-represented ingeneral science and physical science .ourses in larger schools,that females were over-represented in advanced science courses inlarge schools and in chemistry in small schools, and that ingeneral black students were under-represented in collegepreparatory science courses.

Tobin and Garnett (1987) looked at gender-relateddifferences with respect to participation in science activities.Using a qualitative methodology including interviews, they foundevidence to support gender-related differences in engagementpatterns with regard to school science.

To examine the high attrition rate of students from tertiaryscience courses, Wilson (1987) conducted research on studentapproaches to studying. Although the students were found to havehigher levels of motivation to study and better study strategiesthan Australian norms, these indicators did not correlate withacademic achievement.

Continued participation in science by Malaysian students wasthe subject of a study by Razali (1987). While high schoolchemistry teachers felt that mastery of knowledge in chemistrywas the most important aspect of high school chemistry students,college instructors viewed the acquisition of traits such asstudy skills and strategies for learning as the most importantaspect of high school chemistry.

Audiovisual presentations of women in scientific careerswere created to examine the effect of depictions of women intechnical careers and on motivation of females to pursue suchcareers in a study by Wessels (1987). After the treatment,females reported that women employed in scientific and technicalcareers did not have boring jobs, less femininity, or a lack ofhome life. Males reported themselves as more easily employed inscientific careers than did females. Females did not listscientific careers in their top ten career choices.

Smith (1987) reported the development of an evaluation model
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for a summer research apprenticeship program. The intent of theprogram was to increase the number of minorities pursuing careersin science and engineering. The target group was high schoolsophomores. A follow-up study of those students who completedthe summer 1980 and 1981 programs was done to determine whetherthese students were enrolled in science curricula in college withthe intention of pursuing a science or engineering career.Telephone interviews were conducted with 63 of 72 previousparticipants. Forty-five (45) students were found to be activelypursuing such careers. Discriminant analysis was used toconstruct predictive models. The models generated predictedparticipation with a success of 87% to 90%. Results indicatedthat current college enrollment, self ratings of mechanicalability, use of books and libraries during the program, andparticipation in special science programs were significantlycorrelated with the outcome variable.

Sparrow (1987) used the High School and Beyond (HSB) data todevelop a set of predictor variables for female participation incollege science courses. Using a sample of 489 females whoearned an undergraduate degree prior to 1984, a set of 43variables was initially examined for predictive power. The setwas reduced to six primary variables that were significantidentifiers of females majoring in science. This set includedthe perception that mathematics would be useful in the future,high grades in mathematics, the number of science courses taken,identifying a college science major as a high school senior andas a college sophomore, and being a member of the Asian race.
Oliver (1987) examined persistence in school science usingjunior and senior high school students throughout their highschool careers. Conducting a five-year longitudinal study ofstudents, Oliver found that science self-concept, as assessed inthe 10th grade, was the most important predictor of both highachievement and continued participation in school science. Apredictive discriminant analysis was used to develop a model forparticipation in school science which was effective with studentswho did not go on to study science beyond the minimum levelrequired by law.

Deboer (1987) developed a path analysis model to determinewhether cognitive motivation could be used to explain courseselection patterns leading to continued participation in collegechemistry for men and women. The model demonstrated theimportance of belief in the ability to succeed in chemistry as avariable to predict future participation in the subject.

An intervention program to encourage the participation offemales in science was conducted by Gardner (1987). The studyincluded both high school and college students and involved theuse of gender-free
resource materials, instructional techniques,and presentations by female science-career role models. Although
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the discriminant function analysis was able to differentiate
women in nursing, biology, and engineering, few differences in
attitudes or demographic characteristics were found. The
suggestion was made that intervention strategies that succeed in
retaining college women in male dominated majors may be equally
effective for women in non-gender dominated majors.

Kurth (1987) reviewed the literature on the factors related
to the decisions of females to remain in science. The annotated
bibliography that she produced covered a wide range of areasrelated to this topic including biological, cognitive, andattitudinal factors., Kurth summarized the findings and suggestedthat the role of the parents, significant others in the life offemales, and extracurricular activities were of great importancein encouraging females to persist in the study of science.

1.23 What affective factors relate to achievement
in science?

Achievement in chemistry by Nigerian students was examinedby Okebukola (1987). Student participation in laboratoryactivities was found to be the most important factor in therelationship with achievement. In order of importance, studentattitude toward chemistry as a subject, teacher attitude towardlaboratory activities in chemistry, and availability of chemistry
:,.aboratory materials made significant contributions to thevariance in achievement.

Examining differences in responses to test items was thesubject of a study by Linn, DeBenedictis, Delucchi, Harris, andStage (1987). Explanations for gender differences werehypothesized to include differential prior instruction,differential use of "I don't know" as a response, differentialresponse to figurally presented items, and different .attitudes
s

toward science. Results showed that females were less successfulon science content items than males, but were equal on itemsrelated to scientific inquiry. Females also used "I don't know"more frequently than did males. It was suggested that femalesshould be encouraged to take more science courses, especiallycourses aimed at general audiences rather than pre-scientists.

Roberts, Sarigiani, and Petersen (1987) examined therelationship between self-image and achievement in science formales and females. Males were shown to exhibit a much higher
relationship between self-image and achievement than females insixth and seventh grade populations. A covariance structuralmodel using LISREL was constructed to examine theserelationships. Longitudinal follow-up of the students showed
that the strength of the self-image and achievement relationshipincreased over time for males and decreased for females.
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Schumm (1987) examined differential levels of achievement inscience courses based on the structure of the course in relationto the locus of control and attribution for success of students.
Students whose locus of control was internally oriented performedbetter in traditional course structures. When failure in thecourse was attributed to lack of ability, students achieved lowergrades across course types. Females tended to attribute successmore to effort than did males.

A sample of 2,277 grade 12 students in Israel participatedin the second IEA science study by Tamir (1987) to examine therelationship between selected background variables andachievement in science. Background variables studied includedgender, home background, prior study in science, school-relatedvariables, and intentions. Results lead the author to make thefollowing conclusions: (1) the highest achievement was reachedin earth science and the lowest in physics; (2) two-thirds ofnon-science majors were females. Non-science majors achievedsubstantially lower than science majors and most of them lefthigh school highly deficient in scientific literacy; (3) moremales elected to major in physics and more females chose to majorin biology while the ratio in chemistry was equal; (4) malesachieved better than females in physics but not in biology nor inchemistry; (5) home background, attitudes towards school andscience, and motivation and career expectations all weresignificantly related to achievement; (6) interesting patterns ofeffect of prior learning on achievement emerged; (7) studentsachieved best in their major field of study with one exception:chemistry majors achieved as well as physics majors in physics.

Haukoos and Penick (1987) reported a study of theinteractions of personality and achievement in differentclassroom climates. Discovery learning was encouraged in oneclassroom and not in the other. The authors concluded thatstudent achievement was affected by the dynamic interventionswithin the classrooms.

The relationship of achievement in science to type ofinstruction and family background was examined by Lee (1987).The study was designed to identify predictors of achievement ofelementary school children in grades three to five. A set ofpredictor variables was found that accounted for 50% of thevariance in achievement. Family background accounted for 9% to13% of the variance in achievement. Previous science achievementaccounted for 10% to 15% of the variance, while previousmathematics achievement accounted for 20% to 30% of the variance.

1.24 What affective factors relate to student
understanding of the nature of science and
technology?
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Literate and non-literate Nigerians were shown to hold bothscientific and traditional notions of the world by Ogunniyi(1987). Holding both views was evident regardless of the statusof the respondent, though persons who had taken a course in thehistory and philosophy of science were shown to have a preferencefor the scientific cosmology.

As an introduction to a much larger study, Aikenhead,Fleming, and Ryan (1987) examined the use of various instrumentsand measurement techniques related to the assessment of theunderstanding of students about the nature of science. Theyconcluded that measurement of these construu.%s using paragraphstyle response as opposed to the typical Likert-type responseinstrument could lead to fewer misunderstandings of a student'sposition on the nature of science. In a second part of thisstudy, Fleming (1987) investigated the ability of students todistinguish science from technology. Results suggested that in afew limited examples students were quite capable of making thisdistinction, but generally they were not. The authors believedthat students came to see the science-technology relationship asa unified 'technoscience.' In the third part of this study,Aikenhead (1987) uncovered beliefs of students about the natureof scientific knowledge. The findings indicated that high schoolgraduates generally saw scientific classification schemes asepistemological, but the majority did not view scientific modelsin that way. Almost all students saw scientific knowledge astentative and no students reported that the scientific method wasa stepped process as it is so often defined. The authorsconcluded that views of students on science were very diverse butalso contradictory. In the fourth part of the study, Ryan (1987)continued to address the issue of beliefs concerning science,technology, and society among Canadian high school students byexamining scientific literacy and gender related issues inscience. The findings included the following: (1) students feltthat scientists were and should be concerned with the uses fortheir discoveries; (2) scientists should be responsible formaking their discoveries public; and (3) perceptions about theability of women to enter science careers were similar for maleand female respondents.

In an attempt to expand the base of information concerningthe extent to which the ideas of children about science changeduring the years of school, Clough, Driver, and Wood-Robinson(1987) conducted a longitudinal study over a two year periodusing 84 students who were 12 to 14 years old in the initial datacollection. The students were interviewed to probe theirunderstanding of biological and physical science concepts. Onemajor finding was that conceptions used by the students tended tochange relatively little over the period of the study in spite ofscience schooling to the contrary. Of those who did change
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conceptual frameworks, the shift was most commonly fromalternative explanations to accepted explanations, though thiswas not always true. Recommendations for practice includedcapitalizing on the fact that children are active learners,encouraging students to make their ideas explicit in writing ordiscussion, giving children more time to think about theirunderstanding, recognizing the reasons that children developalternative conceptions, and evaluating the good that may comefrom encouraging change in their ways of thinking.

In a study that examined the view of science held byteenagers, George (1987) found that the students saw the role ofscience and the role of the scientist as the same. The notion oftruth was found to be a central issue in the way that studentsviewed science. Moreover, this notion of truth might be relatedto tie gender of the student giving the response.

Snively (1987) explored the relationship between theorientations, beliefs, and experiences of students during scienceinstruction relative to the seashore. Prior to the instructionalsessions concerning the ecological principles exhibited byseashore relationships, the orientation of the students towardscience was evaluated. Most students were found to hold views ofthe ecological principles that were not in line with acceptedscience prior to instruction. Beliefs did become more consistentwith accepted scientific concepts after instruction. Moreover,these scientifically acceptable beliefs were still in place sixmonths later. In addition, students were able to view theseashore from a variety of orientations after instruction.

In 1987, attitudinal research examined the attitudes ofstudents from several perspectives. Relatively little of thework studied the typical attitude change as a result of aninstructional or learning style treatment. Student attitudes andinterests in relation to teacher affect were the subjects ofseveral studies. The general finding was that attitudes ofstudents were strongly related to perceptions of the attitudes oftheir teachers. In short, enthusiastic teachers of sciencetended to have students who reported enthusiasm for science. Inaddition, attitudes and interests of students were found to bepredictably based on classroom and school variables.

The most consistent finding concerning further participationin science was the evidence supporting the role of academic self-concept in science. Though studied under a variety of names anddescriptions, the belief of a student in his or her ability tosucceed in science was found to relate frequently to futureparticipation in science. Other variables found to relate toparticipation in science included inspiring teachers, motivationto achieve in science, consistency between the views of scienceheld by the respondent and scientists, gender-relateddifferences, approaches to studying science, and presentation of
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material related to careers. Models designed to describe therelationship of variables to participation were being built from
a wide variety of perspectives.

The relationship between affect and achievement in sciencehas received much attention in the past. During 1987, researchin this area examined issues such as type of studentparticipation in science, academic self-concept, attribution ofsuccess, classroom climate, and family background variables. Inthe studies reported, all of the:le variables were found to besignificant contributors to the variance in achievement invarious populations. Gender-related differences wereconsistently reported in the studies including the observationsthat males had equal success to females on tests of scientificinquiry, males reported a stronger relationship between self-concept and achievement in science, and females tended toattribute success more to effort than did males.

Beliefs of students about an understanding of the nature ofscience are an areas of growing interest in the researchlitekature of science education. Results generally indicatedthat the perceptions of students about science were modifiable byinstruction, but that naive conceptions of science persisteddespite instruction in some cases. Importantly, some studiesrecognized that a naive conception of science served an importantpurpose for the student. These 'alternative' conceptions gavestudents a framework from which to perceive the world. Thereports generally agreed that explicit expression of theseconceptions could serve as a guide to the researcher or teacherand could produce a more reliable view of the conception ofscience of a student than could be produced by other means.
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2.0 TEACHERS AND TEACHING

Whereas learners occupy the center of our enterprise,teachers shoulder the responsibility for learners and learning.According to Linn (1987), a new view of the role of the teacheris emerging. She maintains that instruction depends on theteacher's perspective of the learner and the subject matter, thenargues that teachers formulate their own views of a discipline,learners, and schools largely independent of guidance. Moreover,the new consensus of the learner suggests that generalpedagogical skills cannot be applied independent of disciplinecentered knowledge, a position contrary to current wisdom inteacher education. Thus, teachers must understand the disciplinethey teach. They must have a working environment which fostersthe continued development of teaching skills, of sharing ideaswith colleagues, and of thinking about teaching and learning.

In focusing on the second commonplace, teachers andteaching, we examined research in 1987 with the perspective ofits contribution to the development of a new view of teachers andteaching. The studies reviewed in this section deal with twogeneral areas, methods that teachers use and characteristics ofteachers, teaching, and the profession itself. Within methods,studies focus on two specific themes, effective teaching and itsimpediments. Within characteristics, studies center on threespecific topics about teachers, their understanding of the natureof science, their concerns about research, and their professionalbehaviors.

2.1 Impediments to Exemplary Teachinc

2.11 What factors impede the development ofexemplary science teaching practices?

Widespread teaching excellence is an ideal we mustcontinually strive to achieve. This lofty goal, however, ismitigated by numerous pragmatic considerations, many unique togiven contexts. Despite the most well intended and rigorous pre-service programs of preparation, on-site classroom instructionalpractices often fall short of the ideals taught in on-campusmethods courses. The studies discussed below address some of theimpediments and persistent problems that must be! overcome ifprogress towards excellence is to continue.

Borchardt (1967) surveyed 218 elementary teachers, whoranked the impediments to teaching science in the elementaryschools. The results were then compared with a National ScienceFoundation (NSF) study of 1977 (Weiss, 1978). The present survey
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reported the most significant problems as follows: 1.)inadequate set-up time; (2) inadequate preparation time; (3)
equipment deficiencies; (4) insufficient time to teach all unitsof study; and (5) lack of time to develop new units. Acomparison with the NSF 1977 results revealed no significant
differences for 6 of the 18 primary grade (K-3) impediments and12 of the 18 intermediate grade (4-6) impediments. Implicationsfor addressing these persistent problems were discussed.

Tobin (1987) performed a desdriptive study regarding thedelineation of exemplary science teaching practices of WesternAustralian science and mathematics teachers. The study involved13 science and 13 mathematics teachers from grades 1 to 12;however, two sixth grade and two high school science teacherswere selected for the purpose of describing effective as well asless effective teaching strategies. The most prevalent problemsidentified were associated with inadequate content knowledge.Recommendations included the need to provide elementary teacherswith a resident science specialist to assist efforts among themto develop and consistently exhibit more exemplary scienceteaching practices.

Many problems face secondary teachers attempting to promotehigher order cognitive thought among students. Using aqualitative research design, Sanford (1987) collected data fromfour science classes, two junior high general science and twohigh school biology classes, for the purpose of comparingrelative patterns of occurrence and the management of higherorder tasks. The results of this study indicated that, evenunder ideal conditions, teachers were not consistently successfuleither in engaging students in or managing the engagement ofhigher level cognitive tasks. A salient implication was to havepracticing teachers as well as teacher educators devote moredirect attention to decision-making strategies regarding themanagement of diversified academic work.

Higher salaries continue to be reported as an impediment tothe recruitment and retention of potential 'teaching oriented'undergraduate science majors. Evans (1987) used the instrumententitled Self-Directed Search, to identify 'teaching oriented'personality types among 98 randomly selected freshmenundergraduate students. Those identified as 'teaching oriented'also completed several author-constructed instruments todetermine major concerns about the teaching profession. Theresults indicated the most critical concern to be low startingsalaries. Other reasons given for not selecting the teachingprofession were, in rank order of concern: (1) don't want to dothe things teachers do eacn day; (2) not much job security; (3)low maximum salaries after years of work; (4) poor jobavailability; and (5) discouraged by family, counselors, orfriends. The crucial change cited by students to alleviate theirconcern regarding the attractiveness of a teaching career was
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higher starting pay, an average starting salary of $21,693 and ana':erage salary of $32,600 after ten years of experience beyondthe baccalaureate degree.

Stronck (1987) reported a study which determined the form ofdistrict-level science coordination perceived as mostsatisfactory by science teachers of British Columbia. Surveyresults supported the need for a science coordinator in order tomeet the curren needs for improved science instruction. In theopinion of teacners, the loss of such coordinators in previousyears had contributed seriously to the reduction of scienceteaching, at least in the elementary schools.

Leonard (1987) conducted a study to determine theperceptions of North Carolina elementary (K-6) public schoolprincipals about their role and participation in the scienceprograms of their schools. The majority of those sampled werecomfortable to highly satisfied with their handling of thescience curriculum. Less than half (40%) provided science in-service during the past year while slightly over 50% of thesampled principals indicated the availability of local schoolfunds for science. Science fairs had been held in over 60% ofthe schools, but less than 35% of the sampled principals reporteduse of NSF-developed curricula. Less than 50% indicated thepresence of a special facility for science teaching. Theseprincipals perceived their teaching staff as comfortable withscience material, primarily using the lecture/discussion methodof teaching science, and teaching science for more than 30minutes every day.

Champagne and Hornig (1987) synthesized and interpreted thesignificance of several issues related to science teaching, withspecial emphasis on science teacher quality, supply, and demand.This report was an outgrowth of the First Annual National Forumfor School Science, sponsored by the American Association for theAdvancement of Science (AAAS), which convened in Washington,D.C., October 10-11, 1985. The AAAS National Forum series wasinitiated, in part, to respond to the conclusions made by severalreports and books with respect to the condition of education andteaching in the United States. The authors concluded that theissues are extremely complex; science teaching quality, embeddedwithin our social, economic, and political system, cannot bedefined since the forces that drive it are not themselves wellunderstood. With respect to the shortage of science teachers andthe potential demand for science teachers, indications were thatthe problem has existed for the past ten years or more and willcontinue to intensify as increasing retirements occur during thenext ten years. Their final conclusion noted that any progresstowards improving science teacher quality and towards reducingthe gap between the demand for science teachers and theavailable/projected supply will likely be slow.
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Finally, Rollins (1987) performed a study to assess thecertified qualifications of higher mathematics and physical
science teachers in the State of Utah. A review of 362 teacher
credentials indicated that only five teachers did not meet thestandards for Utah certification in the above disciplines.

The impediments to enhancing teacher effectiveness are wellentrenched in the work place and its workers. They will bedifficult to remove. Among the most prevalent and persistentproblems addressed are inadequate content knowledge,inconsistency among teachers to promote higher order cognitivetasks, low teacher salaries, and the need to provide elementaryteachers with an on-site science. specialist to provide assistancein improving elementary science instruction.

2.2 Effective Teaching

2.21 What strategies have emerged or continue to
be promoted for enhancing science teaching
effectiveness?

A variety of strategies, both traditional and novel, werereported on the enhancement of teaching effectiveness in science.Three doctoral dissertations studied the use of questioningstrategies, lesson plan development techniques, and willingnessto implement novel curriculum programs. One additional studyexamined the effect of cognitive style and science instruction.

Crooks (1987) examined the development of questioningtechniques for two groups of pre-service elementary scienceteachers. The two groups, constituted by 38 participants,enrolled in a seminar designed to promote questioning strategies.One group received videotaped and written models, whereas thesecond group received lectures and written models of instructionon effective questioning techniques. Upon completion of theformal seminars, each participant presented three sciencelessons. No significant differences were found between groupsfor either the number of questions asked or appropriate use ofwait time; however, a significant find3ig was reported withrespect to the use of high-level divergent and convergentquestions for the group that received videotaping during theirseminar course.

In a related study, Kellogg and Leonard (1987) investigatedthe use of a single classroom computer to foster the improvementof questioning techniques of teachers. Results indicated thatproject teachers effectively used interactive questioningtechniques to supplement computer assisted instruction.Questions asked varied in terms of quantity as well as quality.
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The authors concluded that teacher behaviors could be modifiedfrom a lecture role toward a facilitator role through the use ofcomputer technology.

Demchik (1987) investigated the ability of senior pre-service elementary education majors to plan and evaluate sciencelessons. The 38 seniors were randomly assigned to one of twotreatments. The experimental group received intensiveinstruction in lesson plan development and evaluation, as asupplement to formal lesson planning experiences provided in atraditional methods class context. Both groups were required toprepare and evaluate lesson planning activities within theirrespective methods classes. Multivariate analysis of variancewas used to assess the effect of the intensive instruction aswell as the potential interaction of intensive instruction withcognitive functioning (formal versus non-formal) and scienceexperience. Results indicated that intensive instruction was ahighly significant main effect variable with respect to theability to plan and evaluate science lesson plans.

Rivers (1987) conducted a survey of earth science andphysics teachers, administrators, students, and parents, toassess the teaching
effectiveness of earth science and physicsteachers in Virginia. The results of the survey indicated ageneral lack of perceived professionalism by these scienceteachers with respect to teaching effectiveness, renewal ofcertification by means of taking additional science courses, lackof use of informal modes of science instruction, and low studentinvolvement in science laboratory activity.

Regarding the influence of coaching on the willingness ofpracticing elementary teachers to implement a laboratory-basedscience pror.:am, Lockard (1987) reported that teachers who werecoached demonstrated a higher level of program use. He furthernoted that coaching had a positive influence on teacher concerns,from those related to 'self' towards those more related to the'impact' of the program on students, as well as more positiveattitudes for learning science among students of coachedteachers. Attitudes among elementary teachers towards scienceteaching, however, did not change as a result of coaching. Afollow-up ,P:udy might be of interest to determine if, afterformal coaching efforts have ceased, teachers continue to makeuse of the program, especially since no significant change inoverall attitude towards science instruction was evident.
A potential insight for the lack of change in attitudes ofteachers toward science was delineated by Conwell, Helgeson, andWachowiak (1987) in the c report on the potential mismatchbetween cognitive style preferences of pre-service elementaryeducation majors with science instruction. Using the well knownMyers-Briggs Type Indicator, the investigators reaffirmed thatthe predominant cognitive style among elementary school educators
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is the Sensing Feeling type. This type is in sharp contrast tothe Intuitive Thinking style, which is predominant amongscientists. The study consisted of 56 participants, all Sensing
Feeling types. randomly assigned to one of two treatment gro7Ns.The first group of 32 participants experienced nine scieaceactivities matched to their cognitive styles, while the othergroup of 24 participants experienced nine science activitiesmismatched to their cognitive styles. Results revealed nosignificant differences between matched and mismatched groups inknowledge of the material presented or overall attitude towardscience and toward science teaching. The authors concluded that,although it was possible to tailor science activities that werewell received by students as a result of cognitive preferencematching, the concept of matching cognitive style illustratedonly modest insights in the present context of this study. Thecritical variables in making cognitive style matching a reliableand predictively valid phenomenon are yet to be identified.

The ability to predict and enhance teaching effectivenesscontinues to be somewhat elusive. Factors such as questioning
strategies, lesson planning and reflective evaluation, wait-time,and cognitive style mismatches continue to be reported as pe-service activities possessing positive contributions towardteaching effebtiveness. Although these planning andinstructional elements continue to be reported as influential
considerations, studies of in-service teachers seem to illustrate
a continued demand for follow-up (i.e., coaching), in order tosupport positive attitudes toward science and as a consequence,
effective science teaching. This demand appears to be of fargreater frequency among elementary teachers.

2.3 Teachers and the Nature of Science

2.31 How well do teachers understand the nature of
science?

If teachers are to promote an adequate understanding of theinterdependent relationships among science, technology, andsociety, it is paramount that they possess an understanding ofthe nature of science and the ways that scientists go aboutgenerating new knowledge. The enhancement of this understandingis a continuing concern of science educators. Two doctoraldissertations and several other research reports considered thisissue.

Mikael (1987) examined the perceptions of 29 pre-servicesecondary science teachers about the nature of science using theNature of Scientific Knowledge Scale (NSKS) and the ProcessOrientation to Science Scale (POTSS). Entry level results,
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assessed prior to enrollment by students in a secondary scienceteaching methods course, indicated that students possessed anadequate understanding of the following NSKS. subscales: (1)developmental; (2) testable; and (3) parsimonious. However,after methods course instruction that contained explicitinstruction on the nature of science, gains were not uniformlysignificant for any of the six subscales of the NSKS. Inaddition, the total NSKS scores were significantly correlatedwith total POTSS scores, but were not significantly correlatedwith other study variables.

In a related study, Blakely (1987) explored theunderstanding of the nature of science among 91 middle schoolteachers. Data were collected using the Test of UnderstandingScience (TOUS) as well as a survey to assess several demographicvariables. Although middle school science teachers scored higheron TOUS than their non-science counterparts, an item analysisindicated that (1) at least 25% of the science teachers failed tocorrectly distinguish science from technology; (2) failed todiscriminate among laws, theories, and hypotheses; (3)misunderstood cooperation among scientists; (4) believed thatchance and trial and error were major factors in scientificresearch efforts; and (5) were unclear of the overall aims ofscience.

Lederman and Zeidler t1987) reported a study to test thevalidity of the assumption that the conception of a teacher aboutthe nature of science directly influences his or her classroombehavior. The Nature of Scientific Knowledge. Scale (NSKS) wasadministered to 18 tenth-grade biology teachers as a pretest anda posttest to control for any changes in their conceptionsduring the investigation. With the exception of down time, noneof the 44 classroom variables significantly differentiatedbetween the 'high' and 'low' teachers. Thus, the data of thisinvestigation did not support the prevalent assumption that theclassroom behavior of the teacher is directly influenced by hisor her conception of the nature of science. The most intriguingresult.of this investigation was the failure of those classroomvariables specifically related to the various aspects of thenature of science to statistically differentiate between the twogroups of teachers. The authors recommended a redirection inscience education to promote more adequate conceptions of thenature of science in secondary schools. Further, theyrecommended a more balanced treatment of the history/philosophyof science and specifically targeted teaching behaviors/skills inpre-service and in-service science-teacher education tosuccessfully promote more adequate conceptions of the nature ofscience among science students.

aletta and Cheng (1987) provided a discourse on analte. ,tive means for examining the nature of science using theancie,,t Chinese concept of tai-chi. Tai-chi recognizes that
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although there may appear to be dualistic perspectives, one
perspective considered without its counterpart loses its richerand more universal meaning and/or balance. The authors proposed
that many science education issues such as theory and practice,static and dynamic, lecture and lab, content and process, etc.,should be examined together as single, more comprehensiveentities rather than as individual components.

A reflective summary of the relationship between scienceteaching and values clarification was undertaken by Thelen(1987). The report contained an articulate representation of theproblems associated with attempts to more accurately portrayscience, how scientific knowledge is generated, and how classroom
science instruction often fails to take cultural values intoaccount in presenting scientific theories. The author accuratelydescribed that decision-making,

intelligent conclusion-reaching,
and action-taking depend on scientific investigation, the methodof the investigation, and the place for scientifically-basedbeliefs in the domain of reason. The author concluded that theopportunity to examine scientific values, make criticallyreasoned judgments about them, and illustrate the process of theselection of criteria to evaluate conflicting perspectives asobjectives in science education were goals of contemporary merit.

Shuell (1987) provided a reflective interpretation of theinfluences of cognitive psychology and conceptual change andtheir implications for the teaching of science The authordistinguished two components engendered by a:1 learning frominstruction, the learning in which students engage and theteaching in which educators engage. With respect to thisdistinction, the author discussed four areas of concern toscience education: (1) the nature and role of knowledge; (2) theactive, constructive nature of learning; (3) the descriptivenature of science versus the prescriptive nature of teaching; and(4) the relationship between general principles of learning andteaching. The author concluded that alternative conceptions heldby students, teachers, and researchers for any task werepotentially quite different from one another. Awareness of thealternative conceptions held by all parties in the teaching andlearning process was important if improvements in scienceeducation as a discipline were to occur on a long-term basis.

2.32 What are teachers' thoughts and perceptions
about Science-Technology-Society curricula?

Bybee (1987) reported a survey of science educators in theUnited States which addressed general issues related to Science-Technology-Society (STS). Responses clarified several issueswithin the current debate and, more importantly, provided a basisfor answering some basic questions about the STS theme and



science programs. According to the findings of the survey,science educators (1) ranked population growth, water resources,world hunger and food resources, air quality and atmosphere, andwar technology as the most important STS issues; (2) indicatedthat most social problems related to science and technology wouldbecome worse by the year 2000; (3) were most knowledgeable aboutpopulation growth, energy shortages, and water resources; (4)were least knowledgeable about mineral resources, war technology,hazardous substances, extinction of plants and animals, andnuclear reactors; (5) indicated that elementary and middleschools were teaching very little or nothing about STS issues;(6) pointed out that high schools and colleges were teaching someinformation about STS issues; (7) suggested that it was fairlyimportant to study STS issues in elementary schools; (8)maintained that it was important to study STS issues in middleschool; (9) indicated that it was very important to study STSissues in high school, college, and adult education; (10)suggested that the minimum percent of instructional timeemphasizing STS issues in elementary, middle, and high schoolsshould be 10%, 15%, and 20% respectively; (11) implied thatcourses in which STS issues were presented should be required ofall students; (12) suggested that science and social studiesaspects of STS issues should be incorporated into one course;(13) indicated that implementation of the STS theme was justbeginning; and (14) pointed out that trends relative to teachingabout STS issues have progressed from 'not prominent' in the late1950s to 'moderately prominent' in the last years of thiscentury. Bybee commented that the views of science educators inthe United States supported the contention that the Science-Technology-Society theme was established in contemporary scienceeducation. Because the STS theme was a part of scienceeducation, it was clear that there were implications forcurriculum and instruction, teacher education and developingpublic support for teaching about Science-Technology-Society inschool programs.

Bybee and Bonnstetter (1987) conducted a survey of scienceteachers to ascertain their perceptions of global problems,policy issues, and recommendations for curriculum and instructionrelated to the
Science-Technology-Society theme in school scienceprograms. Their goal was to provide help to science educatorsconfronting the task of implementing new concepts of scientificand technological literacy into school programs. Recommendationsincluded: (1) implementation of in-service, workshop, and summerprograms as well as college courses; (2) publication of themeissues in professional journals; (3) creation of an informationalclearinghouse; and (4) financial support for implementationactivities.

A naturalistic research design was used by Pantone (1987) tostudy the perceptions of j%Inior high school science teacherstoward the implementation of a Science-Technology-Society (STS)
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curriculum. The intent of this investigation was to identify and
validate critical factors, using triangulation data collectionmethodology, occurring among 14 'junior high science teachers.The foci were: (1) on-site classroom observations; (2) clinical
interviews with teacher participants; and (3) a course-related
documents analysis. Data analysis indicated five critical
factors which all participants perceived to be important withrespect to the implementation of a Science-Technology-Societycurriculum as follows: (1) content concerns; (2) frustrationswith student populations; (3) evaluation uncertainties; (4)discomfort with grouping; and (5) teacher role uncertainty. Theauthor noted that until these critical factors are systematicallyaddressed, teachers may not view a Science-Technology-Societycurriculum as possessing sufficient validity to promote itsimplementation as a viable alternative to more traditionalcurricular models.

Mikael and Blakely (as well as Lederman and Zeidler) citedthe need for an increased emphasis on the philosophy of science,without which, science teachers run the risk of presenting aninaccurate view of the nature of science, scientific knowledgegeneration, and discernment between science and technology.Bybee reported on the major Science-Technology-Society themesthat should be integrated within instructional practice, andBybee and Connstetter discussed a sound rationale for theinclusion of Science-Technology-Society themes in scienceteaching practices. However, Pantone noted a high degree ofconcern and resistance among science teachers, regarding thevalidity of the STS alternative. A lack of comprehensiveunderstanding of the nature of science may well be an impediment
associated with the perceptions of teachers about enhancedcurricular alternatives and their willingness to adopt them,especially those that consider science teaching from a Science-
Technology-Society theme. Such a position was supported in thereflective analysis performed by Thelen.

2.4 Research Interests

2.41 What are the research interests of elementary
teachers?

Gabel, Samuel, Helgeson, McGuire, Novak, and Butzow (1987)reported the results of an in-depth survey which examined the
research interests of elementary teachers. The present study wasconducted as a companion to a previous effort which focused onsecondary teacher research interests. The Likert-type instrumentused to conduct data collection consisted of 28 items, for whichan alpha reliability of 0.80 was reported. The data weredichotomized as '1' (important) and '0' (not important), which
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produced two groups of response categories whose frequenciescould be compared. The Cochran Test was used to identifypotential differences in perceptions among elementary teachersregarding the importance of 28 research topics. Significantdifferences were detected for the 28 items, when analyzedaccording to the demographic information collected. Resultsindicated the top five research interests were: (1) hands-onexperience; (2) science content; (3) cognitive development andlearning styles; (4) problem-solving; and (5) teachingstrategies. The authors also indicated the potentialsignificance of research topics selected with the least degree offrequency, which consisted of research on sex differences andscience misconceptions research. The authors noted the lack ofinterest by elementary teachers for research on sex differencesas highly disconcerting, especially since the sampled teacherswere predominately women. This finding was, in addition, alsoreported to be the lowest priority for the previous study onsecondary teacher research interests.

2.42 Should teachers be researchers, too?

Good and Smith (1987) presented the argument that scienceteachers should visualize themselves as researchers as well asteachers in order to improve their own teaching and theirstudents' learning. The authors focused on research in problemsolving and reviewed briefly several trends such as theinformation processing approach, expert-novice differences, andthe use of non-standard problems to study misconceptions. Next,they discussed methods and techniques that teachers could use inthe classroom to study the problem solving capabilities of theirstudents. Included were pair problem solving, the think-aloudtechnique, and diagnosis of student difficulties.

Inquiry on the research interests of teachers is sorelyneeded. Yet, only two studies were reported during 1987. Thesestudies indicated that the research interests of teachers werecentered around classroom variables such as learning styles,problem-solving, and teaching strategies. Tr dearth of studiesconcerning research by teachers is particularly significantconsidering the emphasis by national science associations onbridging the gap between research and practice. Certainlyinvolvement by teachers in research can enhance these efforts tobring what we know in line with what we do.
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2.5 Professional Behaviors

2.51 What personal characteristics serve as
influential determinants of professional
teaching behaviors?

We consider here a wide variety of teacher characteristicsrelative to concerns in evaluation, curriculum, instruction,teaching environment, functional paradigms, and reading patterns.Although these studies could quite easily be subsumed under otherrubrics, they are summarized here in terms of qualitativeprofessionalism.

In noting that it is increasingly difficult to maintaincurrency in the wa!ze of continuing advances in scientific andmethodological practices, Koballa (1987) examined theprofessional reading patterns of 136 Texas middle school lifescience teachers. Data were collected by means of a 112-itemsurvey, which included teacher demographics, factors affectinginstruction, needs for teacher assistance, types of teachingtechniques, informational sources regarding new scientificdevelopments, and equipment/material availability. Of the 136teachers surveyed, 46% indicated professional journals/periodicals to be very useful as sources of informationconcerning new developments in life science. The journalperceived by teachers as most popular was The' Science Teacher,followed by Science 85, National Geographic, and Science World.Notable omissions, those journals reported as possess:-. poorreadership, included Science Sco2e and American Biology Teacher.The former was noted by the author with considerable dismay,especially since it was specifically intended for the middleschool science teacher. Finally, Koballa reported that nosignificant relationships existed between reading practices andany of the demographic variables.

Continuing on the same theme, Koballa (1987) conducted adescriptive study on the science-oriented journal reading habitsof elementary teachers in central Texas. His purpose was toexpand the database regarding science reading habits of teachers.A thirty-item questionnaire was designed to collect dataregarding science reading habits. Items were organized intothree sections: (I) teaching demographics; (2) time spentreading science journals; and (3) titles of 22 science-orientedjournals. Two hundred thirty-seven (237) elementary teachersparticipated in the study. Of the sample, 202 were female.Eighty-seven (36.7%) reported that they typically did not readscience-oriented journals. Eightyfour (35.4%) reported readingscience journals from 1 to 30 minutes per week while sixteen(6.8%) reported reading them 31 to 59 minutes per week. Twenty-
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two (9.3%) teachers read science-oriented journals from 60 to 120minutes per week and 28 (11.8%, read for more than 120 minutesper week. Relationships between time per week and gender, degree
attainment, size of district, and teaching experience were foundnot to be significant. Fowever, a significant relationship wasfound between time spent per week and grade level taught, withteachers of grades 4 through 6 spending more time than teachersof K through 3.

Ayers (1987) reported a study that analyzed six primaryscience education journals published in 1985 and compared theresults with baseline data collected in 1970. This comparisonindicated that the amount of material published per year duringthat period increased, with additional emphasis on methods ofteaching.

Corcoran (1987) investigated the influence of naturalhistory curriculum materials upon science teaching behaviors. Avolunteer population of 140 teachers, who had previouslyresponded to a survey of needs, was selected for this formativeevaluation study. It was reported that teachers who had beenactive in out-of-doors experiences as children and who hadparticipated in self and/or other than self conducted field tripswere more likely to make use of natural history curriculummaterials.

In a study of two different science teacher educationprograms, Conrath (1987) identified teacher characteristics andcontextual variables that were related to attitudes towardinquiry, use of inquiry in the classroom, and use of effectiveclassroom management strategies. The comparison groups for thisstudy consisted of 51 full-time teachers who received teachercertification within the last five years and were graduates ofone of two teacher education programs, a traditionalundergraduate or a post-baccalaureate degree program. Post-degree graduates were reported to possess significantly greaterpositive attitudes toward inquiry and inquiry-oriented laboratorypreparation. No significant differences between groups werefound, however, for either effectiveness of classroom managementpractices or for the use of inquiry tcaching behaviors.

In a closely related study, Stalheim (1987) surveyed 398high school biology teachers from an eleven state region. Theintent was to identify professional teacher behaviors that mightbe significant predictors of their use of inquiry laboratoryactivities. Qualitative data were collected by means of a 66-item survey questionnaire. Results indicated that inquiryteaching was more a product of the level of personal motivationpossessed by art individual teacher and the strength of thatteacher's curiosity about the natural world than it was theProduct of education and training.
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Turner and Turner (1987) surveyed 158 faculty members at 36
universities in the United Kingdom to determine the emphasis
placed on science education in a multicultural society as afeature in science methods courses. Forty-six (46) facultymembers at 30 universities responded. Only seven universities
devoted a full day or more to the issue of multiculturalism. The
authors found that very few faculty members actively considered
the multicultural aspects of their subjects. Many expressed theopinion that multicultural issues were important, but that theydid not know how to approach them or did not have sufficient timeto address them. The authors suggested that teacher trainingneeds to emphasize the issues raised by a multicultural society.

Jungwirth (1987) tested secondary pupils, student teachers,and teachers from Israel, Australia, and South Africa todetermine their critical thinking ability. Participantsresponded to a test that included eight categories of logicalfallacies relevant to science education. Jungwirth found thatmost respondents either picked a logical fallacy or attended tocontextual aspects of a problem instead of selecting thelogically sound conclusion. The author concluded that theconcept 'control of variables' was either not learned or notinternalized because respondents chose plausible answers insteadof testing for validity, Respondents relied heavily on personalknowledge and did not respond to logically parallel situations insimilar ways. The author argued that teachers must be able tothink logically and critically themselves in order to helpstudents develop their own thinking skills. Therefore, teachertraining needs to emphasize the importance and development ofcritical thinking skills.

Two additional studies performed an assessment ofprofessional behaviors and teacher characteristics relative tothe respective functional paradigms used by exemplary secondarybiology and chemistry teachers.

To interpret why exemplary high school biology teachers andtheir classrooms function so successfully, Tomkiewicz and Abegg(1987) performed an assessment of functional paradigms ofexperienced teachers. A sample of 28 biology tea.ers,identified as outstanding teachers and possessing high degr::::!s ofprofessional involvement, were selected as participants. Theintent was to determine commonalities that existed among theseteacher participants with respect to recognized traditional roleexpectations of teachers: (1) teaching; (2) learningfacilitation; (3) curriculum development; and (4) gover .ince.Data were collected by means of modified clinical interviewtechniques supplemented by a variety of questionnaires. Theauthors reported functional paradigms for the followingcategories: (1) teacher; (2) curriculum; (3) student; and (4)governance.
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Lantz and Kass (1987) performed a qualitative research studyto identify the functional paradigms of secondary chemistryteachers. Observations and interviews were conducted on threeteachers who were representative of a range of experience andschool settings. Each school was visited five times over a fourmonth span of time. The curriculum program ALCHEM was selectedas a specific context for the study. Results indicated thatalthough differences existed among the three teachers withrespect to how they interpreted curriculum materials, the use ofthe functional paradigm concept in research allowed forvariations in individual beliefs, values, techniques, exemplars,and routines; commonalities were far greater than differencesamong individual teachers. The authors also found that teachersplaced a greater value on teaching theoretical chemistry and arelatively low priority value on teaching either the nature ofscience or Science-Technology-Society themes. Finally, theauthors reported that teachers modified curriculum materials intoclassroom practice on the basis of pedagogical efficiency,academic rigor, and student motivational levels for which thecurriculum materials were intended. Implications were reportedregarding an increased awareness by curriculum developers andschool administrative personnel for recognizing the functionalparadigms of teachers.

Although pre-service and in-service teachers were reportedto possess an adequate understanding of the nature of science,teachers at both levels not only fail to make additional gains inan understanding of the nature of science after the completion ofundergraduate study, but they also seem to regress in theirability to demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of thedistinctions between science and technology and the overall aimsof science. Such a lack of ' inderstanding of the role of science,its philosophical premises, and consequential impacts ontechnology and society may be a critical factor in developingprofessional inquiry teaching behaviors, the reported patterns ofelementary teachers' research interests, and the relatively lowpriority reported for teaching either the nature of ucience orScience-Technology-Society themes. Moreover, if we accept Linn's(1987) observations concerning the learner as an activeconstructor of knowledge, then we must also 7onsider theimplications that a constructivist's view of learners andlearning has for teachers and teaching. At the outset of thiscommonplace, we noted Linn's position, that a new view of theteacher and of teaching is emerging, that this view stands incontrast to well entrenched principles of teacher education, thatmuch of teacher education reflects the premise that generalpedagogical skills can be applied independent of subject matterand knowledge. Linn argues against this premise on the groundsthat specific subject matter knowledge is required and integralto effective teaching. Teachers cannot design and carry outinstruction that helps learners to construct discipline-centeredknowledge without having such knowledge themselves.
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2.6 Professional Concerns

2.61 What are the most important professional
concerns of teachers?

Barker (1986) conducted a study designed to identify major
work place variables that affect job satisfaction within
educational organizations and to utilize these variables to
construct an intervention framework grounded in the principles ofthe Quality of Worklife (QWL) paradigm. The QWL variablesperceived as most important were the extrinsic factors of
resources, support systems, and work load. Those perceived asleast important were recognition, inclusion, and growth, allintrinsically related to work place satisfaction. QWL variablesviewed at a relatively high level of satisfaction were sense ofachievement, resources, job enrichment and support systems.Areas of least satisfaction included growth, status, and formalrewards. Several significant relationships existed between
demographic factors representing age, experience, salary, andlevel of education and the QWL variables of highest concern.Based upon the findings, a model was developed to integrateaspects of the QWL approach with work place satisfaction.

Smith (1987) reported a demographic profile of Tennessee
secondary school science and mathematics teachers including theirgeneral levels of job-related satisfaction, future plans,perceptions of the extent to which they possessed certain skillsand abilities, the values which they placed upon certain job-related variables, and their achievement in the teachingprofession as well as possible relationships among the variables.As a group, the science and mathematics teachers were highlyeducated. Almost one-half of the teachers indicated that theywould be unlikely to choose education as a career again, and 35%
indicated that they anticipated leaving teaching. Teachers notedthat an improvement in extrinsic factors would improve their jobsatisfaction. Regression analysis linked satisfaction with:valuing and achieving a sense of doing well; (2) recognition fromfamily, friends, students, administrators, and supervisors; (3) achance to contribute to important decisions; and (4) valuingopportunities to learn. Satisfaction with teaching appeared tobe linked to intrinsic rewards. These teachers rated themselvesrelatively low on their abilities to use computers and to analyzeprintouts.

Jbeily (1987) studied the needs and concerns of English-speaking public secondary physics, chemistry, and biologyteachers in the five geographic regions of Lebanon. A set ofthree questionnaires was used to conduct the study, a demographicquestionnaire, a modified version of Moore Assessment Profile(MAP), and an instrument based on the Concerns-Based Adoption
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Model (CBAM). All teachers repoxeal many high priority in-service heeds. All teachers had mostly medium level taskconcerns involving issues related to management, efficiency,organization, scheduling, time demands, adequacy of curricula,and availability of instructional materials and laboratoryequipment. All had high level impacts concerns involving issuesrelated to the impact of teaching on the performance andcompetence of students, and changes needed to increase studentoutcomes.

Gremli (1986) conducted a case study which exam4ned theimplementation of a new inquiry-based, guided discovery sciencecurriculum in Singapore lower secondary schools and the resultingchanges in teacher and student roles and role relationships.Gremli found little evidence of change during the first year theprogram was implemented. This lack of role change appeared to belinked with teacher perceived constraints through which theyrationalized their teaching role together with large class sizes,students' limited command of English, and the meritocratic natureof the education system as a whole. Potential for change wasfurther constrained by the fact that the curriculum materialswere not entirely consistent with the purported goals of theprogram. Furthermore, inquiry teaching behaviors were neitheradequately explained nor appropriately modeled in the teacher in-service experience. The results suggested that established rolerelationships were indigenous to the research setting and wereunaltered by the implementation of the new program. Moreover,they served to maintain existing patterns of role and rolerelationships, rendering the kinds of changes anticipated by thecurriculum developers very difficult to achieve.

2.62 What are teachers doing in the classroom?

Gallagher and Tobin (1987) investigated the activities andinteractions of teachers and students in two Western Australianhigh schools. This ethnographic study examined activitystrictures, reward systems, teacher expectations, and disruptivestudents. It also examined contrasting managerial styles ofthree teachers. The authors derived several conclusions asfollows: (1) secondary science teachers equated task completionwith student learning; (2) a majority of class time was devotedto whole-class instruction during which the pace of instructiondepended on the responses of 5-7 more able students; (3) teachersheld different expectations of their students during class workand laboratory work; (4) the level of cognitive demand placed onstudents during science classes and labs tended to be relativelylow; (5) students with poor achievement and motivation frequentlywere problematic to secondary science teachers who offeredwatered-down versions of regular classes to them; (6) disruptivebehavior often appeared to occur when the cognitive demand of
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tasks exceeded the capabilities of students to respond; and (7)preparation for examinations was continually reinforced by
teachers as the purpose of instruction, class work, homework, andlab work.

Working on the premise that a lack of a clear roledefinition limits the effectiveness of the science supervisorposition and that any given role in an organization is perceiveddifferently by different groups or individuals, Madrazo andHounshell (1987) analyzed the role expectancy of the science
supervisor in North Carolina public school systems as perceivedby superintendents, principals, elementary teachers, secondaryscience tearrs, college science educators, and supervisorsthemselves. Results indicated significant divergence in roledefinition for the science supervisor, especially concerningevaluation functions. The authors recommended that sciencesupervisors should examine carefully the role expectations of thevarious groups of individuals in their school systems. A cleardefinition of the requirements and role description for theposition should serve as a basis for the training of supervisors
in general and science supervisors in particular. It was alsorecommended that the role function of the science supervisor
undergo continuous evaluation. Only through reassessment of therole expectancy .of the various groups involved will sciencesupervisors and other educational leaders keep abreast ofchanging attitudes and perceptions concerning their roles.

Searles and Kudeki (1987) reported a study that determinedthe level of agreement between principals and teachers when usingestablished criteria to measure the effectiveness of a scienceteacher. Results indicated that participating high schoolprincipals and science teachers agreed on the relative importancefor most evaluative criteria. Using these results, the authorconstructed a profile of the attributes of an outstanding scienceteacher, and made recommendations to school board officials,
school principals, science t achers, and researchers in the fieldof education.

Affannato (1987) conducted a survey of high school biology
teachers in public and private schools to determine theiropinions about the teaching of evolutionary theory and/or thecreation model. Results showed that the religious preferences ofthe respondents influenced their opinions more than did their
educational preparation. Most respondents indicated that thespecific content of a biology course should be determined bybiology teachers, not by federal or state leci.Lidcive bodies.

Bush (1987) examined the r-__Lationships between teachercharacteristics and science achievement for seventh gradeteachers in selected small South Carolina schools. Dataconcerning the certification and education level of teachers werecompared with the mean normal curve equivalent score gain in
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science on the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS) fromgrades 4 to 7. Analysis indicated no significant relationshipsbetween any teacher characteristics and science achievement onthe CTBS.

Boyes (1987) reported an analysis of teacher interest inscience and mathematics recertification programs. The resultsshowed that 26.4% of the teachers studied were interested inscience and/or mathematics recertification programs. However,most of these potential recertification candidates were notinterested in pursuing recertification programs based on existingschool district contractual/policy decisions. Among thealternatives presented, teachers were most interested inassignment guarantees and full-time paid leave for study. Interms of program design features, potential candidates preferredcollege-based courses and a full tuition waiver or subsidy. Themost frequently cited reason for interest was job security.

Initial and perhaps idealistic satisfaction with teaching asa profession is certainly related to intrinsic rewards; however,as both Barker and Smith indicated, a maintenance of long termsatisfaction among experienced teachers depends largely upon theneed to perceive eventual extrinsic rewards as complements tointrinsic reinforcers. Both authors noted that teachers desiremore oppor unities to contribute to the overall decision-makingprocess in schools. Their findings are consistent with theconclusions of several national reform groups, which werereported earlier in this decade. As a result of the diminishingimportance of intrinsic satisfaction among experienced teachers,perhaps the conclusions drawn by Gallagher and Tobin should notbe surprising. The fact that teachers equate task completionwith student learning, instruction with test readiness, and apredominance of whole-class instruction, seems to be symptomaticof a sense of loss of idealism. Thus, without extrinsiccomplements, many experienced teachers may begin to treatteaching more as simply a job and less as a professional career.

2.7 Pre-service Teacher Education

Several studies were reported in 1987 which dealt with thepreparation of teachers. The topics and questions range fromevaluations of teacher education programs to the abilities ofpre-service teachers to deal with specific misconceptions. Wefocus first on studies of pre-service teacher education.
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2.71 Can standardized test scores predict success
in student teaching?

Olstad, Beal, and Marrett (1987) investigated criteriacurrently used for admission and exit standards in studentteaching in order to identify effective predictors for studentteaching success. The authors examined grade point average,
California Achievement Test of Basic Skills - total score, andthe National Teachers Exam Specialty Tests for chemistry,physics, general science, and biology in order to predict studentteaching competence as measured by a performance sedassessment. The results confirmed previous research in thatstandardized test scores were not effective predictors of studentteaching success.

2.72 What knowledge, skills, and attitudes are
important for pre-service teachers?

Strawitz and Malone (1987) examined the acquisition andretention of integrated process skills of pre-service elementaryteachers. The purpose of their study was to compare the effectsof two methods of instruction, teacher-directed and self-instructional, designed to teach prospective elementary teachersto acquire and retain integrated science process skills. Thirty-two (32) female students were randomly assigned to one of twosections of an undergraduate science methods course. Instructionwas provided by the teacher in the teacher-directed section,whereas instruction was provided by written self-paced, self-instructional materials in the self-instructional section. TheTest of Integrated Process Skills (TIPS) was used to measure the
acquisition and selection of integrated process skills. Resultsindicated that the self-instructional method was significantlymore effective than the teacher-directed method. No breakdown ofthe individual process skills was presented.

Zeitoun (1987) examined the competencies of pre-serviceEgyptian biology teachers in identifying and correctingmisconceptions about photosynthesis. His purpose was to searchfor relationships between each competency and backgroundknowledge, field independent/dependent cognitive style, andprevious experience of scoring student assignments or tests; andto select the best predictors of each competency. Two hundred(200) were selected from a pool of prospective teachers enrolledin two colleges of education in Egypt. A study-specificinstrument was developed to assess misconceptions aboutphotosynthesis. The findings of this study implied that teachertraining programs should increase pre-service teachercompetencies in diagnosing and correcting misconceptions ofstudents.
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In another study involving pre-service elementary educationmajors, Hunn (1987) investigated the comparison between self-concept in science teaching and the type of science methodscourse taught. Central to this study was the development and
partial validation of the Self-concept in Science Teaching Scale.A test-retest reliability of 0.94 and content validity withScott's coefficient of interrater reliability of 0.73 were found.Students in a field-based science methods course and atraditional science methods course completed measurements ofself-concept in science teaching, general self-concept, locus ofcontrol, and achievement in science. Additional academic dataincluded total hours completed, total hours in science completed,total grade point average, science grade point average, and anachievement test for the 100 subjects. Findings included strongrelationships favoring the traditional methods group on thevariables of locus of control, total hours of credit, and totalhours of science. The author also reported significantdifferences among levels of self-concept in science teaching,general self-concept, total grade point average, science gradepoint average, and science achievement test. Factor analysis ofthe items on the newly developed self-concept in science teachingscale yielded three distinct factors: (1) general self-concept;(2) quantification; and (3) memorizing. A step-wise multipleregression analysis predicted several contributors to tt) self-concept in science teaching score, including general self-concept, grade point average in science, methods courseachievement, and locus of control. The study indicated thatself-concept in science teaching was a worthwhile and measurableconstruct.

The effect of an activity-based model on the reduction ofscience teaching anxiety was the subject of a study by Goldsmith(1987). This study introduced a structured teaching unit'consisting of eight hands-on activities to determine if breakingdown general concepts such as 'the scientific method' intosmaller units to be taught through process skill activities wouldlower the anxiety of pre-service elementary teachers towardteaching such material. Also, the author attempted tocharacterize developmental antecedents by relating scienceteaching anxiety with Type A behavior patterns. Two sections ofa science methods course were divided into experimental andcontrol groups. Four weeks of activities were presented to theexperimental group, while the control group received usualinstruction. Results indicated that anxiety towards teachingscience was positively and significantly reduced in theexperimental group. Further, Type A behavior pattern had noassociation with anxiety in this study.

Okeagu (1987) studied the effects of a science methodscourse, including its field experience, on the attitudes,concerns, and anxiety of pre-service elementary teachers towardteaching science. The purpose of this study was to evaluate a
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science methods course as presently structured in terms ofeffectiveness in producing a shift toward more desirableaffective responses. The impact of the entire course, changes inthe order of component parts, and inclusion of a field experiencewere examined. The subjects of this study were pre-serviceelementary students in their third undergraduate year. All werefemales enrolled in science (two experimental groups) ormathematics (the control group) methods courses. Findingsindicated that the field experience component of the sciencemethods course did not significantly affect the attitude toward,concerns, and anxiety about teaching science. Also, theinstructional phase of the course made a significant differenceon the impact of the concerns of the subjects. No significantdifference was found between the experimental and controlgroupsin terms of attitude toward, concerns, and anxiety aboutscience teaching. Finally, placement of field experience at thebeginning or end of the science methods course did not produce asignificant difference.

A study by Anees (1987) focused on a meta-analysis andpartial validation of the attitudes toward science, scienceteaching, and understanding the nature of science for pre-serviceelementary teachers. A meta-analytical study of experimental
literature related to attitude toward science, science teaching,and understanding the nature of science comprised phase one ofthis research. Studies of the last 25 years in four journals,Journal of Research in Science Teaching, Science Education,School Science and Mathematics, and Science Teacher, were used.The second phase consisted of an experimental partial validationinvolving pre-service elementary teachers regarding the threeconstructs listed above. In the meta-analysis phase, 348citations were collected, encoded, and subjected to a series ofexclusion analyses to determine common statistical denominators.This step resulted in the reduction to 188 citations. A finalyield of 16 citations was then statistically treated to calculatea delta index of 0.959 (SD = 1.425). In the experimental phase,three instruments, a science attitude scale, an understanding thenature of science scale, and a study-specific pre-serviceelementary teacher attitudes toward science teaching scale, wereadministered to 71 pre-service elementary teachers who wereexposed to three different instructional sequences as follows:(1) Science Process-Content Methods-Field; (2) Science Process-Methods; and (3) Methods. Findings indicated that fieldexperiences had little influence on students' attitudes towardscience teaching. The three groups were significantly differentwith respect to their understanding of the nature of science. Nosignificant differences were found in terms of attitudes towardscience and attitudes toward science teaching.
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2.73 What are the strengths and weaknesses ofteacher education programs and their
faculties?

An evaluation of the science teacher education program atthe University of Iowa was conducted by Krajcik (1987). As onepart of this longitudinal
study, students of 39 program graduatescompleted a questionnaire which measured their attitudes towardscience teachers, science classes, and the study of science.Analysis of additional attitudinal data from 2,871 studentsindicated both favorable and unfavorable results. For example,89% of the students perceived their teacher as asking questionsand E3% perceived their teacher as letting them ask questions.However, only 32% of the students perceived their teachers astaking personal interest in them. In another part of the study,30 program graduates completed the 1985 National Survey ofScience and Mathematics Education. These responses providedinformation on objectives, teaching strategies, equipment use,time allocation, and text use. Responses were compared to aselect national sample of teachers invited to NSF-funded HonorsWorkshops in 1985. Analysis of the responses indicated that bothIowa graduates and Honors Workshop teachers had similar courseobjectives and teaching strategies, used materials and equipmentfor a similar amount of time, and allocated class time in similarways.

An ethnographic study designed for program evaluation wasconducted by Perkins (1987). The program was non-traditional inthat it integrated knowledge and skills from a variety ofacademic areas, including communications, field biology, andnatural resource management. Analysis of the participantobservational data was done in terms of program goals and issuessurrounding the teaching_ and study of science. Thirty-sixstudents participated in the study. Results indicated that whilethe program planners intended to provide an integratedcurriculum, there were several shortcomings. These included alack of consideration for the complex nature of integratingcurriculum on the part of the planners, minimal cooperationbetween program faculty, minimal coordination between courses,faculty did not prepare students to analyze and synthesizeinformation, little direct help from faculty to help students,and a lack of faculty commitment to the integrated nature of theprogram.

Professional preparation and responsibilities of pre-serviceelementary science methods faculty were examined by Barrow(1987). The author collected data concerning the professionalpreparation, related work load responsibilities, elementaryteaching experience, as well as demographic information abouteach faculty member. A 77-item questionnaire was designed andreviewed by 3 elementary science education faculty to determine



validity. Instruments were mailed directly to 91 elementary
science methods instructors from 81 institutions in 6 New Englandstates. Fourteen institutions did not offer elementary sciencemethods and were dropped from the study. After a follow-up
letter, a return of 59% was obtained. Findings indicated that
larger institutions had the highest percentage of trained science
education faculty (75%). Moreover, 14% had taken nine or lesshours in science content. The majority of the respondents hadelementary teaching experience. In terms of gender, 33% werefemale and 67% male. Mean age was 46.9 years, and 61% hadobtained a terminal degree. In terms of course load, 54% taughtone section of elementary science methods per year; 11% taughtthree or more such courses. Only 33% had published an articlewithin the last two years.

In a related endeavor, Barrow (1987) gathered demographicdata about New England teacher education institutions and theirprograms. Specifically, data were collected about the amountsand types of science content, science processes and methods,science teaching techniques, effectiveness, of sciencepreparation and general preparation as an elementary scienceteacher. A 28-item survey was mailed to all 97 teacher educationinstitutions in New England. There was a 83% return rate on thesurvey. Almost 50% of the responding institutions were private,with 19% being church affiliated. The results underscored thefact that New England pre-service preparation were generallyinferior to programs in the 50 largest teacher education programsacross the nation. For example, 26% of New England institutionsdid not require the completion of methods in science courses.However, New England programs provided greater options in thechoice of science courses for students.

Barrow (1987) also gave a descriptive report of scienceteacher education programs in New England. He reported that mostinstitutions were not meeting NSTA or NCATE standards for scienceteacher preparation, but most administrators claimed to haveexcellent or good preparation programs. Other findings suggesteda future shortage of science teachers, especially in the area ofchemistry and physics. La3t, the results indicated that scienceteachers were not being trained in the area of Science-Technology-Society.

Prather and Shrum (1987) discussed the need for an increasedemphasis on science education for out-of-school adults. Theypresented a historical overview of the change in the nature ofthe American work force and examined problems to be encounteredin the preparation of science teachers to fill this anticipateddemand.

In response to an alarming trend toward emergency andtemporary certification practicris and critical shortages ofqualified prospective scieilce teachers, Moore (1987) provided a
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reflective analysis comparing traditional and enhanced programsof preparation for teaching science. To enhance the quality ofscience teacher preparation, Moore (1987) made severalsuggestions, as follows: (1) develop a nationally recognizedcertification program for science teachers; (2) promote theestablishment of science teacher education as a five-year programresulting in a Master's degree upon its completion; (3) developmore stringent criteria for admission to the teaching professionat the undergraduate lavel; (4) establish greater cooperation andarticulation between higher education and public school scienceteachers; and (5) utili.ze multiple evalu.ion techniques toassess science teacher competence throughout undergraduateexperiences. Many of the above suggestions were consistent withpolicies adopted by the National Science Teachers Association,parameters promoted by several national reform initiatives issuedearlier in this decade, and recommendations alluded to byprominent educators such as Goodlad (1984). The author concludedthat such a search for excellence must be viewed as more than apassing fad and called for the return of a general respect forthe profession of teaching with specific reference to scienceteaching.

Research on pre-service teacher education includedinvestigations on student teaching, affective attributes, andpre-service programs. Only one study involving student teachingwas reported. This study confirmed that standardized test scoresare not effective predictors of student teaching success.Studies involving knowledge, skills, and attitudes of pre-serviceteachers suggested that field experiences had no effect on pre-service teachers in terms of attitude toward science, scienceanxiety, or science teaching. These studies are both confirmedand disputed by previous research. Another study developed andvalidated an instrument to measure science self concept. Resultsindicate that this instrument will be an important contributionto pre-service science teaching research. Reduced anxiety inpre-service science teachers was the target of another study. Inthis investigation, activity-based science instruction reducedscience teaching anxiety. Finally, several studies wereconducted involving pre-service science programs. In one studyscience education graduates were compared with a national sampleof honors workshop participants. No major differences werefound. Professional preparation of science education faculty andteacher education programs in science education were the targetsof two studies in New England. Most results of these studieswere not surprising. Many faculty (40%) did not have a terminaldegree and only 33% had published. Generally, most institutionswere not meeting prescribed standards. These studies wererestricted to the northeast and should not be consideredgeneralizable to other areas.
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2.8 In-service Teacher education

The continuing education of practicing teachers was the
subject of several studies during 1987. Topics ranged from the
organization and evaluation of staff development workshops to the
needs of teachers concerning professional development. We begin
with a focus on evaluation.

2.81 What effects are observed in staff
development programs?

Staff development and science teaching was the subject of astudy by Bowyer, Ponzio, and Lundholm (1987). The purpose of theresearch was to focus on staff development delivery variables inthe context of science teacher workshops. Specifically, theauthors studied the effects of variations in workshop design onscience teachers' intentions to use the new ideas in theirclassrooms and effects of sponsorship and leadership variables onthe selection of staff development workshop designs. Thetheoretical framework for staff development used in this studywas based on Piaget's work on the development of logical thinkingin adolescents. Written staff development materials used tocommunicate these concepts were taken from Karplus, Lawson,Wollman, Appel, Bernoff, Howe, Rusch, and Sullivan (1977).Results suggested that 8 to 16 hours was a minimum amount of timespent in workshops for staff developers to consider if teachers
were likely to use the content in their classrooms. The workshopdesign option providing opportunity between workshop sessions didnot differentially affect teachers' reporLed intentions to usethe content in their classes. The authors also reported thattheir data suggested distinct advantages in having workshopssponsored by school districts rather than organizations.Finally, the importance of a strong, active administration tonegotiate the more useful staff development options was suggestedby the data.

An evaluation and analysis of a cumulative elementaryscience staff development program was conducted by Stone (1987).The purpose of this study was to examine the effects ofcombinations of four staff development activities that wereextensions to a summer workshop in science on the confidence inand the commitment to teaching science by the workshopparticipants. Confidence was assessed by using the State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory and commitment by using a scale from theScience Council of Canada's Questionnaire for Teachers ofScience. The study involved 67 teachers from 18 schoolsrepresenting 9 districts in a metropolitan area. Subjects wentthrough a self-selection process. Activities were cumulative
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beginning with no activities for the first group, one for thesecond, two for the third, etc. The activities were: (1)attending a local science teachers conference; (2) receiving amonthly newsletter; (3) participating in team meetings eachmonth; and (4) being observed two times by a science educationexpert while teaching a lesson. Results indicated that follow-upactivities contributed to increased commitment to teachingscience for teachers who had attended other in-service trainingsessions. Confidence in teaching science was seemingly notaffected by follow-up activities. Years of experience were foundto enhance teachers' confidence in teaching science.

Zielinski (1987) investigated the effects of two models ofscience in-service education on the acquisition by participantsof knowledge and stages of concern profiles. In addition, thestudents of participating teachers were evaluated for theiracquisition of knowledge. The independent variable was the modeof in-service training. One in-service program placed theparticipants in an active learning role while the other allowedthem to be passive learners. Each mode consisted of four, 1-1/2hour training sessions emphasizing the knowledge and skillsnecessary to implement a new energy science curriculum. Thedependent variables included acquisition of knowledge, changes instages of concern profiles, and acquisition of knowledge by thestudents of participants. A pretest-posttest design was used.The sample consisted of 20 teachers and 53 intact classes. Nosignificant differences were found between active and passiveexperimental treatments on the teacher knowledge and studentknowledge variables. The teacher passive group had a significantincrease in knowledge. Significant changes occurred within andbetween experimental groups on the stages of concern variable.

The investigation of teacher change and student attitudesthrough the use of the Concerns Based Adoption Model was thesubject of a study by Merrick (1987). This investigationutilized the Concerns Based Adoption Model to design andimplement science in-service training for 31 K-9 teachers.Stages of Concern, Level of Use, and Innovation Configurationsdata were collected. These dimensions were placed on a best fitmatrix to determine teacher needs. Matrix use identifiedtraining interventions matched to diagnosed needs. Six 2-1/2hour training sessions were conducted over a seven week period.In addition, teachers completed 14 hours of personalized tasksrelated to their perceived needs and personal priorities.Science attitudes of the teachers' students were also obtained.
Significant findings included pre- and post-training concernsdifferences, directional change in teachers' concerns, andincreased use of innovation components during training.

Pendarvis ('1987) studied the impact of integrated processskills training for teachers. The purpose of this study was toassess the impact of an in-service program, Teaching
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Experimenting to Mississippi Teachers (TEMT), on integratedprocess skills and anxieties toward teaching science and teachingexperimenting for junior high science teachers. Also, skillacquisition and attitudes of the students of these teachers werestudied as a measure of teacher classroom performance. Theteacher population consisted of 70 junior high science teachersfrom 9 districts. The treatment group, 40 teachers, underwentextensive integrated process skill training, whereas the controlgroup of 30 teachers did not. A population of 344 students werein classes of teachers in the treatment group, while 202 studentsmade up the control group. Based on the findings, the followingconclusions were drawn. The TEMT program (1) significantlyreduced anxieties of teachers regarding teaching science andexperimenting; and (2) significantly improved the integratedprocess skills of teachers. Moreover, the unit emphasizing
integrated process skills significantly improved acquisition ofthese skills by junior high students. Finally, this unit did notaffect students' attitudes related to science.

The purpose of a study by Salas (1987) was to contributeideas toward improving the effectiveness of chemistry teachers ofCosta Rica. A review of teacher education literature wasfollowed by the planning and implementation of an in-serviceworkshop. A theoretical ::n-service model and syllabus resulted.This model was composed of five interdependent programs. Noinformation as to the testing and/or validation of this model wasmade available.

While, Hendrix, and Mertens (1987) reported the findings ofan in-service effort dealing with bio-social goals and humangenetics. This research focused on selected teaching practicesof biology and life science teachers who participated in one of aseries of summer science workshops held in 1978, 1979, 1980, and1981. The ex post, facto design employed a study-specificquestionnaire to examir-content and methods used by thecriterion group of NSF workshop participants and a control group.The criterion group consisted of 108 teachers from fourcontiguous states who had completed the workshop from 1978 to1981. The control group consisted of 201 randomly selectedteachers with similar backgrounds. Final results were based ondata provided by 217 teachers after purging respondents withdissimilar teaching backgrounds. The subjects were 72.4% maleand 27.6% female. Teachers in both groups indicated that theystressed the use of biological concepts to interpret humanconcerns. Teachers in the criterion group tended to delete non-human topics and incorporate more human topics. NSF participantsalso made significantly greater use of outside speakers.Finally, NSF participants appeared to rely on non-textbookmaterial and techniques more than did their control groupcounterparts.
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Evaluation of a teacher in-service training program inphysical science was the topic of a study by Lawrenz (1937). Thepurpose of this endeavor was to describe and evaluate an in-service program for elementary/junior high teachers, therebypermitting future efforts to capitalize on its strengths andweaknesses. First, master teachers were identified. Next, theseteachers attended a summer institute, and, finally, these trainedteachers offered science in-service training in their localdistricts. Twenty (20) teachers were selected from a pool of 41applicants. After one dropped out, 19 teachers, 11 men and 8women, comprised the population. Three hundred and thirty (330)teachers enrolled in the local district classes. The summerinstitute teachers were pre- and posttested for science content,attitude toward science, and beliefs about science teaching. Arandom sample of 4th and 7th grade students of tcchers in thefall classes was also pre- and posttested. In the summerinstitute, physical science was met with dissatisfaction. Pre-and posttesting indicated that participants gained in theirbeliefs about teaching science but dropped in terms of theirattitude toward science. While conducting local classes, theirattitudes were recharged to reflect positive feeling. In thelocal classes, the teachers viewed the program positively. Pre-and posttesting revealed positive effects. The teachers alsoimproved in content knowledge.

Maoldomhnaigh (1987) examined the effects of a five day:ourse on the teaching methods of Irish primary teachers. Thecourse included hands on experiences, discussions, and work cardsthat listed the content and procedures the teachers exploredduring the workshop. Two cohort groups were compared. The firstgroup (N=15) took the course in 1983 and reported a significantlygreater number of hours devoted to experimental science in theclassroom than the second group (N=16), which took the course in1984. There was a significailt increasc in the number of hoursthat both cohorts spent on experimental science after the course.The author suggested that these increases pointed out the effectof the in-service courses.

2.82 What do teachers report as important needsfor their pr,,fessional growth?

)

Mullenex and Smith (1987) described an attempt by auniversity located in a rural area of Virginia to address theneeds of surrounding school districts in science and mathematics.The Valley of Virginia Science and Mathematic Consortium (V SMC)was established at James Madison University on July 1, 1984 withfunding from the State Council of Higher Education in Virginia.This project was a cooperative effort of the university'smathematics and science departments, some departments of thecollege of education and human services, and 22 school divisions
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in the Shenandoah Valley region. A needs assessment of the 22
school divisions identified general major needs, listed asfollows in order of priority: (1) content courses for both
elementary and secondary teachers in the content areas of science
and mathematics; (2) curriculum development in science andmathematics; (3) science activities for primary and elementary
grade students; (4) resource guides for teachers which describe
available instructional television (ITV) programs, computersoftware, and human resources to complement the science and
mathematics curricula; (5) conference for high school students atthe University in the areas of science and mathematics; and (6)funds to purchase needed equipment and materials. Additionalneeds were identified by some school districts.

Al-Mossa (1987) conducted a needs assessment of Saudiintermediate school teachers of science. The purpose of thestudy was three-fold: (1) identification and adoption of areliable and valid needs assessment; (2) use of the instrument toassess perceived needs of science teachers; and (3) use of theinstrument to examine potential differences in these perceivedneeds regarding respondents' role variable and teachers'variables. The final Arabic version of the STIN Form B wasvalidated and distributed to 192 science teachers, 40 principals,and 43 science supervisors. An interview was used as asupplemental instrument to elicit more information and to obtainmore information as to the content validity of the maininstrument. Using descriptive statistics, the top 25 needs weredetermined. Factor analysis techniques were used to make anaccurate identification of factor needs and to support theconstruct validity. This analysis resulted in fifteen factorneeds which were obtained from the six categories of the t,:IN-B,one factor at a time. One-way analysis of variance indicatedthat a significant relationship existed between the intensity ofthe professional needs of science teachers and the location oftheir school (rural and urban), nationality, their attendance atin-service programs, and their educational level.

In another international study, Adi (1987) looked at theperceived in-service training needs of science teachers in publicsecondary schools in Indonesia. This study gathered theperceptions of teachers, administrators, and teacher educatorsregarding the in-service needs of science teachers. Respondentsincluded 133 senior secondary teachers, 19 teacher educators, and23 administrators. Each rated the degree of needs of scienceteacher in-service competencies, as mandated by the Ministry ofEducation. Data were gathered through a questionnaire. Resultsindicated significant differences in perceived needs of ninecompetencies among teachers, administrators, and teachereducators; and eleven competencies among biology, physics, andchemistry teachers. While teachers and teacher-educatorsperceived 'mastery of subject area content' as most important,
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administrators perceived 'use and management of lab teaching forteaching-learning process' as the most important.

Responses of American pre-service teachers on Kimball'sNature of Science Survey were used as a basis for comparing their
Nigerian counterparts by Cobern (1987). It was apparent that theNigerian students were more inclined to see science as a way ofproducing useful technology than were the American students. Thesecond distinction indicated that Nigerian students perceivedscientists as more nationalistic and secretive about their work.

Actual teaching experience is often an important criterionin assessing differences between the pre-service and in-serviceteacher. Several problems and concerns persist, however, forboth teacher groups related to science teaching, as indicated bythis review. The most prevalent similarities, initially reportedfor pre-service science teacher education and conti,uing amongin-service science teachers were: (1) anxiety regarding theteaching of science content, processes, and specifically scienceexperimentation; (2) a generally passive attitude toward scienceand science teaching; and (3) a lack of adequate understanding ofnature of science. Concerns 1 and 2 were far more common amongelementary science teachers, and the third concern continues tobe a problem at all levels of science teaching.

In-service science teachers, in addition, voiced a strongpreference for district-identified in-service workshops ratherthan outside sponsored workshops. If in-service teachers areexpected to implement innovations or new programs, thenpaktnerships between districts and the outside delivery agenciesneed to be established and maintained with a greater degree ofinput from the users of such innovations and new programs, thein-service teachers themselves.

Finally, we note with interest that one common reaction topersistent problems among in-service teachers is to blame pre-service teacher education programs. Several studies in thisreview alluded to the need to improve pre-service science teachereducation programs, in hopes that many of the on-going,persistent problems cited above could be addressed and remedied.While continued research for the purpose of improving ourunderstanding and design of pre-service science teacher educationprograms is extremely important, we should not necessarily expectsuch improvements to either remedy the above mentioned problemsor remove our obligation to consider the lifelong learning needsof the teachers we produce. As pre-service teachers graduatefrom our programs, however improved such programs might become inthe future, we need to continue to solicit, assess, and respondto the self-perceived needs of our science teacher educationprogram graduates.
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3.0 CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Whereas learners and learning are the central focus and
whereas teachers shoulder the responsibility for learners andlearning, curriculum and instruction represeat vehicles forachieving learning goals. Linr '1987) argues that the goals of
the science curriculum need redefinition and expansion to reflectnew knowledge, technological advances, and societal needs.Curriculum development and instructional design should -1cludefactors that motivate students, depth at the expense of bread-h,
integrated rather than partitioned knowledge, and instruction andfeedback through new technologies. Moreover, new tests areneeded which assess the types of complex learning reflected it anew science curriculum.

We examined the literature in 1987 keeping in mind Linn'sarguments. Within the third commonplace, we have segmented thereports into six areas, the impact of technology, the emphasis onproblem solving and inquiry, the use of language arts andorganizational devices, implementation of methods, aspects of thecurriculum itself, and the development and validation ofinstruments. We begin with a focus on technology.

3.1 The Impact of Technology

Earlier we noted Linn's (1987) observations and descriptionsof emerging research themes in science education. Another themedescribed by Linn (1987) is the utilization of new technologies.For example, computer technologies not only let studentsaccomplish old tasks in new ways, but permit them to tackle tasksthat were heretofore impossible. Moreover, researchers are usingnew technologies to study numerous aspects of curriculum andinstruction. The studies reviewed in the initial section sharethe common thread of new technologies applied to research oncurriculum and instruction.

3.11 What problems must be solved to realize the
potential of intelligent computer-assisted
instruction?

In a theoretical paper, Good (1987) examined the concept ofartificial intelligence as it relates to intelligen+' computer-assisted instruction and science education. He maincained thatthe important parts of intelligent computer-assisted instructionwere modeling the student, teacher, and the natural environment.To realiza the potential of intelligent computer-assistedinstruction, he stated that researchers must solve three
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problems: (1) the soft knowledge base of teaching and learning;(2) natural language processing; and (3) machine learning.Moreover, science educators must learn to make accurate diagnosesof students' learning states just as physicians do of patients'health. Good concluded by describing a revision of the wellknown SCIS learning cycle based on cognLtive science andartificial intelligence principles. The revisions included theaddition of the concept 'prediction' to exploration, conceptinvention, and concept application as well as the transformationof the learning cycle as a linear model into a more flexiblemodel through prediction.

3.12 How will computer technology modify
curriculum and instruction?

Tinker (1987) speculated that the maturation of computerhardware and software technology would open new possibilities forbroad-scale, technologically enhanced changes in the mathematicsand science curriculum. He suggested that this would not happenthrough small application-specific packages, but throughpowerful, general software tools in the same class as thoserevolutionizing business. Except for the sprockctivity tools'imported from business, a sufficiently powerful integrated set ofsoftware tools does not exist for mathematics and scienceeducation. Tinker argued that new opportunities created byemerging technology could make a major contribution to improvingthe uToertanding of mathematics and science by all students.Capita ..zing on these opportunities will require major changes inthe curriculum and teaching methods, changes which, given theslow pace of educational reform, may well take decades. However,the beginning steps are clear: (1) train teachers to enable tnemto take advantage of the new opportunities; (2) develop softwareand course materials that begin to move in this direction; and(3) initiate large-scale curriculum experimentation in schools tomodel new directions that must be taken.

diSessa (1987) published an article titled "The ThirdRevolution in Computers and Education." He considered the firstrevolution to have begun with the realization that computerscould revolutionize the way we think about thinking and deal withlearning. The second revolution was the current decrease inprices that has made computers available in school settings. Thethird, he orgy 1, is just beginning and will allow us to usecomputers to ber.ter understand the fundamentals of knowledge andlearning and "turn the art of education into a principledscientific and engineering enterprise with leverage in terms ofeducational achievement far beyond what we historically expect ofan evolving but largely informal and inarticulate profession" (p.3o4).
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3.13 How is computer technology being used to
enhance student achievement?

Using the Extended Microcomputer-Based Laboratory (MBL)motion graphing experience, Brasell (1987) studied the ability ofstudents to translate between a physical event and its graphicrepresentation as well as the effect of real-time versus delayedgra;riing of data. Ninety-three (93) physics students throughoutseven north Florida rural schools participated in the one-dayexperiment. The four levels of instruction were MBL real-time,MBL 20 second delay, a control group that performed paper-and-pencil activities which paralleled the MBL instruction, and atest-only control (roup. Results showed that students in the MBLreal-time group outperformed all other groups on post-testachievement, primarily on the distance sub-test. A reduction ingraph errors was primarily responsible for the difference, andthe real-time graphing feature was att_ibuted as a principalsource.

In another segment of the study, Brasell (1987) examined thedifferences between males and females with respect to theirperformance on computer graphing tasks and their attitudes towardgraphs and graph-based activities. Pretesting of 93 studentsrevealed that about one-fifth possessed an inadequate graphscheme. Females with inadequate graph schemata seemedconstrained by low ability, whereas males were constrained bylack of interest. Females had lower pre-test scores for speedand velocity graphing items but did as well as males on distancegraphs. Using a microcomputer-based laboratory (MBL) activity,18 students constructed distance and velocity graphs for oneclass period, while 18 counterparts constructed the same graphsusing paper and pencils. Females in the MBL group scoredsignificantly better on post-test items about distance graphsthan did males. The reverse was true for the velocity items. Nogender differences were found in the paper-and-pencil group.

Nachmias and Linn (1987) examined evaluations by students of
computer-presented information on temperature, heat, and energyconcepts in the science laboratory. Two hundred forty-nine (249)eighth graders participated in 54 activities over an 18 weekperiod in two phases using the Computer as Lab PartnerCurriculum. Ir phase one Nachmias and Linn found significantdecreases in ' le willingness of students to accept inappropriategraph scaling, probe setup, and probe calibration, but not probesensitivity. After enhanced instruction, in phase two, whichemphasized graph scaling, experimental variation, probecalibration, and graph validity, students in phase two increasedtheir performance on graph scaling and experimental variation,showed no significant difference in probe setup and calibration,and decreased in probe sensitivity relative to their counterpartsin phase 1.
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Berger, Pintrich, and Stemmer (1987) examined theperformance of students on linear and logarithmic estimationtasks using a microcomputer. Forty (40) seventh and eighthgraders participated in the study. Results showed that linearestimation by students could be described by a general learningcurve with performance improving over time. Logarithmic scaleestimations of students, however, could be described by a complexinteraction involvinc "le number of estimations trials with theposition of tht e- .ation tar _-et on the logarithmic scale.Usage of various strategies aid not influence linear taskperformance, but did influence logarithmic task performance.Specifically, students who utilized the midpoint of the scale asa marker did better in terms of their average number of estimatesthan their counterparts who utilized elimination, counting, orguessing.

Linn, Sloane, and Clancy (1987) studied 14 high school APPascal programming classes to see how prJgramming skill wasrelated to instruction. High, medium, and low proficiencyclassrooms were found to differ in instructior.A1 characteristicsas well. Classes showing the greatest skill also had morecomputer access time, more individual attention from the teacher(rather than lecture), greater encouragement to explicitly plantheir programs before coding, and more prompt feedback.

Pintrich, Berger, and Stemmer (1987) studied Pascal codingand debugging programming skills. They found that high schoolstudents in general did not plan ahead, but started immediatelyto code their programs, and that they debugged largely throughtrial and error.

Rivers and Vockll (1987) examined the problem solvingperformance of high school biology students with computersimulations in unguided discovery, guided discovery, and controlconditions in three separate studies. For three of thesimulations (OSMO, MONOCROSS, MOTHS), there was no significantdifference in gain rate on problem solving with respect to thespecific subject matter. For the PLANT and BALANCE simulations,students in the guided discovery group outperformed the othergroups, and students in the unguided discovery group outperformedthose in the control group. On general problem solving, studentsin the guided discovery group outperformed the other groups.

Mokros cad Tinker (1987) reported the results of twopreliminary studies and a longitudinal study using theMicrocomputer-Based ,Laboratory (MBL) curriculum. The firstpreliminary study found graph-as-picture errors and slope/heightconfusions among students, but Mokros and Tinker questioned theirstatus as misconceptions due to the ease of removal of thesedifficulties via MBL. In a three-month longitudinal study usingMBL, students demonstrated significant gains on 16 graphingitems, although the instruction focused on science topics rather
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than graphing skills. The researchers identified MBL features of
multiple modality, real-time pairing of events with their graphic
representations, use of genuine scientific experiences, and
elimination of drudgery in ,lroducing graphs as contributors to
its success in improving graphical communication.

Hess (1987) reported an experimental test of the
professionally programmed instruction called Watts. Using 223
sixth through ninth graders, heterogeneously grouped in a pre-
tect-post-test design, Hess found significant achievement gainsand a grade level effect, but no effect due to gender and nointeraction of grade with gender. Students and teachers reactedpositively to the computer simulation in terms of itsorganization, ease of use, effectiveness, and applicability tothe curriculum.

A number of research studies were conducted that comparedvarious instructional strategies using either computerinstruction or the conventional mode of instruction. Rowland andStuessy (1987) assessed the effects of two modes of
computer-assisted instruction, simulation and tutorial, on theability of pre-service elementary teachers to understandrelationships between a number of concepts dealing with homeenergy. Instruments measuring various dimensions of learningstyle differences were administered to ascertain which learningstyle constructs interacted with mode of instruction to predict
conceptual understanding and scores on an achievement test.Results indicated that achievement scores were higher for usersof the tutorial; however, the number e: valid concept
relationships did not differ by treatment. In addition, adifference in achievement scores favoring the tutorial was foundin subjects exhibiting an external locus of control, fieldindependence, and/or high discrimination skill. Otherindividuals showed no difference in achievement by treatment.Finally, subjects whose holist/serialist orientation was matchedto the appropriate mode of instruction scored higher on theachievement test than did those who were mismatched.

Dixon (1987) reported an experiment in which the efficacy ofa computer-based model using expert and novice modes foi. teachingdecision making in the National Park Service domain was comparedto a traditional method which included lectures, field trips, anddemonstrations for a sample of Natural Resources Managementcandidates from the National Park Services. A pre-test-post-
test-control group design was used. Results suggested that acomputer Lased decision-making process could be employed toenhance the decision making performance of students beyond thatof the traditional instruction.

Eisenkraft (1987) compared the use of computer simulated
experiments to traditional laboratory work on the comprehension
of physics students. Two hundred twenty-five (225) physics
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then randomly assigned as individuals to perform a pendulum laband a lens lab via computer simulation or via traditionallaboratory work. Results showed that students with higher
mechanical comprehension recorded more data points, discerned thefunctional relation better, and scored higher on the post-testthan did students with lower mechanical comprehension. Moreover,students in the computer simulation group recorded more datapoints, discerned the functional relation better, and scoredhigher on the post-test than did students in the control group.Eisenkraft also found significant two-way interactions, in thatstudents in the computer simulation were equally sur_essfulregardless of their mechanical comprehension, whereas students inthe technical lab were more riccessful if they possessed highermechanical comprehension. A_so, achievement test scores werehigher for students with high mechanical comprehension in thetraditional group but were lower if they were in the computersimulation group.

Choi and Gennaro (1987) studied the acquisition of volumedisplacement by junior high school students. The experimentalmethod, microcomputer simulations of experiences, was contrastedwith the control, hands-on instruction. Using a post-test-010.ycontrol group design, Choi and Gennaro randomly assigned boys andgirls to the experimental or control group. Results showed thatcomputer simulated experiences were as effective as hands onexperiences, that boys in the control group outperformed girls inthe control (:oup on the post-test, but that boys and girls inthe experimental group performed equally well. A retention testagain showed no significant performance differences between theexperimental and control groups, but the males in both groupsretained more than the females on the retention test.

A number of computer studies involved the chemistrylaboratory. Bourque and Carlson (1987) examined and compared thecognitive effectiveness of a traditional hands-on laboratoryexercise with a computer-simulated program on the same topic. Inaddition, they attempted to determine if coupling these formatswould provide optimum student comprehension. The authorsct..1cluded in the first phase of the study that the hands-onexperimental exercise produced significantly higher learningscores in the acid-tasJ titration experiment and the ionizationconstant experiment, but no difference for the determinationAvogadro's number experiment. The results were explained asfollows: (1) the hands-on activities provided students a morerealistic understanding of the trial and error process byinvolvement with careful observations and manual skills requiredfor gathering accurate data. Also, the hands-on labs seemed toemphasize the mental activity to assimilate the abstract conceptsinvolved in the complex chemical interactions under study; (2) inthe lab activities, the post-lab write-up required a response toa series of related questions and problems dependent on thesubjects' understanding of the experimental concepts and
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problem-solving skills; (3) the simulation programs were not
provided with an equivalent tutorial set of questions or a
conclusive problem-solving activity; (4) within the computer
format all calculations were computer programmed and the students
did not put forth as intense an effort to derive or discover the
mathematical computations. The problem exercises had a direct
relationship with the improvement in cognitive scores; and (5)there was no difference in the Avogadro's number experimentbecause in either instructional procedure, the format was so
structured that the students followed computation in dimensional
analysis without fully understanding what was happening. Resultsof the second phase of the study indicated that the hands-on
experiment followed by the computer-simulation format provided
the highest cumulative scores for experiments on the acid-base
titration and the equilibrium constant of a weak acid. There wasno apparent advantage in the performance sequence for theAvogadro's number experiment. The authors reported that the
students preferred the hands-on experiments before attempting thecomputer simulation and listed the following reasons: (1)students liked seeing the reagents and actually viewing thereaction changes; (2) they became familiar with the manipulation
of the laboratory equipment; and (3) they actually saw what washarpening by doing it first and thus gained a greaterappreciation for the simulation program which was used to confirmand reinforce their newly acquired knowledge. Jackman,Moellenberg, and Brabson (1987) designed a study to determine the
relative effectiveness of different instructional approaches onchemistry laboratory achievement through investigatingdifferences in achievement in spectrophotometry among collegefreshmen who received either traditional, learning cycle, orcomputer simulation instruction. Approximately 300
second-semester general chemistry laboratory college students
participated in the study, with random assignment by sections toone of the three treatment groups. Subjects worked in pairs in
all instructional methods. The traditional and learning cyclemethods, but not the simulation, contained a pre-laboratoryexercise that was given to students one week prior to theremainder of the laboratory exercise. All subjects wereadministered a pre-test and post-test of spectrophotometryachievement. Analysis of covariance indicated a significantdifference among the three instructional methods, and theadjusted post-test mean for subjects taught by the simulation was
significantly greater than the adjusted mean for students taughtby the traditional method or by the learning cycle method. There
was no difference in the means of the subjects taught by the
traditional and learning cycle methods.

Stevens, Zech, and Katkanant (1987) evaluated theeffectiveness of implementing an interactive videodisc science
lesson on titration into a high school science program. Resultswere measured on achievement and attitude instruments along with
observational data. The basic conclusion of the study was that
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no significant differences existed in achievement or attitudebetween the students who received the interactive videodisc (IVD)lesson on titration first and students who received thelaboratory experience first. In other words, as far asachievement and attitudes were concerned, it did not make anydifference whether students used the IVD lesson before or afterconducting the e,,neriment or reversed the process. Theresearchers concluded that this finding was important toclassroom teachers who try to ranage two modes of lab instructionwith limited equipment and lab stations. The observational data,however, showed that time, types of errors, and accuracy wereinfluenced by the order of the events. Students who completedthe titration process using the IVD first spent much less timesetting up equipment and conducting the experiment than studentswho began their experiences in the lab.

Olsen (1987) studied the effects of various presentations ofobjectives on learning a set of four acid-base chemistry lessonspresented on a microcomputer
interactive videodisc (MCIV) system.Focusing on the possibilities of how objectives could bepresented to the learner, the author analyzed and compared theachievement of high school chemistry students receiving MCIVinstruction. Students were randomly assigned to one of threegroups: (1) those presented with lesson objectives, identifiedas objectives, through text; (2) those presented with objectivesthrough text and visualization; or (3) those who heard only thegoals, stated on audio track, but no objectives. Resultsindicated no differences among the groups on the learning ofverbal information and intellectual skills, and the amount oftime students spent on the instructional materials) Also, therewas no correlation between time and post-test scores. Chi-squ-lreanalyses indicated no significant differences among treatmentgroups on their responses to attitudinal scores. However, themajority of students were very positive about their experienceswith the MCIV lessons. The researcher suggested that the findingof non-significance might be attributed to the effects ofinstructional novelty, or to the structured materials being used.

()ringer (1987) evaluated Planning for Power, a computer

mean, and both eighth and ninth graders had a significantly

simulation which allows a team of up to three middle school

achievement test, a student questionnaire, and a teacherquestionnaire. The achievement test was administered prior toand at the end of the instructional period. The post-test meanwas about two-fifths of a standard deviation above the pre-test

higher gain than did seventh graders. Moreover, there was aneffect due to gender with boys at a higher level than girls.
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Data revealed a gain of one-half of a standard deviation. Astep-wise regression analysis revealed that the predictors
accounted for 61.5% of the variance in post-test scores.
Students reacted positively to the experiences, including the
organization and quality of the instruction. Teacher reactions
were also favorable but less positive than those of students.

El-Assad (1987) surveyed teachers in Los Angeles County todetermine the extent of computer use in teaching biologicalsciences at selected public high schools, to investigate theeffects and changes, if any, that have taken place in the relatedcurricula as a result of using computer technology instruction,
and to analyze the attitudes of teachers towards the integrationof this use. There were three major findings as follows: (1)the biological sciences' curriculum had remained constant orchanged very little as a result of using computers; (2) most
teachers rejected the need for a redefinition of the major goalsof science in the school program; and (3'1 most biology educators
believed that computers could not replace the teacher or thetextbook in the classroom.

Collins (1987) described the problem-solving strategies ofexperts solving realistic, computer-generated transmissiongenetics r-oblems and set forth implications for instruction.Seven experts were involved in the study. Each had a doctoral
degree and experience in teaching and research in genetics. Twotypes of data were available for analysis and for the descriptionof the strategic knowledge that was used by the experts. Thesewere the transcripts of the think aloud protocols and thecomputer printouts of the sequence of crosses for each genetics
problem. Eased on the analysis of the results, it was determined
that experts solved introductory level realistic transmission
genetics problems by employing a strategy of data redescription
(identifying traits, variations and classes of phenotypes, and
their distribution) prior to the formulation of tentative generalhypotheses. The next step, called hypothesis, was the strategyof solution synthesis. Hypothesis testing the classes ofproblems considered in the study required a definitive crossusually using zygotes, The third step was the strategy ofsolution assessment which consisted of producing addi'-ionalevidence to confirm the inferred hypothesis. Experts in geneticsknew when and how to use the strategies to successfully solverealistic problems. The solution was the identification, byinference from the problem data generated, of general hypothesesabout inheritance patterns and modifiers. The experts, having
tested and confirmed the hypotheses by using them to explain andpredict data, had a high degree of confidence that was
justifiable from the data.

Fletcher and Collins (1987) designed a study to determine
whether or not biology students were being disadvantaged bytaking computer tests instead of paper forms of the same tests.
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Results indicated that mean scores on computer-administered andwritten forms of the same test were approximately equivalent.

Reath, White, Berlin, and Park (1987) studied the number ofalternatives generated by 2nd and 4th grade students in interview
versus computer simulation of decision-making. They found thatchildren generated a greater number of alternatives in theinterview than in the simulation setting.

Two studies dealt with the use of microcomputers in theremedition of scientific misconceptions. Murray, Schultz,Brown, and Clement (1987) developed a computer tutor designed tohelp students gain a qualitative understanding of importantphysics concepts. The tutor simulated a teaching strategy called
'bridging' analogies that previous research had demonstrated tobe successful is one-on-one tutoring and written explanationstudies. The strategy was designed to remedy misconceptions byappealing to existing correct intuitions, and extending theseintuitions by encouraging analogical situation. Analysis ofthese data indicated those situations in which the strategyworked well and those where alternatives were needed.Implications incorporated a representation of student beliefs andintelligent sequencing of example presentations.

Reif (1987) explored the use of instructional design, anunderstanding of cognitive processes, and computer technology inthe teaching of concepts in physics. Students were taught anexplicit procedure specifying the concept 'acceleration' and thendiagnosed and corrected mistakes committed by themselves orothers. Such teaching greatly improved concept interpretations
of students and blocked previous misconceptions. The researcherconcluded that computers could provide powerful tools forresearch on instructional design and for implementing moreeffective teaching.

3.14 What are the characteristics of exemplary
computer software?

Krajcik, Berg, and Cathcart (1987) reported on thecharacteristics of exemplary science software. In sum, exemplaryscience software (1) actively engaged students in the learningprocess; (2) enhanced and complemented traditional teachinginstruction; (3) contained dynamic visuals to :cenresent abstractconcepts; (4) allowed for exploration not normally allowed in thescience classroom due to constraints of time, danger, or money;(5) permitted the collection, graphing, interpretation andanalysis of data; (6) provided opportunities to plan, synthesize,
question, predict, and apply; (7) helped students develop higherorder thinking skills; (8) contained several levels of difficultythat could change to meet the needs of the student; (9) provided
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meaningful, informative, and correct3.ve feedback; (10) ma& useof excellent technical features including uncluttered screendesign, lean text, help screens, and self-pacing; and (11)contained clearly stated objectives. Examples of software
programs that exhibited such features included Baffles (Conduit),
Geology Search (McGraw-Hill), Birdbreed (EduTech), Discovery Lab(Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium), Models of Electric
Current, Ohm's Law (Conduit), Standing Waves (Conduit), CATLAB(Conduit), and Factory (Sunburst).

Clearly, computer technology is a powerful tool to studyproblems in teaching and learning. As new developments incomputer software become vailable through tne invention ofpowerful, generic software packages, opportunities will exist forlarge-scale curriculum experimentation and scientific explorationof teaching and learning. During 1987, a variety of research
studies evaluated the impact of computers on student achievement.In most cases, the use of computer technology had a positiveimpact on learning. In four studies, researchers found thatgraphing skills and linear and logarithmic estimation skills ofstudents were improved when compared with paper and pencilinstruction. One study discovered differentiated responsesbetween males and females performing significantly better ondistance graphing and the reverse on velocity.

Most of the remaining computer-baSed instruction studiesdealt with the impact of computer technology on problemsolving /de -tsion making and the acquisition of science conceptsand principles. When compared to conventional instruction:computer simulated guided-iiscovery and decision makingactivities tended to produce superior results. In comparinghands-on laboratory experiences to computer simulate'
experiences, the computer instructed students either did as wellor were superior in performance. Abstractness of the tasks,complexity of the data sources, age, gender, and studentaptitudes contributed to various interactions that led to mixedresults. In most cases, students liked their instruction withcomputers and found their use to be beneficial, even when therewere no data to support the conclusion.

It is clear that computers have a positive impact oninstruction in many cases and little negative impact. In mostsituations computer-based instruction is time and cost effectivecompared to conventional instruction. The interaction ofspecific instructional tasks and student aptitudes appears to bea very productive line o' research that needs to be emphasized inthe future.
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3.2 Problem Solving and Inquiry

3.21 What is the impact of inquiry and other
problem- s..1ving instructional strategies on
science learning?

Faraj (1987) investigated whether using the inquiry methodin teaching science in the State of Kuwait elementary schools wasbetter than using the existing traditional method. Theresearcher worked with four teachers in two different schools,with two classes taught by two teachers using the inquiry method.The other two classes were taught by the remaining two teachersusing the traditional method. During the teaching of a 13 lessonunit about magnets, with each lesson having a duration of 45minutes, the researcher observed the students in order to recordthe number of times the students ti ,re involved in each of fiveinquiry science experiences: (1) observation; (2) measurement,(3) experimentation; (4) interpretation of data; and (5)prediction. On completion of the unit the researcher gave auniform exam to all students. Analysis revealed a significantdifference in favor of the group that learned by the inquirymethod in the number of times the students were involved in eachof the five essential science experiences. When compared on thefinal test, the inquiry group students scored significantlyhigher than the group that learned by the more traditionalmethod.

Wirt (1987) investigated the relative effectiveness of alaboratory oriented, inquiry based chemistry course that includedadditional training in logical thinking skills versus thetraditional lecture chemistry course. Both groups were pre-tested and post-tested using the Cooperative Science Test,Chemistry, Form A, for achievement and the English version of theLongeot test for cognitive intelligence. The same textbook andthe same subject matter were covered in all claases. Chi-squareanalysis showed significant differences in the predicteddirection fol. ,he use of inquiry in the activities of the teacherand students, and in the teacher's position in the classroom.Analysis of pre-test scores indicated no significant differencesbetween groups on chemistry achievement or cognitiveintelligence, Post-test scores revealed a favorable differenceon achievement for the inquiry group with no difference betweenthe groups on cognitive intelligence. Also, multiple regressionanalysis indicated that formal operational students consistentlyoutperformed concrete operational students, who performed thesame regardless of thg teaching method. Thus, there was nointeraction between level of cognitive development and teachingmethod.

Denison (1987) examined the relationships between fieldindependent or field dependent cognitive style:. general
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chemistry knowledge, and process skills of students taught byeither an investigative or a conventional laboratory method ofinstruction. Intact laboratory sections were randomly assignedto either the experimental or control group. The AmericanChemical Society Examination and the Test of Integrated ProcessSkills were utilized to obtain pre- and post-scores. The GroupEmbedded Figures Test was used to classify the field independentor field dependent cognitive style of the students. Significantrelationships were found between cognitive styles and processskill development of chemistry students taught by either aninvestigative or a conventional laboratory method of instruction.The relationship between cognitive style and knowledge ofchemistry was not significant for either laboratory instructionalmethod. Data analysis showed that the investigative andconventional laboratory methods did not produce significantdifferences in the knowledge of chemistry or process skilldevelopment of students for either field-independent offield-dependent cognitive style. Neither the investigative northe conventional instructional method was superior to the otherin terms of improving knowledge of chemistry and process skilldevelopment of students with various cognitive styles.

Mulopo and Fowler (1987) examined the di'ferentialeffectiveness of traditional and discovery methods of chemistryinstruction in Zambia. Compared were the teaching of scienceconcepts, understandings about science, and scientific attitudesof learners It the concrete and formal levels of cognitivedevelopment. The dependent variables were achievement,understanding science, and scientific attitude. Variables wereassessed through the use of the ACS Achievement Test (high schoolchemistry, Form 1979), the Test on Understanding Science (FormWi, and Test on Scientific Attitude, respectively. Mode ofinstruction and cognitive development were the independentvariables. Subjects were 120 11th grade males enrolled inchemistry classes in Zambia. Sixty (60) of the subjects wereconcrete reasoners randomly selected from one of the two schools.The remaining 60 subjects were formal reasoners randomly selectedfrom the second school. Each of these groups was randomly splitinto two subgroups with traditional and discovery approaches ofinstruction randomly assigned to the two subgroups of concretereasoners and the two subgroups of formal reasoners. Subjectsreceived instructions covering eight chemistry topics duringapproximately 10 weeks, Analysis of the data revealed that: (1)for the formal reasoners, the discovery group scoredsignificantly higher on understanding science than thetraditional group. For the concrete reasoners, mode ofinstruction did not make a difference; (2) overall, formalreasoners earned significantly higher achievement scores thanconcrete reasoners; (3) in general, subjects taught by thediscovery approach scored significantly higher on scientificattitude than those taught by the traditional approach; and (4)the traditional group cutperformed the discovery group in
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achievement. It was coacluded that the traditional approachmight be an efficient instructional mode for the teaching ofscientific facts and principles to high school students, whilethe discovery approach seemed to be more suitable for teachingscientific attitudes and for promoting understanding aboutscience and scientists among formal operational learners.

Jordan (1987), using information processing as a theoreticalbase, sought to determine whether or not specific cognitivestrategies could be taught and learned. These strategies dealtwith memory skills which had been shown to occur naturally inmature learners. However, it had also been shown that even someuniversity students lacked these basic skills and resorted toineffective memory techniques. This resulted in failure torecall information and an inability to resolve problem solvingtasks. Four tasks were designed as follows: (1) summarizing areading; (2) self-testing vocabulary; (3) writing questions; and(4) writing answers. Grade nine science students were assignedto an experimental and a comparison Troup. Both groups wereasked to follow an outline based on the Canadian British Columbia?rovincial Curriculum for grade 9 science. One group wasassigned predetermined tasks from the text while the experimentalgroup 1. .ilized the designed tasks. In the,analysis, the recalland problem solving segments of the post-test comprised thevariables of the dependent variable set while the pre-test scoresin grade 8 science and the Arlin Test of Formal Reasoningconstituted the measures on the variables for the independentvariable set. An initial canonical analysis determined therelationship between tie two sets of variables. An analysis ofcovariance was performed using previous achievement and the pre-test. A post-hoc Scheffe Test analyzed contrasts between groupsregarding development level. The results showed statisticallysignificant differences in favor of the comparison group onrecall .and the experimental group on problem solving. Ncinteractions were found between the variables and the grouping.Further analysis indicated that while the results werestatistically significant, mean score differences were verysmall. The observation was made that while results might bestatistically significant, they also might be educationallyquestionable. The researcher argued that the unit taught wasincorrectly assumed by teachers, curriculum developers, and theresearcher to be new material. It was further suggested thatthis information had become common knowledge. Although theteachers found the materials useful, prior knowledge of thesubjects prevented clear answers to the research questions asked.

Young (1987) evaluated the effectiveness of an instructionalmodel derived from the research on learning styles, sciencecurriculum development, and the development of thinking skills.The model implied that a specific sequence 1 instructionalstrategies which included a discrepant event, discussion,experimentation, practice, and application would LJsult in
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significantly higher achievement among students of all learning
style preferences compared to traditional science instruction
relying primarily on textbook and lecture. Seventh grade
students were randomly assigned to one of two treatments for atotal of 24 weeks. Dependent variables included student mastery
of science concepts as measured by the Stanford Achievement Test,basic skills as measured by the Comprehensive Test of BasicSkills Science Test (CTBS-Science), and creative thinking asmeasured by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (TTCT).
Multivariate analyses of covariance were used to examine thedependent variables with treatment, student learning stylepreference, and gender as independent variables, and CTBS pre-test as a covariate. No significant interactions were found.Main effects of learning style and gender were not statistically
significant. The main effect of treatment was statisticallysignificant, affecting a linear combination of dependentvariables composed of CTBS, 'Verbal Originality', and 'FiguralElaboration'. The researcher concluded that using a variety ofinstructional strategies in a preplanned sequence in sciencesignificantly affected student achievement of basic thinkingskills, verbal creative thinking, and figural creative thinking,while not jeopardizing mastery of science concepts, regardless ofgender, for students of all learning-style preferences.

Brown and Clement (1987) studied the effectiveness of ananalogical teaching technique, which used a connected sequence of'bridging' analogies, compared with a more standardteaching-by-example technique. The target concept involved thecommon misconception that static objects are unable to exertforces. Of the 21 high school students with no prier physicsinstruction who were individually interviewed, 14 initiallymaintained that a table does not exert a force upward on a bookresting on it. The latter were divided into two matched groups.Students in each group were asked think aloud as they worked
through one of the two written explanations. After instruction,the experimental group performed significantly better on targetand transfer problems, as well as indicating significantly highersubjective estimates of how 'understandable and believable' theexplanation was. The authors drew upon the findings for the
following suggestions: (1) teachers should be aware that certainexamples which they find compelling might not be at allilluminating for the student; (2) if the examples are compellingto the student, it still might not be seen as analogous to thetarget problem in the lesson; and (3) teachers should keep inmind the goal of helping students develop visual, qualitativemodels of physical phenomena.

Ross and Robinson (1987) investigated the effects of variousstrategies on how to use rules in teaching experimental design inscience classes. The experimental treatments included the use ofthree sets of instructional materials for teaching experimentaldesign. The materials were prescriptive in nature and were
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designed as five 40-minutes lessons. One set of materialsincorporated implicit rules, a method in which the rules were notmade visible to students, although the instruction of teacherswith students was guided by a checklist that outlined the stepsof the procedure. A second set of materials used the teacher-enunciated rules procedure in which the student was given therule structure at the outset of instruction. The third set ofmaterials used the student-retrieved rules in which the students,as a large group, developed a set of rules for designingexperiments. Two open-ended tests of experimental frame-workingwere developed by the researchers. Each was a test of neartransfer in that the content of the item was unrelated to thecontent of the science unit. Post-test scores were significantlyhigher than pre-test scores in all three treatments. When thepre-test scores were controlled for the full sample via analysisof covariance, the results snowed no significant differences inthe effects of treatments on simple experiment indicators.However, significant differences were found in the effects oftreatments on controlled experiment indicators such that studentsin implicit-rules and teacher-rules treatments outperformedstudents in student-rules treatment. In both cases, there was nosignificant interaction of gender and treatment. The authorconcluded that varying the treatment of rules in alternateinstructional strategies had little differentiating effect onlearning the skill of experimental design. The one exceptioninvolved relatively lower performance on one set of indicators inthe student-rules treatment. The a.Thors propose the followingreasons to explain the essentially same effects of differenttreatments despite their different theoretical prognostications:(1) there was an unconscious blurring by the investigators of thetheoretical advantages of different treatments in the operationalforms that were tested; (2) the factor that might have beenobserved was the difference between student and teacher rule,treatment and in both cases the rules appeared clearly in thetotal sequence of instructional activity; (3) teachersunconsciously varied 'script' and 'using strategies' from theother treatments.

In another article that addressed the use of experimentaldesign in science instruction, Lucas and Tobin (1987) describedsituations in which multiple variables could be used in studentexperiments. The authors argued that control of a singlevariable was, an inadequate conception of experimentation.Further, they believed that students who learn multiple variablemethods would go on to explore the concept by experimentalmethods at higher conceptual levels.

Ost (1987) discussed the model as a tool and modeling as aprocess in teaching science and mathematics. He suggested thatthere were four basic kinds of models found in contemporaryscience which have direct applications in teaching science andmathematics: (1) representative; (2) analogue; (3) logical; and
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(4) theoretical. Moreover, he pointed out that models were notnew to the classroom. For example, the physical sciences have
long used analogue and theoretical models to explain principles
and concepts. But even in these sciences the full potential of
models has not been developed in the classroom. Ost concluded by
stating that the future citizen, whether scientist or not, shouldunderstand the strengths and mechanisms of models as well as
their limitations and pitfalls.

Stedman (1987) summarized historical records of inquiryteaching in science during the 1800s. He reported that American
science probably began after the conclusion of the War of 1812,and college level science training began soon thereafter. Hecited specific examples of student field trips in science asearly as 1826. The report. also included anecdotal information=oncerning the attempts of prominent American scientists toaffect science education at the college level and mentionedhistorical landmarks such as the recommendation of increased labwork for secondary school science students in 1892 by theNational Education Association (NEA). The author concluded that
science teaching, in comparison to science, is relatively youngin development.

Over the past ten to fifteen years, numerous studiesdemonstrated the superiority of inquiry and problem-solving
hands-on science instruction compared to the traditional methodsfor a number of important educationpl outcomes. The 1987 reviewsupports the earlier work. The studies reviewed indicated thatthe use of various problem solving instructional strategies bystudents improved their skills to solve similar problems in near
transfer situations and improved creative thinking. Studies thatexplored specific cognitive strategies dealing with memoryskills, 'bridging' analogies, teaching experimental design rules,and an instructional model based on learning styles and thinking
skill.; research, all had a positive effect on problem solvingskills and/or creative thinking without jeopardizing the masteryof science concepts. Several studies examined specific studentaptitudes, with varying results. For example, the results of twostudies, one at the elementary and the other college level,
suggested that formal operational students achieved best with the
dii:uovery method while no difference was detectable with concretestudents Also, the formal operational students perform best
overall regardless of the treatment. Other variables identifiedin the studies that merit future investigation included theimpact of prior knowledge, learning styles, and gender.
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3.3 Language Arts and Organizational Devices in
Science

3.31 What are the effects of various reading and
writing instructional techniques on science
concept attainment?

Sharp (1987), investigated whether or not a particular typeof expressive writing, expressive or freeform summary, would helpstudents learn content information in a biology course. Theresearcher categorized learning into long-term and short-termlearning and categorized learners according to two separatebases, treatment group, and level of academic preparedness: low,middle, and high. Long-term learning was the major emphasis ofthe study since the researcher expected to find positive resultsin this area. Subjects were students in three biology coursesrepresenting three ability levels. Students were given a pre-test and two post-tests to evaluate learning. The first post-test was given immediately following the instructed unit; thesecond post-test was administered three and a half weeks laterwithout a review session. In addition, all students answered aquestionnaire about their academic history and study habits. Theexperimental group wrote from one to three practice summaries andthen wrote three summaries on cell structure. The control groupstudents took notes in their usual way and allowed the researcherto view the notes. Statistical analysis of the data indicatedthat expressive summary writing seemed to help students learnbiology better initially and to sustain this learning advantageover students who did not summarize expressively. Furtherresearch should be done with a larger sample of students at eachof the three academic levels before drawing conclusions about theexpressive summary writing on these students. The questionnaireresults showed that expressive summary writing seemed to causemost students to have positive feelings about the helpfulness ofthe assignment.

Pace (1987) looked at the effectiveness of imagery as atechnique for greater retention of science vocabulary terms.Subjects were fifth-grade students from 15 intact classrooms in awestern North Carolina school system. They were randomlyassigned to control, traditional science textbook, and imagerytreatment groups. Data were collected over a period of fiveconsecutive days during which the textbook and imagery groupsreceived a total of 150 minutes of instruction under the guidanceof the classroom teacher. The control group received the list ofscience vocabulary terns with no instruction. All groupsreceived pre-testing, post-testing, and delayed testing fourweeks following the last day of instruction. Results showed noSignificant difference between methods in regard to retention ofvocabulary terms.
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Leonard (1987) evaluated the relative effects of thepresentation style of questions inserted into text materials forstudents in university introductory biology. Subjects were
randomly assigned to seven treatment groups of approximatelyequal size and read a 2,354 word passage on bacterial adaptationstaken from a popular university general biology textbook.Experimental treatment groups read the same passage with: (1)questions placed at the beginning of selected paragraphs. Thesequestions were also presented as follows: (2) underlined; (3) inuppercase; (4) set above the paragraph; (5) underlined and setabove; and (6) set above in uppercase, respectively. Thecriterion variable was a 20-item multiple-choice exa with fivepossible answers per question given to all students immediatelyafter they read the passage and again exactly four weeks later.Presentation strategy groups were contrasted against a readingwithout questions group. Four of the six groups reading withquestions at the beginning of the paragraph scored higher on thetest given immediately after the reading than the group readingwithout questions. There were no significant differences amongany of the group scores for the test given four weeks afterreading. Data were also subjected to multivariate,
repeated-measures analysis which revealed significant differencesbetween groups on the linear component of paired test scores foreach group. Pair-wise contrasts for differences in linear trendsin test scores between the group reading with no questions andeach of the other six groups revealed two significantdifferences. Scores for the group reading with unhighlighted
questions dropped significantly more than for the group reading
with no questions, and scores for the group reading with plainquestions which were set above the paragraph droppedsignificantly less than for the no-questions group. Theresearcher concluded that inserted questions in textual narrativedid make a difference, but only for very short time periods. Heindicated that presentation style such as position and method ofhighlighting the question might be important variables. Hesuggested that further research on questioning strategies asreading aids was certainly warranted, especially in view of theexisting emohlsis upon learning by textual reading in our schoolsand universities.

Speaker (1987) conducted a 3tudy to: (1) examine changes inretention of information from elementary science passages whenreaders were required to elaborate and predict overtly as opposedto when they process covertly; (2) examine the effect of chunkedpresentation of text (in phrases, t-units, paragraphs) versusunchunked presentation (page at a time) on retention ofinformation; (3) examine the effects of processing strategies onretention; (4) analyze the strategies used during overtprocessing; and (5) analyze the effects of the experimentalconditions on student performance as measured by typicalteacher-made tests. Thirty-two (32) average or above average
sixth-graders read and orally recalled passages on amphibians and
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reptiles that were based on a sixth-grade textbook. Subjectsparticipated in two processing conditions and were randomlyassigned to one of four presentation conditions. In theexperimental processing condition subjects read a chunk of textand responded orally to probes which reqeired overt elaborationand prediction before the next chunk of text was presented. Theother processing condition controlled for the chunkedpresentation of the text. In the presentation conditions,subjects read text in phrases, t-units, paragraphs, or pages.The rationale for the study predicted that over processing wouldlead to superior recall of information from text and that theenforced processing of smaller text chunks would enhanceretention. Retention was measured by counting the number ofpropositions recalled after reading. Results indicated thatretention in the overt processing condition was significantlysuperior to retention after non-overt processing only in thephrase presentation condition with micro-level propositionalresults. No effects were observed for presentation chunk aloneor for macro-level propositional recall. Recall of informationin the predictions of the subjects was superior to their micro-level propositional result. Strategies used by the readerduring overt processing included (1) rehearsal loops; (2)elaboration with personal experiences; (3) analogy; (4)elaboration with conceptual information; (5) askiag theexperimenter; (6) slot- filling; and (7) schema-based prediction.

Using the notion of eelective attention, that increasedimportance leads to increased attention which leads to increasedlearning, Reynolds and Baker (1987) examined how graphicalrepresentations influenced what was learned and recalled fromtext. Results highlighted the importance of graph-focusingstrategies for text learning, thus supporting the creative use ofinteractive computer presentations. One hundred thirty (130)ninth graders, 65 males and 65 females were randomly assigned toone of the five following treatment groups: (1) text presentedwithout graphs in a booklet; (2) text presented with staticgraphs in a booklet; (3) text presented without graphs on acomputer; (4) text presented with static graphs on a computer;and (5) text presented with interactive graphs on a computer.Spatial ability as well as comprehension of concepts, recall offacets, and applications from reading were measured. Attentic-.1was evaluated through a questionnaire. Results supported thenotion from earlier research that texts with and without graphsdraw similar amounts of attention and produce similar amounts oflearning. Also, computer presentation of text enhanced attentionand learning compared to normal presentation of text. Moreover,interactive graph Presentations increased attention to the taskbut had no effect on learning. The authors concluded that theirresults supported selective attention hypotheses.

Diebold (1987) compared .he effects of verbal and pictorialinformation within printed instructional formats or. science
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concept learning by hearing impaired students. Deaf students, 12to 22 years of age, were assigned to one of four groups: (1)standard text format; (2) simplified text format; (3) simplified
text/labeled diagram format; or (4) labeled diagram format in apre-test-post-test design. All instruction focused on the watercycle and the carbon dioxide-oxygen cycle. Analysis of the gainscores showed that students in the simplified text/labeleddiagram and the labeled diagram formats made significantly highermean gain scores compared to the standard text format. Gainscores in the simplified text format were not significantlydifferent from the other three formats.

Seeking to delineate the interplay of reader and text,Baldwin (1987) investigated the influence of reader factors,topic knowledge, macro-organization of text, and rhetoricalpattern on recall of science passages written in an expositorystyle. Using fifth graders in a mixed design study which had twophases, preparatory and recall, Baldwin found .hat macro-organization and topic knowledge had separate influences on totalrecall. Pre-test to post-test gain in topic knowledge wasaffected by macro-organization.
The author found mixed resultsas to whether more topic knowledge could aid in total recall whenreading a poorly organized passage.

3.32 What effects do devices such as conceptmapping and advance organizers have onstudents' acquisition of knowledge andskills?

Concept mapping, a heuristic first introduced by Novak,continue:, to be used by researchers in their quests to understandlearning. Bodolus (1987) reported a thesis study on the use ofconcept mapping to facilitate meaningful learning in science forninth grade students. A pre-test-post-test control groupresearch design was used. Four hundred twenty-nine (429)students were assigned by computer to one of four scienceclasses. Each class was then randomly assigned to one of threegroups: (1) an experimental group that received the mappingprocess; (2) a traditional group that received the 'traditional'teaching strategy; and (3) a control group that was denied boththe experimental and traditional treatments. Analysis of contentpost-test scores showed that the experimental and traditionalgroups outperformed the control group, but that no differenceexisted between the mapping and traditional groups. Malesoutperformed females on the mapping process, but females revealedmore improved attitudes toward science.

Heinz-Fry (1987) evaluated concept mapping as a tool formeaningful learning with college biology students. Anexperimental group which utilized concept mapping for three units
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was compared with a control group which used traditional study
methods in an auto-tutorial college biology course. Results of
the five month study revealed no significant differences between
the groups on knowledge acquisition, retention, and learning
efficiency. However, significant interactions between SAT scoreand group membership were found. The results indicated atendency for high SAT control students to outscore high SAT
experimental students on the initial test; this situation wasreversed on the post-test. Low SAT subgroups revealed no suchdifferences. Students reported that mapping increased their
intu2ration of knowledge, aided in grasping material, clarifiedconnections among concepts, and helped them devote less time inmemorizing.

Advance organizers, first introduced by Auaubel, were usedin three studies. Lewis (1987) compared the effectiveness of anAusubelian advance organizer and simplified readability ofscience content when used together or separately in the biologylaboratory. The criterion measure was a content examination.
Ninth grade students in eight biology classes were randomlyassigned to treatments. The equivalence of all classes wasdetermined by the application of a pre-test and reading scoresfrom the California Achievement Test. To test the effects of anadvance organizer, introductory material was developed inaccordance with Ausubel's theory. To test the effects ofreadability levels on student understanding and comprehension,two types of written laboratory procedures were developed for
investigations covering ten weeks. One type was written at areading level close to the grade level of the students; the othertype was rewritten at a lower grade level without changingcontent. Readability levels were determined with the aid of twostandardize,' readability formulas. The advance organizer groupsreceived a written organizer at the beginning (.f class prior to
receiving written laboratory procedures. Students then receivedone of the two types of written laboratory procedures. Thecontrol group received no organizer or simplified writtenlaboratory procedures. Overall, the results indicated that

a change in reading levels of materials to be comprehended.

expectations of the students for their performance when there was

programs on the rate of learning, achievement, and retention of

students did not find any significant differences in the

high school physics students who worked in different size groups.

treatmerV together were significantly better than either alone.In addition, a post study questionnaire distributed to all

the effects of incorporating advance organizers into CAI tutorial

Carnes, Lindbeck, and Griffin (1987) reported research on

either the advance organize?. or simplified reading materials
groups significantly benefited from the treatment, but the two

Results indicated that advance organizers had no significantachievement or retention effect. A significant r-ffect was foundfor tutorial group size. Students who worked in groups of three
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and four showed significantly better learning rates than didstudents who -rked alone.

Barron (1987) studied the relationship between contrastingadvance organizers and achievement with students of differing
sensory modalities and aptitudes. One hundred twenty-six (126)high school sophomores in five intact classes participated 4n oneof four treatment groups: (1) visual-auditory-kinesthetic; (2)visual-kinesthetic; (3) auditory-kinesthetic; and (4) no advanceorganizer. The five-week treatment focused on dissection ofanimals. Results showed a significant effect for contrastingadvance organizers on achievement, no effect of sensory modalitypreference on achievement, an effect of aptitude on achievement,and an effect for the matching of contrasting a :Ince organizerswith sensory modality preference on achievement.

Olarewaju (1987) reported a study which applied learninghierarchies to high school biology instruction. Resultssuggested that organizing learning tasks hierarchicallysignificantly benefited the performance of students relative to anon-hierarchical organization of learning tasks.

The employment of a variety of writing, reading, andorganizational techniques during instruction produced mixedresults when compared to 'traditional' instruction. Biologystudents improved their short- and long-term retention of biologyconcepts when asked to use expressive summary writing rather thanconventional note taking. The use of inquiry techniques inlearning science vocabulary terms by elementary students was notsignificantly better than conventional drill and practice, butdeaf students who used verbal and pictorial information (labeleddiagram format) had superior achievement over counterparts whoused the standard textbook usage. The use of overt processingstrategies compared to non-ove processing indicated thatstudents overtly processing had be' er retention of the material.In two studies no advantage was found for using concept maps toimprove Knowledge attainment, retention, and learning efficiency,even though in one of the studies the students consistentlybelieved that the use of concept maps helped all categories. Twoout of three studies found that the use of advance organizersimproved learning. In one case the learning was further improvedwhen coupled with simplified reading materials.
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3.4 Methods in the Science Classroom

3.41 What is the effect of individualized
instructional strefegies on science learning?

Chiang (1987) studied the effects on the achievement and thegrowth of scientific ability of Taiwanese eighth grade studentswho were taught physics using an individualized instruction (II)format as opposed to those who were taught physics usingconventional instruction (CI). Students in two secondary schoolsrepresenting different geographical locations in southern Taiwanwere selected to serve as subjects for the study. A pre-test-
post-test-equalized experimental design was used, with datagathered from an IQ test, a reasoning ability test, a physicsaptitude test, midterm and final achievement tests, and afollow-up test of the growth of scientific ability. Analysis ofcovariance using the reasoning ability and physics aptitude ofstudents as covariates resulted in the following conclusions:(1) the II group was significantly superior to the CI group onthe midterm and final achievement measures and in the growth of
scientific ability; (2) among the slow learners the II group wassignificantly superior to the CI group on the midterm achievementmeasures; (3) among the average learners the II group wassignificantly superior to the CI group on the midterm achievement
measures and the growth of scientific ability; and (4) among thefast learners the II group was significantly superior to the CIgroup on the final achievement measures.

3.42 What are the effects of alternative
presentations of ideas on achievement?

Isekenegbe (1987) compared the effects of laboratoryspecimens and visual aids on fact and concept learning in highschool biology. The content was related to the Phyla Arthropodaand Chordata. Forty-four (44) students in two high schoolbiology classes were the subjects in the five-week experime:Ic.Isekenegbe found no significant difference in the relativeefficacy of laboratory specimens versus visual aids on thereinforcement of facts and concepts taught in the study.

Holquist (1987) compared the relative utility of traditionaland alternate taxonomic keys of selected crustaceans fromMississippi Sound and nearby waters. The key variables wereformat (description and illustration) and sequence (dichotomy andpolychotomy). College and high school students participated inthe study, as did upper elementary school students on an informalbasis. Holquist found that the illustrated format significantlyincreased the functionality of the key for all groups.
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Traditional keys were found to be the least effective tools. The
increase in functionality of alternate keys was achieved without
loss of taxonomic validity.

Smith (1987) tested the effects of three traditional
teaching strategies on the cognitive achievement of first year
biology., students. Subjects participated in lecture, laboratory,
or an integrated combination of lecture and laboratory. Students
were pre-tested and post-tested on critical thinking as well as
biology achievement. Students in the integrated group achieved
the highest post-test mean of cognitive achievement. There was
no treatment effect on critical thinking. Regression analysisshowed that pre-test scores were the best predictors ofachievement post-test scores.

Anderson, Hostetler, and Okafor (1987) analyzed and comparedthe implicit and explicit structural components of secondarybiology instruction. The authors found that the implicit
structural dimension had higher continuity of thought, greater
persistence of theme, and a lower progression density than didthe explicit dimension. The average rate of change in explicit
ideational content was about 2.3 times greater in the explicit
dimension than in the implicit dimension. The authors proposedthat research be conducted on how lessons based on implicithigher order themes affect the acquisition of cognitive skills.

Germann (1987) researched the effects of DIAL(SPS)2, adirected approach to learning science process skills. Studentsin two high school biology classes participated in 12 to 14
laboratory activities that were designed using the DIAL(SPS)2
model. Two control classes received the same basic biology
instruction but did not participate in the DIAL(SPS)2experiments. Results suggested that concrete thinkers benefited
more from the experimental strategy, whereas their counterparts
with more advanced cognitive capabilities benefited more from thecontrol instruction.

3.43 What is the effect of cooperative learning on
achievement?

Merebah (1987) compared the effects of a cooperativelearning method called Teams-Games-ToUrnaments (TGT), and the
Traditional Teacher-Centered (TTC) method used in schools inSaudi Arabia on the science achievement, attitudes, and social
interaction of students in class. A random sample of seven
intermediate schools in Riyadh was selected. In each of the
seven schools, a science teacher was randomly selected from the
pool of science teachers, followed by random selection of two of
each teacher's intact classes. In each school, the two classes
were assigned randomly to the experimental or control, group.
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Teachers were trained to use TGT. The topic covered during theeight week study gas a unit on f and motion. The TGT worksheets and the game sheets were ,e eloped by the investigator.Pre-test and post-test data were gathered via an achievementtest, an attitude questionnaire, and a sociometric questionnaire.Data analyses via ANOVA and MANOVA led to the followingconclusioas: (1) TGT cooperative learning method wassignificantly more effective than the TTC method in enhancingscience achievement; (2) TGT method enhanced science achievementof classes of different abilities (high, average) more than TTCdid; (3) both TGT and TTC classes showed positive attitudes ontheir attitude pre- and post-tests, but there was no significantdifference between their attitudes on the pre-test or the post-test; and (4) there was no significant difference between TGT andTTC classes on mutual attraction and helpfulness.

3.44 Do students view science process skillssimilarly to experts?

Tamir and Amir (1987) performed a factor analysis on testresults of Israeli 12th grade biology students and found sever-,laboratory process skill factors: (1) handling quantitativerelationships; (2) explaining and assessing data; (3)conceptualizing and planning investigations; (4) summarizingresults; (5) interpreting and concluding; (6) selecting form ofpresenting findings; and (7) designing experiments. They foundthat some process skills which had seemed closely related wereactually separate factors For example, conceptualizinginvestigations and designing experiments were separate. Theyrecommended explicitly teaching these skills, rather than hopingthey will just 'happen' as a consequence of lab experience.
A wide variety of instructional strategies was tested in1987. One study reported that in the high school physicsclassroom an individualizei instructional strr.:.,egy was superiorto conventional instruction for the mid-term examination, finalexamination, and growth of scientific ability scores. In anotherstudy, it was shown that when conventional biology studentsreceived a directed a;proach to learning process skills, therewere differential pcditive gains in learning. The reverse wasfound to be true for formal operational students who respondedbest to conventional instruction. Still another study found thatelementary students participating in the cooperative learningmodel gained more science content than in the conventionalelementary classroom. TN?. above findings are useful in hat theysupport the notion that strategies which pay attenti' to theneeds of the individual tend to have positive payoffs, but, onthe other hand, they all represent the classic kinds of studiesthat have come under negative scrutiny by science educationresearchers. Serious questions need to be raised about these
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types of studies. There is little specificity about the
independent variables, which are defined in very global terms.
The dependent variable is typically science knowledge, probably
the least interesting variable to study. The study which best
typifies the point compares lecture alone to laboratory alone ora combination. Of course, the combination has the most positive
impact on achievement, but why? This is the next step research
needs to take, assessing the underlying and specific common
elements in many of these instructional strategies and how they
relate to specific learning outcomes. We need to stop comparing
apples and oranges.

3.5 Curriculum Development, Content, Objectives,
and Evaluation

3.51 What factors influence and what processes
compose the development of curriculum?

Johnson (1987) conducted a survey concerning biological
concepts that should be included in an introductory collegebiology course. A list of 114 concepts developed at the
University of Wisconsin in 1970 and a questionnaire were sent toa national sample of 340 randomly selected community college,
senior college, and university biology teachers. The survey
asked them to rank the importance of including the concepts in an
introductory college biology course and to add other concepts
that should be included. The results were analyzed to determinethe degree of agreement between the current study group and the
university biologists in the Wisconsin study (Thompson, 1970).There was 57% agreement between the two groups on the 30 highest
ranked concepts. Additional concepts submitted did not indicatea significant change in the emphasis on biological concepts
resulting from recent advances and discoveries. The authorrecommended that the concepts identified in this study should beused in future curriculum development, that a common definitionof the term 'concept' should be developed, and that studiesshould be undertaken to identify concepts resulting from recentdiscoveries which should be included in introductory biologycourses.

Blystone (1987) reported a study that examined the use ofresults of standardized placement examinations for pedagogicalpurposes. Using 250 tests, he examined student responses toquesticis in the May 1984 Biology Advanced Placement (AP) Examthat related to cell structure. Interviews concerning these
responses were conducted with high school science coordinators,
readers of the 1985 AP Biology Exam, AP biology teachers, college
biology teachers, and research cell biologists. Textbooks and
resource materials were examined for inclusion of material on
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cell structure. Blystone recommended that results fromstandardized placement exams could be used in certain cases in
curriculum development and could assist in the development ofhierarchically related science textbooks from high school tocollege.

Mundangepfupfu (1987) analyzed how magico-traditional andscientific beliefs were distinguished in discussions of sciencecurricula in Africa. The author sought to determine what shouldbe taught in science in magico-traditional cultures and how itshould be taught. Two major concepts were used in the analysis.The first was that scientific beliefs reflected a differentworld-view from that reflected by magico-traditional beliefs.The second concerned belief systems, namely evidential and non-evidential. The author argued that students could learn sciencewithout rejecting magico-traditional beliefs, because the twowere understood through different belief systems. The authoralso suggested that an understanding of the distinction betweenscientific and magico-traditional beliefs was important for thedevelopment of science curricula for use with students who havegrown up in a magico-traditional culture.

Williams (1987) studied the processes by which theeCurriculum and Instruction Advisory Committee of the TexasLearning Technology Group reached decisions on the development ofa physical science curriculum to be delivered by interactivevideodiscs. He demonstrated that the processes were influencedby research, tradition, politics, state mandates, school districtand personal philosophies, and teacher and student needs. Thecore curriculum being delivered was to include remediation andenrichment loops and laboratory simulation. Participantsindicated that students should conduct regular laboratoryexperiments in addition to viewing simulations. The curriculumalso included the possibility that the course might be taught by
persons not certified in physical science.

3.52 What is the content of elementary science textbook
series?

Stayer and Bay (1987) studied commonly used elementaryscience texts using the Project Synthesis goal clusters for amajor part of the examination. Eleven textbook series,representing about 90% of the national market, were analyzed.One primary (K-3) and one intermediate (4-6) unit were selectedfor analysis throughout the eleven series. Text materials,illustrations, and activities/experiments were analyzed andclassified as: (1) academic; (2) personal; (3) career; or (4)societal in focus. Results showed that most text prose andillustrations focused on academic science. Most of the remainingprose and illustrations focused on the personal goal cluster.
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The career and societal clusters received very minor attention.
Activities/experiments were almost entirely academic inorientation, and only minor space was devoted to them. When
activities/experiments were analyzed as to being confirmation,
structured inquiry, guided inquiry, or open inquiry; almost nonewere found to include any inquiry. The authors discussed the
implications of the results and compared the results withNational Science Teachers Association recommendations.

Hamm (1987) and Hamm and Adams (1987) studied the extent towhich fifth and sixth grade science textbooks dealt with theglobal issues of war technology, world population, world hunger,water resources, and air quality. National and international
surveys of scientists were used to identify these issues asimportant to the future of the planet. Five raters examined tentop-ranked textbooks to determine pages of content devoted toeach issue, depth of coverage of issues, and differences in gradelevel. Less than 2% of the 4,383 pages examined were devoted tothe above issues. Most of the content related to population,
water resources, and air quality. The least content emphasis wason war technology. No significant differences were found amongtextbook series or between fifth and sixth grade levels. Theauthors concluded that the most widely used textbook seriesavoided serious discussion of major global problems.

3.53 Does ISIS serve the needs of non-college
bound students?

Clevenstine (1987) used Bloom's Taxonomy of EducationalObjectives to analyze the performance objectives and test itemsfound in the 33 mini-courses and criterion-referenced tests inthe Individualized Science Instruction System (ISIS). Resultsshowed that the ISIS mini-course objectives and test items werewritten primarily at the lowest two of Bloom's six levels,Knowledge and Comprehension. The author cited this as evidencethat the ISIS materials served the needs of non-college boundstudents for whom they were designed. Chi-square analysis ofISIS materials showed a positive relationship between performanceobjectives and test items in 24 of the mini-courses and anegative relationship in the other nine. This indicated the needfor re-evaluation of the tests in the latter mini-courses.

3.54 What is the content of college level general
biology and geology?

Winkler (1987) conducted a survey of the content of generalbiology courses taught in two-year colleges in Alabama and of the
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background and attitudes of the instructors. His resultsincluded information from questionnaires returned by 51 full-timeand 11 part-time instructors. The average age cf the full-timefaculty was 40. Their average number of graduate level coursehours in biology was 40, with the major concentration in zoology.He concluded that traditional biology topics were given moderateto major emphasis by 50% of the respondents. Molecular and cellbiology were most frequently identified as receiving majoremphasis. Almost all of the topics taught were selected on thebasis of pure science, with little consideration given tooccupational preparation or societal concerns. More than half ofthe respondents reported that ethical and societal concerns wereconsidered in their courses, but only 20% reported that thesetopics were given moderate to major emphasis. A majority feltthat inclusion of topics was influenced by requirements ofstudents seeking transfers to other colleges: Almost all feltthat a need existed for state-wide coordination of coursecontent.

Barrow and Germann (1987) conducted a survey among scienceteachers who had shown interest in teaching about acid rain byrequests for materials or attendance at workshops. Of the 202surveys sent out, 71 were returned. Of the teachurs returningsurveys, 42 had taught about acid rain during the previous year.Approximately one-third taught in grades 1-8, one-half in highschool, and one-sixth in post-secondary schools. The resultsindicated the topics that teachers believed were the mostimportant in teaching about acid rain, specific laboratoryexercises that teachers used from a resource guide, and choicesmade by teachers for types of resource materials if they wereavailable.

Howe (1987) reviewed 31 introductory geology textbooks andfound that the concept of contact between bodies of rock wasseldom discussed. He indicated that 15 terms related to theconcept of contact were usually inadequately covered or omitted.He strongly urged introductory textbook authors to providegreater coverage of geological contact and related terms.

3.55 What objectives should guide environmentaleducation?

A descriptive literature review was performed by Hammermanand Voelker (1987) who reported the establirhment of a set ofresearch based objectives to guide policy and curriculardecisions with respect to environmental education. The authorsnoted two studies that were crucial to the advancement ofenvironmental education concerns: The Tsilbi Declaration (1978)'and Hammerman (1979). The first study established five consensusenvironmental education areas from which to derive objectives:
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(1) awareness; (2) knowledge; (3) attitudes; (4) skills; and (5)
participation. The latter study utilized a Delphi technique to
establish a research based set of objectives through concordance
among environmental scientists.

3.56 Is hands-on science more effective than
textbook-based science?

Shymansky, Hedges, and Woodworth (1987) repeated earliermeta-analysis studies, originally reported in 1983, on the impactof science curricula developed in the 1960s and 1970s on theperformance of students. Earlier results were reexamined usingnewer statistical procedures, because it was thought that someearlier findings might have been misleading. This re-analysis
generally supported the earlier work, which concluded that thenew science curricula of the 1960s and 1970s were more effectivethan traditional textbook programs of that time. However, usingthe refined methods, only four of the criterion cluster effects
were significantly positive compared to all seven in the earlierwork. The authors reported that fewer than 33% of the analyzedstudies described whether or not teachers received training priorto or during the study period. They suggested that, in mostcases, training did not occur and considered this a seriousomission. They also suggested that science curriculum developerscould he:2 the cause of science in schools by building in tieswith reading and mathematics skills.

Phillips (1987) studied the influence of the PennsylvaniaDepartment of Education elementary science inquiry curriculum onthe formation of positive science attitudes in students andteachers in grades 1 to 4 and compared this to students andeachers in the same grades who used a textbook sciencecurriculum approach. The study included 341 students and 24teachers. Approximately one-half of the students and three-fourths of the teachers were in the inquiry curriculum group.The survey instrument was the Phillips Adaptation of the Allen-Allison Attitude Scale for Science, Scientists and ScienceCareers. A variety of statistical analyses were applied to thedata. No differences were found between students and teachers inthe two groups in grades 1 and 2. However, both students andteachers in grades 3 and 4 using the inquiry curriculum showedsignificantly more positive attitudes toward science than theircounterparts using a textbook science curriculum. Results alsoshowed no significant gender differences in attitudes towardscience among students.

Griffiths (1987) reported a pre-test/post-test controlgroup study on the effect of activity-based science instructioncompared to a text-recitation approach for third and sixthgraders. Instruction lasted for a twelve week period, and the
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results revealed a significant difference in achievement at bothgrade levels in favor of the activity-based group. There was,however, no significant effect for teaching method on a test of
critical thinking.

3.57 What is the status of 8th grade earth-space
science instruction in Alabama?

Hall (1^ reported on the status of earth-space scienceinstruction .he eighth grade level in Alabama public schools.Questionna_ , were sent to principals and teachers at 213randomly selected schools, seeking information concerningclassroom facilities, curriculum, and the education andcertification of teachers. The results showed deficiencies,particularly in the areas of facilities, curriculum content,instructional materials, and laboratory and out-of-classactivities. Respondents indicated that only 12% of theirundergraduate and 8% of their graduate course hours were in earthscience. Only 3% were certified in earth science or geology.Most were certified under general science endorsements. Thereport included a variety of recommendations for changes and'areas for further research.

Carey (1987) conducted a survey of college geo-sciencedepartments concerning (1) current budget problems; (2) poor jobmarkets for graduates; (3) geo-science majors with inadequatetechnical writing skills; and (4) teaching geo-science to non-science students. One-third of the respondents indicated thattheir graduates had inadequate echnical writing skills, but nonecited this as a major issue facing geo-science education or geo-science departments. Writing assignments in geo-science coursesand technical writing courses taught by other departments wererated as the best methods to improve writing skills. Almost two-thirds of the respondents believed that their teaching programsfor non-science majors were successful. Surprisingly, whenteaching non-science students, faculty placed more emphasis ongeo-science concepts than on practical aspects of geo-science insociety.

3.58 How do the views of society influence
curriculum and instruction?

Fraser-Abder (1987) presented an analysis of parent,student, and teacher opinions of elementary science teaching inTrinidad and Tobago. The results of surveys indicated that most
parents, students, and teachers thought that the curriculum wasinteresting, exciting, and effective. The greatest concerns
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about teaching science were expressed by teachers with poorscience training.

Al-Korashi (1987) reported a study of constituent group
perceptions of the effectiveness of the Math and Science CentersProgram of the Educational Ministry of Saudi Arabia.Questionnaires were sent to 50 graduates of each center, 80
faculty members in the centers, and 40 principals of intermediate
schools. Results showed that graduates, faculty, and school
principals had similar views of the centers. They agreed that,in general, the centers were improving the training of
intermediate school math and science teachers. The areas ofevaluation and research were judged to be the weakest in thecenters. There was agreement that more sophisticated laboratory
equipment and additional library resources were needed. Moreflexibility was recommended for study and course scheduling.Faculty in the centers rarely used innovative teachingtechniques, which indicated a need for more in-serviceprofessional development opportunities. Recommendations growingout of the study were to develop more specialty courses and toincorporate more innovation into the teaching conducted in thecenters.

Dreessen (1987) studied the impact of the life and works ofRene Dubos (1901-1982) on the public understanding of science.The study included information concerning his early years inFrance, his time with the League of Nations in Rome, and hisimmigration to the United States in the 1920s. Dubos' role inthe public understanding of science did not begin until after his1950 publication of a biography of Louis Pasteur. By the 1960she was well known to many as a leader in the new environmentalmovement. By the 1970s some of his attitudes brought him intoconflict with many in the environmental movement because hisphilosophy respected the human need to change the naturalenvironment. Dubos' publications were often praised for theirclarity and the timeliness of their topics. He reached thegeneral public directly through articles in many popularperiodicals, many speeches, and occasional TV appearances.Indirectly, the public felt his influence because of the impacthis philosophies had on important people and organizations.Appendixes in this study included extensive lists of his booksand his non-technical articles and interviews.

Durrant (1987) published a study that attempted to answerthe following question for the academic discipline ofgeomorphology, 'How should the discipline respond to increasing
internal and external pressure to become more socially relevant?'He indicated that many of the published comments on this topicwere divided between those who believed that academic disciplinesshould maintain a disinterested position in their research, andthose who would direct research toward the solution of practical
problems outside the domain of pure science. He claimed to have
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developed a scheme for distinguishing pure from applied research
. based not on methods but rather on differences in immediategoals. He pointed to the obvious conflict between the pure andapplied sciences in times of limited funding and attempted toplace this debate in a broader context of history and society.He suggested that the best approach for academic geo-morphologists deserving more involvement in society was for themto take a disinterested but

persuasive position based on reachingothers through teaching, continued pure research, and improvedcommunication of the results.

During 1987, researchers examined the goals, objectives, andcontent of the science curriculum from various philosophical,
cultural, historical, and political perspectives. Two studiesevaluated the college biology curriculum. The first surveyedcolleges across the United States to evaluate a sixteen-year-oldlist of important biology concepts. It was determined that overone-half of the top one-fourth of the highest ranked conceptswere in agreement over the time frame, and that these conceptsplus those from recent scientific discoveries should serve as thebasis for future introductory biology curriculum development.Another study asked instructors to assess the content of anintroductory biology course. One-half of the instructors'emphasized traditional biology topics, such as cell biology, withlittle consideration given to occupational or societal concerns.

Three studies in geology education pointed out curriculumdeficiencies. A review of college introductory geology textbooksfound that the important concept of contact between bodies ofrock and fifteen related terms were seldom discussed orcompletely omitted. Another study found that college departmentsplaced .core emphasis on geo-science concepts for the non-sciencestudent than c the practical aspects of geo-science in society.A survey of Alabama earth science instructors indicated that only3% were certified to specifically teach the subject.

A number of studies reported hands-on inquiry science to bemore effective for influencing attitudes of students towardscience and science achievement in specific applications atvarious grade levels. Concerns about specific training forteachers and linking hands-on science to enhancing reading andmathematic skills were raised.

Research and recommendations about science textbooks are incontrast with the approach taken by the primary textbook seriesfor the elementary schools. Two studies analyzed majorelementary science textbooks and found them to be heavilyoriented to narrow science topics, avoiding for the most partother important aspects of schooling including integration acrossthe curriculum (e.g., STS themes). One study concluded that thetext prose and illustrations are focused on academic science andmost of the activities/experiments are academic with very few
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inquiry in nature. Most of the remaining prose and illustrations
focused on personal goals with very minor attention to career andsocietal topics. The other study found that impe_tant global
issues such as war technology, population, hunger, water, and airaccounted for only two percent of the content.

Also addressed was the importance of understarling how theconflict between magico-traditional (non-evidential) andscientific beliefs (evidential) of the Third World student can beaddressed without rejecting the values and culture of studentsraised in the magico-traditional belief system. The authorstressed that students should not be forced to give up one beliefsystem and totally replace it with another. The two beliefsystemsi. though not compatible, are parallel and can beaccommodated by the students. Another study addressed thevarious political influences on the decision to use interactivevideo discs as an attempt to insure that the core of a physicalscience curriculum was available to Texas teachers, whether ornot taught by a certified teacher.

It is evident from the literature reviewed that the majordriving force behind science curriculum continues to be content,content, and more content! Curriculum research in scienceeducation needs to stop documenting this deficiency and beginexploring the reasons why the curriculum is content-bound at alllevels of instruction. Only when these variables have beenidentified and operationalized will the science educationprofession be in the position to affect real curriculum change.In science education, researchers need to exploit and apply theliterature in generic curriculum and staff "Nelopment toformulate viable models for integrating the _nstruction ofactivity-based science and interdisciplinary themes in thekindergarten through college curriculum.

3.6 The Development and Validation of Instruments

An assortment of instruments were noted in other sections
throughout this review. It is our intention here, however, toreport the development of new questionnaires, instruments, andsurveys, where the research clearly indicated that suchdevelopment was the primary intent of the study. It is also ourintent in this section to examine research studies reporting theresults of further validation, applications, or critical analysesof existing survey research methodology.
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3.61 What new assessment instruments have been
developed in science education?

A doctoral dissertation performed by Smith (1987) describedthe development of a science process skill assessment forelementary students. The purpose of the study was to construct ameasure that was of specific application to fourth gradestudents. It consisted of the following processes: (1)observation; (2) classification; (3) inference; (4) prediction;(5) measurement; (6) communication; (7) use of time/spacerelations; (8) operationally defining; (9) hypothesisformulation; (10) experimentation; (11) variable recognition;(12) data interpretation; and (13) model formulation. An initialgroup of writing team participants generated 65 test _ternsrepresentative of the process skills listed above. Contentvalidity was determined by a panel of science educators, actingas expert judges. A 55-item Pilot 1 instrument was administeredto 184 fourth graders. Data analysis revealed a reliabilitycoefficient of 0.73. A second revision resulted in a 40-iteminstrument, Pilot 2, which was administered to a different sampleof 113 fourth graders. Other than basic content validation,however, no additional attempt was reported to assess thevalidity of the described measure. In addition, it was not cleareither what forms of reliability were being reported or what therationale was for the development of this instrument.

Mulkey (1987) reported the development of an assessmentinstrument that incorporated a sociological perspective toevaluate science textbooks. A rationale for the need to developsuch an instrument centered on the hypothesis that textbookcontent for middle-class school districts and higher gradespossessed an organizational structure more conducive to theintellectual and emotional characteristics of scientists than forworking-class school districts. Application of this instrumentyielded results that facilitated difference patterns in sciencetextbook knowledge supportive of an enhancement of scientificliteracy in contrast to knowledge supportive of scientific roledevelopment. The author concluded that the instrument requiredmore extensive testing in other locales outside of New York Statein order to assess its predictive validity.

3.62 Do existing assessment instruments validly
measure attitudinal constructs, and what
cautions should be exercised in interpretingattitudinal scale data results?

The following two research studies reported on perceivedpotential problems with respect to the development andinterpretation of attitudinal data collection instruments.

Rennie and Parker (1987) illustrated the need to considerthe structure of an instrument as well as the structure of thepopulation being measured, if the interpretation of attitudinal
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scale data were to have true meaning. To provide evidence ofsuch a problem, the authors examined attitudinal scale data
collected from an instrument that was developed for specific usein a larger research effort. They correctly assessed thatwithout performing factor analytic techniques, researchers runthe risk of inaccurately assuming that a scale possesses
unidimensionality. In other words, a significant alpha
reliability coefficient as a measure of internal consistency andinferred to mean homogeneity could be insufficient. In a similar
manner, they also proposed the risk of assuming that an intactgroup possessed homogeneity, simply as a consequence of itsfunctioning together as a group. In an example, the authorssuggested that researchers become more cognizant of potentialsystematic biases that exist within intact groups. One obvioussource of bias was class membership in general terms, gender inparticular application. The authors concluded by challengingresearchers to ascertain scale dimensionality with greatercaution as well as rigor. They further stated that, sincegender-related differences were often found in subjects such asscience, a gender by class analysis of variance might immediatelyalert a researcher to a potential mediating variable that shouldbe incorporated within the research design and subsequentanalysis.

In harmony with the previous review, Gardner (1987) voicedthe concern that standard item statistics and internalconsistency reliability were not sufficient verifications for theassumption of instrument unidimensionality. Further, he notedthat conventional methods of attitude measurement ignored apotential ambivalence dimension. The concept of ambivalence
challenged the underlying assumption that favorable versusunfavorable statements represented bipolar results. He assertedthat 'bipolarity' could constitute two meanings, weaker orprobabilistic versus stronger or deterministic. The authorcontended that although ambivalence may be related to bipolarityin the weaker (probabilistic) sense, it was logicallyincompatible in the stronger (deterministic) sense. Citingseveral example studies in application, Gardner argued that thestandard item-to-total correlation as a measure of internalconsistency and, hence, unidimensionality represented bipolarityonly in the weaker sense. Further, he noted that such internalconsistency reliability correlations should only be used as acriterion for determining whether a scale is not unidimensional.Moreover, when statistically significant item-to-totalcorrelations do occur, researchers should investigate thedimensionality of instruments with other, more appropriate
statistical procedures. He concluded that factor analysis shouldbe employed to assess dimensionality and that if positive andnegative statements loaded on independent dimensions, these itemsshould be separately scored and analyzed as independent measureswith other research variables under investigation.
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3.63 What are the results of further tests onexisting inst gents?

The five research studies reviewed below represent fur%hervalidations of existing instruments, context applications, andconfirmations or extensions of construct validation for severalpreviously developed measures.

Retain (1987) performed a cross-cultural validity study ofa science attitudinal measure, the Test of Science RelatedAttitudes (TOSRA), developed in Australia by Fraser (1978). TheTOSRA was a seven-subscale Likert-type instrument, possessing 70items. In the present study, 336 students from three suburbanhigh schools in Chicago were administered the TOSRA during thelast month of the academic year. Results indicated aconfirmation of internal consistency reliability coefficientsobtained by Fraser in the original validation procedures;however, the discrimination indices were, with the exception ofone subscale, found to be very low. A subsequent factor analyticsolution produced results that were also inconsistent with theoriginal seven subscales. Instead, the present study findingsindicated that the final three subscales could be collapsed intoa single subscale. The author concluded that the distinctivenessof TOSRA subscales to measure seven attitudinal components wasnot supported by the results of the present study.

Ahlawat and Billeh (1987) conducted an analysis of thecomparative psychometric properties of three tests of logicalthinking. These three tests, the Longeot Test, the ClassroomTest of Formal Reasoning (CTFR), and the Test of Logical Thinking(TOLT), were selected because they all purport to measure, inpaper and pencil format, several modes of formal reasoning asthey were originally delineated by Piaget. The sample populationfor this research effort consisted of 908 eleventh grade sciencestudents. Two hundred twelve (212) students were administeredall three tests, while 696 took only the Longeot Test and theCTFR. The sequential order for test administration wasrandomized across all sections of students participating in thestudy. Results indicated that reliability coefficients for testsanalyzed independently as well as in combined form were judged tobe satisfactory. The concurrent validity correlations were,however, judged to be inadequate. For example, TOLT correlatedpoorly with all parts of the Longeot Test. Hypothetically, TOLTshould correlate more closely with CTFR, but an obtainedcorrelation coefficient of 0.43 explains only 18% of the commonvariance. The authors concluded that a specific measure offormal thought could indep, lently possess respectable internalconsistency, but the generalization of any individual test for aspecific application might be suspect. They suggested that
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several prerequisite determinations be performed prior to makinga decision regarding the use of a specific test for a given
population sample.

Hutchinson lnd Barton (1987) examined the use of answer-
until-correct tests to confirm a quantitative assessment ofpartial information. The results, based on a sample of 387secondary student responses, indicated that a mechanical
reasoning answer-4ntil-correct test, yielded similar findings to
a spatial reasoning test.

Another study, performed by Baird and Borich (1987),investigated the validity considerations relative to theintegrated science process skills and formal reasoning ability.They examined the convergent and discriminant validity of twotests of science process skills, the Test of Integrated ProcessSkills (TIPS), and the Process Skills of Science Test (PSST), aswell as two tests of formal reasoning, the Group Assessment ofLogical Thinking (GALT) and the Classroom Test of FormalReasoning (CTFR). All four tests were administered to avolunteer group of 54 pre-service elementary education majorsenrolled in three educational psychology classes. Results failedto indicate that tests of integrated science process skills andformal reasoning ability actually measured unique traits; forexample, 27% shared variance was indicated between the TIPS and
GALT tests, and 38% shared variance was reported between the CTFRand PSST tests. The authors suggested that future researchshould attempt to identify means to enhance reasoning ability,with specific emphasis on aspects of reasoning essential toscience process skill development.

3.64 What implications does technology have for
large scale testing programs?

Bennett and Whittington (1987) reported on the implicationsof new technology for College Board Mathematics and ScienceAchievement Testing Programs. Try growing use of technology inhigh schools and colleges posed complex problems for College
Board achievement testing programs. First, the content ofAdvanced Placement (AP) and Admissions Testing Program (ATP)mathematics and science tests should be compared to mp*--rcurricular trends to identify topics that need to be betterrepresented in the tests. A second line of inquiry concerned theimplications of permitting the use of calculators on AP and ATPtests. Previous research found that the use of calculatobt
slowed the rate of student response on some types of mathematics
tests, implying a need for adjustments in test timing. Otherresearch suggested that test scores could suffer negativeeffects, particularly when students we-e unsure when to use thedevice. Most importantly, the potential for differential effects
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on minority students should be explored. A final area of concernwas the relative lack of content testing laboratory techniquesand procedures within the AP and ATP science tests. Thisshortcoming was particularly apparent given the growingavailability of laboratory simulation and experimentationsoftware. Developing and pilot testing a laboratory simulationmight provide testing programs with invaluable insight into thepotential of such measures for assessment and the practical,technical, and policy problems they pose.

The majority of the studios reviewed reported concernsregarding a general lack of appropriate applications ofpsychometric theory with respect to validation parameters. Thiswas particularly evident for conclusions examined relative to theinterpretation of attitudinal instruments. The major concernwith such instruments was the need to appropriately make use offactor analytic techniques for the purpose of determining thedimensionality of a given measure. Not only do science educatorsneed to become more systematic in assessing the validity ofspecific instruments, but additionally, they need to be morecognizant of the existence of other instruments which may be moreapplicable within a given research context. As an example, thedevelopment of yet another measure of process skills might beperfectly legitimate; however, if such a development wasconducted without a prior examination of already existinginstruments, then the new measure becomes an exercise in how toput an instrument together rather than a true generation of newknowledge. If indeed an instrument with acceptable validity:exists and is applicable in the given research context, then itshould be used in preference to the development of anotherinstrument that must itself undergo a rigorous treatment ofreliability and validity.
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4.0 CONTEXTS AND SETTINGS

The final commonplace represents the contexts and settings
within which educational endeavors occur. The studies reviewedin this section examine and describe learners and learning,
teachers and teaching, and curriculum and instruction, but they
emphasize more so the contexts and settings fot these activities.
We begin with research that focuses on classrooms. This isfollowed by scholarship whose context is mass media. Next comesresearch done in informal educational settings such as museums,zoos, and aquariums. After that, research in field-based
settings is reviewed. Finally, we conclude our review ofresearch in science education with a review and discussion of
national contexts and settings, with particular focus on twoarticles, one by Yager and Penick and the second by Linn.

4.1 Classroom Settings

4.11 What are the effects of video-based macro
contexts on problem solving?

Sherwood, Kinzer, Bransford, and Franks (1987) conducted twoexperiments to assess the role of providing video-based macro-contexts in classrooms for helping students acquire scienceinformation in a way that enabled them to remember it and use itas tools to solve subsequent problems. The video segments that
were used involved popular films such as "Swiss Family Robinson,"
"Raiders of the Lost Ark," and "Star Wars." These films wereused in videodisc format since videodisc could be computer-controlled, allowing almost instant access to any segment of avideodisc and creating much richer opportunities for instructionthan were possible with more traditional technologies. Theresults of the two expeTiments provided evidence that the use ofsemantically rich macro-contexts could produce increases inlearning. In Experiment 1, with classroom students and science-
based textual material, a short intervention of video segmentsand organizing questions yielded positive results when comparedto simple reading of materials. Students in the video group wereable to answer more questions about science content than werethose in the passage only group. In Experiment 2, the use oforganizing questions that related science information to thevideo context facilitated the ability of students to free recall
science information and increased the probability of studentsusing that information to solve a new problem that they faced.The results suggested that more sophisticated uses of technology,
especially computer-controlled interactive videodisc technology,could have even greater benefits on comprehension and learning inscience.
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4.12 What are the natures of the roles and
interactions of students in the classroom?

Tobin and Gallagher (1987) examined whole class interactionsof students by observing 200 lessons in grades 8 through 12 intwo urbah Australian high schools. The authors found that asmall number of 'target 'students' monopolized whole classinteractions. Target students were usually male, asked morequestions, were asked move higher level cognitive questions, andreceived higher quality feedback from the teacher. Targetstudents were classified into two groups. The first groupincluded students who self-initiated participation in classroominteractions and accepted the responsibility for personalacademic achievement as well as for interaction with others. Thesecond kind of target student participated when chosen by theteacher and t':aded to possess higher formal reasoning ability andhigher achievement level compared to others in the class.

latzLellan (1987) examined the social and contextual impactsof a computer simulation on students in a high school astronomyclass. Utilizing observations of the interactions of studentdyads, interviews with students and teachers, and an analysis ofthe simulation "Sky Travel" and related sources, she found thatstudents assumed different roles. Student partners who hadlittle direct computer interaction more often requested help andmore often demonstrated off task behaviors. Student partners whodominated computer command entries gave help more often than theyasked for help. Student interviews revealed that most subjectsresponded positively to the computer lab assignments, to "SkyTravel," to their partners, and to their teacher. The author .suggested that "Sky Travel" and similar software could augmentteacher resources for curriculum design and instruction.Further, she made recommendations for linkages between learningresources, social interaction in computer learning environments,roles of teachers in computer learning environments, and theinteractivity of computers.

4.13 What are the perceptions of students withrespect to their classroom environments andtheir teachers?

Gooding, Schell, Swift, McCroskery, and Swift (1987)reported a study designed to describe perceptions of studentswithin high school classes in biology and chemistry over thecourse of a school year. The research focused on person-environment congruence, defined as the measure of the distancebetween perceptions of self and the science class, scienceteacher, and the subject studied. Four hundred ten (410) highschool college preparatory science students responded to a
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questionnaire on attitudes toward and perceptions of theclassroom environment. Responses revealed that science attitudes
became worse during the school year. Two thinking variables, oneinvolving creative exploration and the other involving logical
thinking, decreased according to perceptions during the year.

Lawrenz (1987) compared the e.assroom environments perceived
by fourth grade: seventh grade, and high school boys and girls inclasses taught by male and female teachers to see if any
perceptual differences existed. Three two-factor MANOVAS
(teacher gender by student gender) showed no differences for
fourth grade students, one for seventh grade students, and threefor high school students. The seventh grade boys and girlsperceived classes taught by females as having more friction thanclasses taught by males. High school boys and girls perceivedclasses taught by females as being more difficult than classestaught by males. Further, for the high school students itappeared that classes were perceived more favorably when theopposite genders were combined. The author speculated that theseperceptual differences combined with role modeling couldcontribute to the lack of women in science.

Chevalier (1987) investigated questioning behaviors andperceptions of students using naturalistic methods to determine
the frequencies and types of questions by gender and achievement.Over 80% of the 440 public questions asked by students during2,889 minutes of observation were asked with permission, werestudent initiated, were answered, and received neutral feedback.Over 90% were responded to by teachers and were about content orprocedures. Over 70% were asked to gain information and werelower level cognitive questions. High achievers asked
significantly more questions than did others. Student interviewsshowed that students perceived low achievers as asking questionsmost frequently, followed by average, then high achievers.
Ninety-seven percent (97%) reported asking questions because theydid not understand, and 82% reported that they sometimes did notask questions for various reasons such as embarrassment or beinglabeled as dumb.

Vargas-Gomez and Yager (1987) compared student attitudes
concerning their science teachers at third, seventh, and eleventhgrade. Samples of students were drawn from those enrolled inNational Science Teachers Association (NSTA) exemplary programsand other students drawn from classrooms of a random selection of
teachers who were also NSTA members. Some of the affective itemsfrom the Third Assessment of Science, National Assessment ofEducational Progress (NAEP), were used for the study. Resultsindicated significantly more positive attitudes of students fromthe exemplary programs in several ways: (1) pleasure withstudent questions; (2) desire for students to explore their ownideas; (3) liking of science (at the elementary school level);and (4) ability and knowledge of science to make it exciting.
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Working on the knowledge that process-oriented classessurpassed the more traditional methods of science instructionthat are preferred by science teachers, Dryden (1987)investigated a model of classroom interactions from thetheoretical viewpoint of the process environment. The IEA hadmeasured: (1) the teacher; and (2) the matching science class
students; so that it became possible to hypothesize a structuralmodel for classroom environments using both sets of data. Thepartial least squares method was used to develop and test threemodels for classroom interactions. The results showed thatattitudes toward school affected student aspirations andattitudes toward science. Also, the largest effects on scienceachievement were verbal ability, home background, and gender.Moreover, aspirations and attitudes toward science also had aneffect on science achievement. The results further indicatedthat the effect of the teacher was mediated through the classroomprocess variables. Thus, the key was not the teacher, but theability of the teacher to organize meaningful learningexperiences for the student.

4.14 Is the science classroom a safe learning
environment?

Hagelberg and Dombrowski (1987) reported a survey of safetyand school accidents in Arizona schools. A total of 728questionnaires were mailed; 314 were returned. Fourteen (14)were judged unusable; as they were not completed. Within thereturn group were 242 teachers and 58 supervisors. The resultsindicated that accidents occurred at a rate of 4.93 per week.Cuts and burns were the most frequently reported injuries.Accidents involving eye injuries ranked in the top five.Accidents not involving injury occurred at eight times the rateof injury related accidents. Chemistry students reported moreburn accidents, whereas biology students had more preservativesplashes. Little difference was found in the accident rates ofmale and female teachers. Moreover, little difference in theaccident rate existed for varying levels of education. However,a difference did exist when age and years of experience wereconsidered together. Fewer accidents occurred to students inclasses of the youngest and least experienced teachers as well asthe oldest and most experienced teachers. Students in classes ofteachers of mid-range age and experience had the higher accidentrates. Given the fact that 80% of the respondents had nospecific training in laboratory safety, the authors recommendedthat safety education for teachers be required.

Increasingly, classroom interactions and the roles ofstudents in the classroom environment are recognized as importantfactors in learning. Traditionally, research examining
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classrooms has focused primarily on teachers. However, as twostudies demonstrate, researchers are now attempting to studystudents in the classroom setting, together with classroomresources such as computers. Understanding the interplay ofteachers, students, and the environment is vital to understandinghow learning takes place in classrooms.

The studies of perceptions indicate that student attitudeshave a powerful impact on learning. Creative exploration, linearthinking, willingness, to ask questions to clarify misunder-
standings, and even long term career choices are all affected bystudent attitudes toward science. It appears that all too oftenthese attitudes are negative. However, the results of thestudies by Vargas-Gomez and Yager (1987) and Dryden (1987)suggest that science instruction can be designed to promote morepositive attitudes and, thus, is likely to enhance learning ofscience. These studies suggest that the ability of the teacherto organize meaningful learning experiences and to utilizeclassroom processes that enhance affective dimensions of learningare keys to the development of positive student attitudes.

4.2 Mass Media Contexts

4.21 How does TV portray science and scientists,
and what is the impact of such portrayal on
the public?

Gerbner (1987) discussed the portrayal of science andscientists on prime-time television and assessed its impact onpublic conceptions of science. He reported that televisioncultivated a less than favorable orientation toward science andscientists. Prime-time television drama presented generallypositive images and messages about scientists and science, butthey were less positive than the images and messages about otherprofessions. He suggested that portrayal of science deservedmore focused attention by leaders in science, the community ofscientists, and legislators since television reached everyone,

museums and elsewhere. This meant, that constant liaison wasneeded with those who write, produce, and direct televisionprograms of all sorts, especially dramatic series.

not just people who sought out science education programs in

organize meetings with network executives as well as the writersand directors who create most programs.
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4.22 Can drama in the classroom modify attitudes?

McDonald (1987) investigated the use of drama as a means ofchanging student attitudes toward the evolution-creation issue inhigh school biology. A student production of the play "Inheritthe Wind," which dealt with the Scopes Trial, was presented tothe biology students attending two senior high schools in thesuburbs of a major east coast city as part of their study ofevolution. The students were divided into two groups, with 50%attending the play and the remaining 50% attending regularclasses instead. Thurstone's Attitude Toward Evolution surveywas administered to both experimental and control groups. Toassess changes in attitude over time, the survey wasreadministered to the students six weeks after the presentationof the play. Gender and age of the students were used asblocking variables in the analysis of the results to determinethe effect of these factors on the attitudes of the students whoattended the performance of the play. AnalySis of varianceshowed that the group of students who attended the play had asignificantly more positive attitude toward evolution than didthe control group.

These two studies point out the important role mass mediasuch as television and theater can play, both inside and out ofthe school setting, in shaping understanding of scientificconcepts and issues. The insights and recommendations of Gerbnerconcerning broadcast television deserve particular scrutiny sinceit appears that this medium now presents a less than positiveorientation toward science and scientists that reaches a vastaudience.

4.3 Museums, Zoos, and Aquariums

4.31 How do informal educational settingsinfluence visitors to those settings?

Finson and Enochs (1987) reported on student attitudestoward
Science-Technology-Society (STS) after visiting a science-technology museum. They examined the variable factors of thevisitation that impacted student attitudes. Results indicatedthat significant differences in attitudes were present betweenvisiting and non-visiting students and between grade levels.

Taylor (1987) reported a study of the behavior of familygroups visiting the Steinhart Aquarium and assessed therelationship between visitor behavior and education in theaquarium. He found that a particular set of exhibits was almostalways seen by weary visitors primarily due to a predictable
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traffic pattern through the museum. Also, visitors wereunwilling to backtrack; thus, they missed some sections.Questions of visitors about the displays indicated an interest inconcrete, literal, and visually verifiable aspects of thedisplays rather than abstract biological concepts. Theirconversations centered on the theme of familiarity. Theydiscussed the exhibits in terms of the things with which they hadsome previous experience. Time pressures felt by visitors weredue to external factors (other things planned) and internalfactors (being pushed along by the crowds in the galleries).
Information flowed to aquarium visitors from three sources: (1)conversations among visitors; (2) direct observations of thedisplays; and (3) the label texts (in that order). The findingsdemonstrated that knowledge of trends in visitor behavior haddirect application to the design of informal educationalenvironments.

Churchman (1987) examined the potential impact of theMelbourne Zoo in Australia for recreational visitors. He usedtime as the major dependent variable. Specific goals included:(1) assessment of the potential cognitive and affectiveeducational impacts of zoos on recreational visitors; (2)determination of the temporal and spatial patterns of the zoo'visitors; and (3) improvement of the utility of nonreactiveresearch methods. Data were collected on traffic densitypatterns, observations of 18 groups of visitors during theirentire visits to the zoo, observations at 18 specific exhibits,and on feelings of 500 visitors about 11 exhibits fromquestionnaires. The mean time of visits at the Melbourne Zoo was160 minutes, averaging 126 minutes walking among exhibits. Itwas recommended that both survey and nonreactive research methodsbe used in combination to cross-validate information on zoostudies.

The Explainer Program of the San Francisco Exploratorium wasevaluated and explained in a report by Diamond, St. John, Cleary,and Librero (1987). The authors described in some depth theExplainer Program and summarized quantative and qualitative datacollected to determine the effects of participation in theprogram on teenage students. Since 1969, nearly 900 studentshave been involved in the program. The results showed thatparticipants developed increased interest in learning science,greater levels of self confidence, skills in getting along withpeople, and greater interest in attending college.

All of these studies suggest that informal educationalsettings such as museums, zoos, and aquariums can enhanceunderstanding and appreciation of science. The studies by Taylor(1987), Churchman (1987), and Diamond, St. John, Cleary, andLibrero (1987) indicate the importance of effective design ofboth physical layout and program design for optimizing the
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learning tnd appreciation of science engendered by visiting suchsites.

4.4 Field-Based Learning Settings

4.41 What value does field-based learning add to
achievement?

Lisowski (1987a, 1987b) studied the nature of ideas thatstudents held about selected ecological concepts and ih:estigatedmodes of instruction that would effectively help them gain anaccurate understanding of their world. An experiential marinescience field program served as the learning strategy for threeindependent groups of secondary students. The Student EcologyAssessment (SEA) instrument was developed as the means ofobtaining information on understanding of ecological concepts.The effectiveness of the field instructional program was apparentin that specific concepts that were emphasized were learned andretained by the students. The mastery approach of learning in afield setting proved to be successful.

Griffin (1987) assessed two self-contained coastal geologyfield courses designed to increase: (1) content knowledge ofcoastal geology; (2) the perception of the importance of coastalgeology topics; (3) confidence of participants in their abilityto teach science of the coastal zone; and (4) the amount ofcoastal education incorporated into the classes of participants.Teachers who enrolled in the field courses entered with highlevels of appreciation for the importance of coastal geologytopics. Prior to taking the courses, teachers stated that theywere incorporating 67% of the major topics. After completion ofone course, they stated plans to teach 96% of the topics, and,after two courses, 88%. Mean cognitive scores averaged 38% priorto taking the courses, increasing to 67% after one course, and87% after two courses. The results indicated that the field-based approach to teacher training in coastal geology was veryeffective in bringing about significant positive increases inattitudes toward and knowledge about coastal geology. Althoughone field course was sufficient to bring about highly significantgains in plans to teach coastal education and in confidence inthe ability to teach science of the coastal zone, resultsindicated that both courses were necessary to achieve anacceptable level of content mastery.

Manner (1987) developed an environmental atlas of theCuyahoga Valley National Recreation Area (CVNRA) for use byschool groups on field trips to this undeveloped and scenic openspace in northeastern Ohio. This atlas included `ease maps, aglossary, and explanations documenting topography, geology, soil,
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vegetation, wildlife, land ownership and use, history, waterresources, and scenic vistas. The atlas also included
suggestions for field trips and field studies.

4.5 The National and International Scene

4.51 Is a Science-Technology-Society theme viable in
the science curriculum?

Bybee (1987) examined the description and justification ofthe STS theme as an integral component of the science curriculum.Using recent and current controversies over this issue as astarting point. Bybee described a conceptual framework forincorporation of STS and provides an historical perspective.Using noteworthy educational reports as a base and considering
science education as a subset of education, Bybee delineated thestrengths and weaknesses of opposing positions with respect tothe role of STS as a force in shaping science curricula and builta case to support the STS theme in science education.

In a position paper, Rubba presented several perspectives on
Science-Technology-Society instruction. He suggested thatscience curriculum should move away from a singular emphasis onacademic preparation and give comparable weight to thedevelopment of abilities that students need to deal with scienceand technology as they interface with everyday life. Rubbapointed out that several exemplary programs have been developedbased on an STS theme. Common among these programs is theirinvolvement of students in hands-on problem solving
investigations of STS issues. He concluded by stating that if wedesire students to possess capabilities to act in a responsiblemanner on science and technologically-related societal issues,then we must raise STS instruction beyond the issue awarenesslevel to include activities which build competence in issues,
investigations and application of these issues.

4.52 What is the status of science education in
India?

Kumar, Khandelwal, and George (1987) portrayed the currentstatus of science education in India through a thoughtfulanalysis of both its system and policies. Areas considered inthis report were education, academic environment, teachers,students, educational curriculum, examinations, and scientificresearch and development. The authors argued that, in a nationof 700 million people, science and technology education was of



paramount importance if India were to make a serious attempt atreducing poverty and building a more prosperous nation.

4.53 What is an agenda for future research in
science education?

Linn (1987) reported the results of a conference of leadersin science education research held at the University ofCalifornia, Berkeley, January 16-20, 1986. The report describedfour themes that emerged from the discussions and made fourrecommendations intended to encourage the development of anintegrated research base in science education. The themesincluded the following: (1) a growing consensus about the natureof learners; (2) a new view of the curriculum; (3) a new view ofteaching; and (4) exploiting the new technologies.Recommendations were based on these themes and included: (1)establishment of centers for collaboration in se.ence education;(2) expansion of opportunities for sharing information withothers in science education, especially precollege teachers; (3)a better fundamental understanding of science learning; and (4)more emphasis on research in science education that reflects andresponds to real instructional needs. Linn continued by statingthat recent research into the cognitive processes involved inteaching and learning science had made it possible to integrateresearch, resource development, and instruction more closely.Now, methodologies should be developed to ensure more effectiveand timely use of research findings. Research should beconducted in real educational settings to provide new insightsinto the nature of cognitive and instructional processes whilepermitting study of the social and cultural factors thatinfluence learning. Research using case studies and work samplesto gain detailed, longitudinal understanding of the multipleinteracting factors that influence learning should be conducted.Furthermore, it is critically important to encourage sciencelearning among diverse populations and to meet individual needsas well. Researchers should be sensitive to this diversity whenthey design curricula and when they evaluate the ef2ectiveness oftheir programs and recommendations. They should also monitoraccess to new technologies for all cultural and population groupsand should identify ways to ensure access for all who desire it.Linn suggested that the science education research communityshould agree upon common goals and develop plans for actioncentered around the proposed recommendations.



4.54 What are the perceptions and opinions of the
public concerning science education in the
nation's schools?

Pogge and Yager (1987) conducted a survey among service club
members concerning their perceptions of the importance of fourscience education goal clusters to students at four grade levels(K-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12). The four goal clusters were Science forMeeting Personal Needs, Science for Resolving Societal Problems,Science for Career Awareness, and Science as Preparation forFurther Study. The survey was conducted among 5,400 club membersin 1982 and 8,291 members in 1984. The results of the 1984
survey showed increases in perceptions of importance over the1982 survey in all areas. The most dramatic increases were inSocietal Issues and Career Awareness at all grade levels. As anexample, in 1982 23% judged science education to be important forCareer Awareness at grades 7 to 9, but this rose to 89% in 1984.The authors pointed to the rapid changes in attitudes tov,:.:dscience education and the importance for science educators tomaintain current knowledge of public opinion.

Yager (1987) discussed an opinion survey c concerned*citizens undertaken in 1976, 1980, and 1984, regarding therelative importance of various sources of information used byscience teachers. Results reflected renewed interest on the partof the public in improved science education - ,ce a low point in1976. Such changes suggested that the put 4, moving to newdefinitions for school science and to -00 zo ions of moreappropriate sources of information than a " rtbook. Thismovement was resulting in changes in per )tions concerninginformation sources for the science .assroom, as indicated bygreater importance of written materials over standard textbooks,the importance of human resources in addition to the teacher, andthe recognition of the importance of direct student experiencesas sources for information, ideas, and activities.

4.55 What is the present condition of science
education in the nation's schools?

Reviewing the findings from the major science studies of the1980s, Yager and Penick (1987) discussed the major crisis pointsin science education. These problems included: (1) existence ofa mismatch between the science curriculum found in schools andthat which students need and want; (2) nearly all scienceteachers (90%) emphasized goals for school science that we.:.directed only toward preparing students for further formal studyof science; (3) nearly all science teachers (90%) had aphilosophical orientation only toward a specific discipline ofscience; (4) over 90% of all science teachers used a textbook 95%
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of the time; hence, the textbook became the course outline, theframework, the parameters for student experience, testing, and aworld view of science; (5) virtually no evidence existed withrespect to the learning of science by direct experience; (6) mucheffort centered on writing textbooks, with little or no attentionpaid tu the development of a science curriculum; (7) mostinstruction in scie ze centered upon the mastery of unique wordsand terms with little attention given to their real understaudingor use; (8) no evidence existed that science in its most basicsense was ever approached in school science; (9) laboratorieswere largely verifications of what students were told in class orwhat they had read in textbooks; there way no evidence thatstudents ever experienced one real experiment throughout theschool program; (10) ninety-percent (90%) of all high schoolgraduates in the United States were Lot scientifically/technologically literate; (11) the school was ineffective ininfluencing science interest, knowledge, or the further pursuitof either; (12) nearly all answer techniques and such lecturesand question/answer periods were based upon the information thatexisted in the textbooks chosen; (13) few teachers appeared to beaware of any form of instruction other than direct teaching; fewwere aware of recent research concerning learning andinstruction; (14) little relation existed between contentpreparation in science and success in teaching; ,15) the effectof various teacher traits upon student learning accounted forless than 10% of whatever affects student learning; (16) statedgoals for school science, other than those related to thedisciplines of science, were seldom appL. 'ched in an observableway or evaluated; (17) over 90% of the science educationleadership emphasized the importance of continuing in-serviceprograms for the future of science education; and yet, supportfor, leadership for, and availability of such programs declinedsignificantly during the past decade; (18) most teachers (byobserved practice, if not by stated philosophy) viewed science asknowledge to be mastered; they preferred the comfort of knowingwhat a course will be and what they want to impart to studentsprior to working with them; (19) over 90% of all science teachersviewed 'heir goals for teaching in connection with specificcontent; further, these goals were static, seldom changing, andviewed as given::; and (2(1) science teaching was largely a matterof mastery of a new vocabulary; the number of new words andconcepts presented were twice the number introduced when studentslearned a foreign language during a given year. Yager and Penickcontended that cooperative efforts of elementary, secondary,college, university, and scientific communities were needed toresolve the crisis. They questioned whet?k.r it was proper tocontinue to focus energy and resources on programs for thegifted. Moreove-, they suggested that it might be worthwhile toaim at preparing all people for citizenship, for livingp' ..ctive Jives in an age controlled by science and technology,anti for dealing with current problems, rather than focusing onjust the few who will go on to become scientists. They suggested
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that this approach could be a way to attract some of the most
talented and the most concerned students as future scientists and
engineers. It offers potential to turn people on to science
which, as it is now taugf-t, may deter with too much rigor, too
much mastery for the sake of mastery, too much abstraction toosoon, too little relevance, too little meaning, too little
perceived importance and usefulness. Moreover, Yager and Penick
suggested that now is a most opportune time for coalition, for
the power of effective understanding and leadership which can
come only with a less arrogant view of the crisis.

Our final thoughts as we close the review of the terature
in science education for 1987 focus on the national ene. We
are dismayed, but not surprised, by the stark contrast between
Linn's descriptions of a new consensus of the learner, a new viewof the curriculum, a new view of teaching, and new uses oftechnology, and the picture painted by Yager and Penick ofscience teaching as it presently exists in the nation'sclassrooms. On the one hand, we view through the lens of the
researcher the full, as yet unrealized, potential of scienceteaching and learning. Knowing the research literature, we alsomarvel at the increases in our knowledge of teaching and learning
science that have been forged through research. We are reminded
of what the early pioneers of the Urited States must have thoughtwhen they first viewed the Rocky Lountains from their wagons.Perhaps they considered how far they had already come and how
much farther they had yet to go. But they also were confident of
reaching their destination. We have similar thoughts andemotions, that researchers will continue to make steady progresstoward a better understanding of teaching and learning.

On the other hand, we are jolted into reality by the generalcondition of science teaching and learning in the nation'sschools. Moreover, the jolt continues, because we are overcome
with the odd feeling that we have heard this before. Considerthe Project Synthesis report, edited by Harms and Yager (1981),in which the authors used a discrepancy analysis model to examinethe then present condition of precollege science education and tomake recommendations for future action. Let us revisit anearlier day in science education through selected quotes from the
Project Synthesis writers. Concerning biology education, PaulDeHart Hurd (1981) wrote:

Goals of science teaching changed little in the twenty-
year period 1955-1975, but currently they are in
transition. The science curriculum improvement
projects developed during the 1955-1975 period focused
on goals related to the conceptual structure of
scientific disciplines and their processes of inquiry.
Throughout this period, the professional literature on
science teaching tended to emphasize the need for a
broader perspective for science teaching, including
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societal and cultural aspects, the interrelationship ofscience and technology, personal and humanistic foci,and decision-making skills. In practice, however, theemphasis has been on vocabulary and narrow courseobjectives (explicit statements of what is to belearned) as opposed to general goals (e.g., the natureof inquiry or of human beings). There is littleevidence that the goals of the federally supported
science curriculum projects were ever translated intoinstructional and testing practices, although thesegoals are advanced as justification for scienceteaching. Generally, teachers show little enthusiasm
for teaching biology as inquiry. Instruction directsstudents to the 'right' conclusion and little heed ispaid to developing and appetite for submitting beliefsto an empirical test. The curriculum is the textbook,and the objectives are those implicit in the text (p.19-20).

Concerning p'vsical science education, Ronald D. Anderson (1981)stated:

It also should be noted that the purposes of theteachers in the schools are not always the same asspecialists in either science education or generalcurriculum. Many of the aims that have been promotedby the leaders in the field over the last two decadesare not really accepted by teachers. The emphasis uponinquiry and problem solving by science educationleaders has been strong for the past twenty years(Helgeson, et al., 1977, p. 175); yet, these concernsand the desire for increasing emphasis upontechnological and social issues (Helgeson, et al.,1977, pp. 182-183) are not reflected in school practiceor in the views of teachers and administrators Byand large science is not seen as particularly importantexcept for the more highly motivated or gifted students(Stake and Easley, 1978, p. 12:20). Science literacyceases to be a goal after grade 10 and science classesin grades 11 and 12 are designed for the high abilitystudent (Weiss, 1978). In many ways it seems thatsenior high school science departments have given up onscience as general education for all as their primarygoal and instead have focused upon doing a quality jobwith more able students (p. 37-38).

Concerning inquiry in school science, Wayne Welch (1981)inscribed:

It appears that many teachers and parents consider theprimary purpose of science education to be preparationfor the next level of schooling (Stake and Easley,
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1978, p. 13:10). There seemed to be general agreement
that 'the next level', be it junior high, high school
or college, would require preparation in 'knowledge'
rather than in inquiry skills. The knowledge nature of
college entry exams (Stake and Easley, 1978, p. 4:8),
the content of college courses (Stake and Easley, 1978,
p. 13:1), and the intention of most students (70
percent) to go on to college (Stake and Easley, 1978,
p. 18:106) all work together to convince parents,
teachers and students that 'next year' knowledge will
be more highly valued than inquiry skills. This
knowledge emphasis, combined with the absence of
equipment and poor preparation of teachers for inquiry
teaching, has perpetuated the traditional pattern of"assign, study, discuss, and test" pervading most
classrooms. This mode of instruction is, of course,
efficient if recall of facts and definitions is tinemajor goal of instruction (p. 62).

Concerning elementary science education, Harold Pratt (1981)wrote:

The typical elementary science experience of most
students is at best very limited. Most often science
is taught at the end of the day, if there is time, by ateacher who has little interest, experience, ortraining to teach science. Although some limited
equipment is available, it usually remains unused. The
lesson will probably come from a textbook selected by a
committee of teachers at the school or from teacher-
prepared work sheets. It will consist of reading and
memorizing some science facts related to a concept tooabstract to be well understood by the student but
selected because it is 'in the book' (p. 73-74).

Respectfully, we ask: Has anything changed in the nation'sclassrooms in the last 10-15 years? The data base for theProject Synthesis report was collected during the 1970s, yet adecade later, we must admit with regret that substantial,significant, permanent, large scale change in the way science istaught and learned across the nation has been painfully slow. Wecan point to isolated examples of schools and districts that haveincorporated research knowledge and greatly improved the wayscience is taught and learned. In general, however, the bulk ofthe nation's schools seem to have made little progress in scienceteaching and learning. It seems that Newton's first law ofmotion holds even at this level, in that the body of the nation'sschools "will remain in a state of rest or continue its uniformmotion in a straight line, unless it is compelled to change thatstate by forces impressed upon it" (Hewitt, 1977, p. 651). Thebody of schools, in our judgment, is largely at rest.
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We have a classic problem, as Hayes (1981) defined aproblem, "Whenever there is a gap between where you are now andwhere you want to be, and you don't know how to find a way tocross that gap, you have a problem" (p.i.). Hayes (1981)maintained that to solve a problem, one must first understand thenature of the gap and then search for a means to cross it.Today, at the close of 1988, we possess a better understanding ofthe social, political, economic, historical, and academic factorsthat prevent closing the gap, yet that understanding is far fromcomplete. Nevertheless, it is time for action, and Linn as wellas Yager and Penick call for action. Linn argues forpartnerships and Yager and Penick suggest that now is the timefor coalition. If the scholarly community in science educationis ever to have a large measure of success in defining andclosing the gap, then it must go well beyond just conducting anddisseminating research. Science educators must roll up theirshirt sleeves and get their hands dirty in the social, political,and economic arenas beyond the community of scholars, and theymust do so as a group and at a level far beyond present efforts.We are sure that some scholars will take offense with thisposition because, as individuals, they are already involved insuch endeavors. Unfortunately, they are like the driver of asub-compact car involved in a head-on collision with an 18-wheersemi-truck. The laws of physics predict very well the effects.We applaud the work of such people, but we lament that oneperson, or a few people, working in relative isolation will havebut very limited effect. Other scholars will argue that suchactivities are the domain of other people and otherorganizations, that the job of a scholar is to produce knowledge.Others must put that knowledge into practice. Unfortunately,they are like the ostrich with its head in a chuck-hole in thestreet. It matters not whether the on-coming 18-wheel semi-truckswerves and misses or runs directly over the ostrich; the effectis the same. Rather, the scholarly community must begin to lookfor new vehicles, and they should be at least as large and sturdyas an 18-wheel semi-truck.
The community of scholars must alsounderstand that its job is not to create a head-on collision butto avoid one by participating in changing the present course ofaction in the nation's schools. Moreover, the participation mustgo far beyond present day levels, and the new vehicle will beassembled through partnerships and coalitions with people andorganizations outside the community of scholars. It will beassembled by taking Schwab's admonitions seriously, thatcurricula which stand the test of time are curricula built not bythe representatives of a single commonplace, but by therepresentatives of all commonplaces working together throughcoalitions and partnerships. Science-Technology-Societycurricula that Bybee, Rubba, and others describe represent aviable solution. But the development and widespreadimplementation of such curricula will require much effort. Forexample, the National Science Foundation has required thatpublisher-developer partnerships be cemented prior to the award
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of curriculum development funds. But the widespread
implementation of such curricula will require more complex
partnerships. Such working groups are still either in an
embryonic stage or exist only in the minds of their founders. Itis time to get to work, as the future of our nation in the worldcommunity is at stake.
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